http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7w5RUAb3jg
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,…
To the lands without names or numbers the wind blew down from other domains,…
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Dónde estábamos? Where were we?
Wherever we were let’s start anew and the rest will come one-by-one:
Donde estábamos vamos a comenzar nuevamente y el resto vendrá uno por uno:
1.
Sin aliento por Murcia!!! Aristides, más mostrarme más deseo. Pero hacerlo cuando no estés tan
ocupado
…………….
Breathless by Murcia!!!!! Aristides, the more you show me the more I will desire. But do it when
you are not so busy…
…………….
PD: A primera vista no pude encontrar las palabras para decirte por qué algunas fotos en particulares me ha
tocado en un muy..??...manera (bueno, para la clase de manera todavía no encuentro la palabra) entonces
me acordé de la frase inicial y la melodía de las páginas de enlace dos hace y me acordé que la misma
melodía Serena tenía una vez que vienen a mi mente en relación a Cristo la manera de Río de Janeiro
parece ser bendición del carnaval proverbially dionisíaco que sigue todos los ritos de primavera que jamás
han existido en cualquier lugary también me di cuenta de que la niebla de la foto crepuscular fue una
imagen que yo literalmente "había buscado en cielos pero encontrada en tierra", me refiero a que buscaba
para un dibujo que muestra las nubes que se forman a nivel de la calle está pisando, había visto el
fenómeno una vez en Glossa pero no tenía práctica alguna forma de inmortalizarlo y convertirlo en un
símbolo de personas que viven como "Aves" 'Aristophanes no quería un cuadro mostrando las nubes desde
arriba, como algunos dioses verlos, quería amistosas nubes vivos en humanos nivel que, cuando
dispersaron, Mostrar las actividades humanas como las fiestas de primavera. Y allí estabas con el otro
cuadro, gente bailando vuelo-como en las calles, en un día soleado, bendecido por Cristo que parece listo
para empezar a volar-baile demasiado y unirse a ellos. Aristides permitirme volver a volver a mi amado
Nefelo-kokky-gia/Over-cloud-cuckoo-land/tierra-de-cucos-sobre-las-nubes”

……………………..
Un viajero y fotógrafo que fue mi mejor amigo
una vez me dijeron Glossa es celestial y me mostró lo que quería:
una fotografía a diferencia de los que se ven en paquetes de muchos
fue que él había tirado asombrado de la Faneromeni.
Demostró una pequeña nube le pasa como a ir
todavía más bajo, blanco y suave, húmedo aún cálido y brillante,
como conejo manchado y sorprendido buscando su nido para ocultar en frente.
Aves de nube de Aristophanes' me lo recordó
donde en un resort celestial se guiaban algunas aves para vivir.
Paseó por encima de la adrenalina, la toxina y de chorradas sonido chungo
no se encontraron datos como en la televisión a su vida.
Esto me golpeó como un repentino ajuste de inspiración chisporrotear
y no fui incluso obligado a cambiar mi ocupación.
En sólo cinco minutos, incluso tres, iba a mi escuela
y todos los "Buenos días"s oído y dijo me haría ya completo.
En Atenas pasaría mis horas y mis días y sentir como residuos
en autobuses llenos codo a pecho, corriendo apresuradamente sudorosos.
Por lo tanto tenían razón quienes dijo que para todo lo que está comprando
allí te convertido en esclavo y viven en cuarentena gris triste".
PS: Upon first sight I could not find the words to tell you why some particular photos touched me in a very
..??..way (well, for the kind of way I still cannot find the word) Then I remembered the opening phrase and
the melody of the link two pages ago and I remembered that the same serene melody had once come to my
mind in connection to the way Rio’s Christ seems to be blessing the proverbially Dionysiac carnival that
continues all spring rites that have ever existed anywhere, and I also realized that the fog of the
crepuscular photo was a picture that I literally “had sought in heavens but found on earth”, I mean I was
looking for a picture that shows clouds forming at the level of the street one is walking on, I had seen the
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phenomenon once in Glossa but I hadn’t handy any way to immortalize it and make it a symbol of people
living like Arisotophanes’ “birds” I didn’t want a picture showing clouds from above, like some gods
would see them, I wanted friendly live clouds at human level that, when dispersed, show human activities
like Spring festivities. And there you were with the other picture, people dancing flight-like on the streets,
on a sunny day, blessed by Christ who looks as if ready to start fly-dancing too and join them. Aristi des
allow me to go back to go to my own beloved “Overcloudcuckooland” again:
……………………………..
“A traveler and photographer who was my closest friend
once told me Glossa is heavenly and showed me what he meant:
A photograph unlike the ones you see in packs of many
was one that he had shot amazed from the Faneromeni.
It showed a small cloud right in front of him passing like running
to go still lower, white and smooth, humid yet warm and shining,
like rabbit spotted and surprised seeking its nest to hide in.
Aristophanes’ cloud birds to me all this reminded
where in a heavenly resort some birds to live were guided.
They strolled above adrenalin, toxin and bullshit’s sound
no crappy facts like on TV to breach their life were found.
This hit me like a sudden fit of sizzling inspiration
and I was not even obliged to change my occupation.
In just five minutes, even three, I would go to my school
and all “Good morning”s heard and said would make me already full.
In Athens my hours and my days would pass and feel like waste
in buses filled elbow to chest, running in sweaty haste.
So they were right all those who said that for all things you’re buying
there you become a slave and live in sad grey quarantine”.

……………………………..
Stavros (como Hajinikolau en el registro de la policía otra vez):
"entrevistas e interrogatorios comienzan en griegos de otros lugares.
¿Que podía creer lo que les trajo aquí fue gracias ocultas de Glossa?
Por qué un ateniense funciona la base, llamado Yiorgos James Bunny?
Podría no encuentran isleño de Glossa que podría ejecutarlo?"
George (Yiorgos) Bunny (interpretado por su hijo) responde:
"en Atenas había encontrado dos trabajos y yo podía ganar mucho dinero
pero mi vida era sólo miserable nadie lo llamaría miel.
Y luego amaneció en mí en flash y sin pensarlo dos veces,
que mis finanzas y mi vida hay seguir corriendo cortos.
Allí encontrará puestos de trabajo para pagar deudas y tarjetas para pagar por cosas
que no necesita en absoluto donde naturaleza sus cosas trae.
Al final del día que usted sólo puede zap, muerto cansadas como cavar zanjas
y tu juventud llora como su trabajo y la vida misma parecen perras.
Y dónde se puede ver verde o azul? ¿En lugares de centro fantasia?
Suburbios verdes y cabañas junto al mar son raras jugando-tarjetas como ases.
En Glossa en su balcón que esperas para la luna
y veinte centavos de café frío o caliente hacerte un magnate.
Para hacer un cuento largo corto, llegué a la conclusión de
que si quiere real ser rico Glossa es la solución"
Marina ha sido demasiado, todos se están riendo sus corazones hacia fuera, Marina está golpeando a sus pies en el suelo,
abuelo su bastón y mamá está golpeando una cuchara grande sobre una mesa.
Argyroula:-es una locura! Se trata de Yiorgos de Antigoni! ¿Somos todos vamos a ser famosos en Glossa?

Abuelo:-voy a la cafetería. Charla de hoy va a ser algo más! No lo echo para nada.
Stavros (como Hajinikolau entrevistas/interroga un personaje más con gafas):
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Sospechoso será también cualquier palabra y la idea o la decisión
de todos los maestros de escuela no a partir de ahí, vamos a escucharlos con precisión .
Marina ha pasado a la histeria de risa, moviendo su mano en el estilo "no puedo tomar cualquier más risas, yo me
muero", ella grita:

Marina:-terrorista, mi pie! Este es nuestro profesor de literatura!
Argyroula:-no es este señor Mihalis que me dio tus calificaciones el otro día? Es un poco "de algún modo"
en su mente, pero él es un buen hombre. También veo a su esposa en el mercado de Jimmy cuando
hacemos nuestras compras. ¿No es su casa a través de Nikos Angeletos'? Hace unos años solía vivir allí
cerca Faneromeni, al lado de la casa de Vangelitsa Sideri..
Mihalis (interpretado por Mihalis quien es un estudiante estudioso y con gafas):
“Un viajero y fotógrafo que fue mi mejor amigo
una vez me dijeron Glossa es celestial y me mostró lo que quería decir:
………………Hemos visto mejorcitos……………….

En Atenas pasaría mis horas y mis días y sentir como residuos
en autobuses llenos codo a pecho, corriendo apresuradamente sudorosos.
Por lo tanto tenían razón quienes dijo que para todo lo que está comprando
allí te convertido en esclavo y viven en cuarentena gris triste".
George Bunny:
OK, OK, conseguimos su punto usted poeta y erudito docto
un círculo vicioso le amenaza en Atenas por cada dólar,
pero por favor ahora explicarme cómo su esposa dijo que"Voy a venir"
Señora de mi vida fue de aquí, nos reunimos en Tacan base"
Mihalis:
Esta parte fue sólo el más fácil de todos, le pregunté "estás?"
y cuando ella oyó Glossa es el lugar que
ella dijo "para embalar comenzar"
Stavros como Hajinikolau:
' estoy celoso! JEAEALOUOUS!! Estos chicos tienen tiempo propio. Todo a sí mismos. Quiero ir a pescar,
comer pez espada en carbón de leña no cruzados espadas en windows TV".
Hasta ahora Stavros-Hatzinikolau fue visto en la pantalla de la TV, la TV en una mesa, ahora él se levanta y vemos que
es un hombre completo alto cuya cabeza está en una caja de TV que descansa sobre una mesa cada ahora y después.
Intenta sacarlo de la cabeza y no puede hacer esto que finalmente empuja hacia adelante y por lo menos él Bustos el
vidrio y la cabeza sale, sigue teniendo la TV como un collar. Luego se une a George Bunny y Mihalis en el escenario y
cantan de los tres (en la melodía de “si sólo pudiera tengo una gasolinera sobre-las-nubes”):

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PctAepLJolE&feature=related
Si mi tienda manera fue sobre-las-nubes
tiempo de vida se encontrarían por fin
para la casa de la tuerca que no estaría dirigido
al rollo de la ciudad no sería alrededor.
¡ sólo quiero regresar vivo mi vida y no en pantalla
así para empezar
a romper en ese cristal.
Todos mis sueños empiezan otra vez como voy a esos montajes
regresar a mi tierra
camino allí sobre-las-nubes
(aquí Stavros logra tirar el collar de la TV y él inicia etapa)

Así sólo podría olvidarse ciudad vida incluso preguntarse,
es un dolor en el culo en la tierra donde pasee.
Alquiler, préstamos, tarjetas, gas para el sano y tuerca
y luego "run" para encontrar un estacionamiento lote
como si esta broma de mal gusto no era
sino una farsa de teatro jugó en usted por Dios.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
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Stavros (as Hajinikolau in police record again):
“Interviews and interrogations start on Greeks from other places.
Who could believe what brought them here was Glossa’s hidden graces?
Why an Athenian runs the base , called Yiorgos James Bunny?
Could they not find an islander from Glossa who could run it?”
George (Yiorgos) Bunny (played by his son) answers:
“In Athens I had found two jobs and I could earn big money
but my life was just miserable no one would call it honey.
And then it dawned on me in flash, and without second thought,
that my finances and my life would there keep running short.
You there find jobs to pay for debts and cards to pay for things
that you would never need at all where nature her stuff brings.
At the end of day you just can zap, dead tired like digging ditches
and your youth weeps as both your work and life herself seem bitches.
And where can you see green or blue? In fancy downtown places?
Green suburbs and huts by the sea are rare playing-cards like aces.
In Glossa at your balcony you’re waiting for the moon
and twenty cents of cold or hot coffee make you a tycoon.
To make a lengthy story short I came to the conclusion
that if you want to real be rich Glossa is the solution”
Marina has come in too, they’re all laughing their hearts out, Marina is banging her feet on the floor,
grandpa his cane and Mom is banging a big spoon on a table.
Argyroula:- It’s crazy! This is Yiorgos of Antigoni! Are we all going to become celebrities in Glossa?
Grandpa:- I’m going to the café. Today’s chat is going to be something else! I wouldn’t miss it for
anything.
Stavros (as Hajinikolau interviews/interrogates one more character with eye-glasses):
Suspect will also be any word and idea or decision
of all school teachers not from there, let’s hear them with precision.
Marina has gone to hysterics from laughter, moving her hand in the style “I can’t take any more laughs, I’ll
die”, she is screaming:
Marina:-Terrorist, my foot! This is our professor of literature!
Argyroula:- Isn’t this mister Mihalis who gave me your grades the other day? He is a little “somehow” in
his mind but he is a good man. I also see his wife in Jimmy’s market when we do our shopping. Isn’t his
house across Nikos Angeletos’? Some years ago he used to live up there near Faneromeni, at the side of
Vangelitsa Sideri’s house.
Mihalis (played by Mihalis who is a studious student and with eye-glasses):
“A traveler and photographer who was my closest friend
once told me Glossa is heavenly and showed me what he meant:
………………We have seen that aleady …………………
In Athens my hours and my days would pass and feel like waste
in buses filled elbow to chest, running in sweaty haste.
So they were right all those who said that for all things you’re buying
there you become a slave and live in sad grey quarantine”.
George Bunny:
“OK,OK, we got your point you poet and learned scholar
a vicious circle threatens you in Athens for each dollar
but please just now explain to me how your wife said “I’ll come”
my own life’s lady was from here, we met in base Tacan”
Mihalis:
This part was just the easiest of all, I asked her “are you in?”
and when she heard Glossa is the place she said “To pack begin”
Stavros as Hajinikolau:
‘I’m JEALOUS! JEAEALOUOUS!! These guys have time of their own. All to themselves. I want to go
fishing, eat swordfish on charcoal not cross swords on TV windows”.
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Up to now Stavros-Hazinikolau was seen on TV screen, the TV being on a table, now he rises and we see that he is a full tall man
whose head is in a TV box which he rests on a table every now and then. He tries to take it out of his head and unable to do this he
finally pushes forward and at least he busts the glass and his head comes out, still having the TV as a collar. Then he joins George
Bunny and Mihalis on the stage and all three of them sing (in the melody of “if I only could have an overcloud gas-station ”):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PctAepLJolE&feature=related

If my store was way overcloud,
time for life would at last be found
for the nut-house I’d not be bound
when town vibes would not be around.
I just want my life back alive and not on screen
so just to begin
I break out of that glass.
All my dreams again start as I go to those mounts
returning to my ground
up there way overcloud.
(here Stavros manages to throw away the TV collar and he kicks it off stage)

I might as well just forget about town-life to even wonder,
it’s such a pain in the ass in the free land where I wander.
Rent, loans, cards, gas for the sane and nut
and then run to find a parking lot
as if this bad joke was nothing but
a theater farce played on you by God.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
Por lo tanto, Aristides, usted puede imaginarse qué elegiría del conjunto de fotos me envió, para el sitio que
espero se acabará común de la humanidad, cuando queda menos ocupados. Permítanme Mostrar su última
modificación (tercer? cuarto? Yo he perdido la cuenta). Para el tiempo serlo es todavía no común pero es la
inicial en versión bilingüe. Algunas cosas en la tabla de contenido que usted no puede reconocer sin embargo,
aclarará pronto, pero ahora vamos a seguir con recordar uno por uno lo pospuse cuando me quedé una vez más
sin aliento con fotos de Murcia.
Therefore, Aristides, you may well imagine what photos I would choose from the set you sent me, for the site that I
hope will end as a joint site when you become less busy. Let me show its latest modification (third? fourth? I’ve lost
count) . For the time being it’s still not joint but is the initial one in bilingual version. Some things in the table of
contents that you may not recognize yet, I will clarify soon, but now let’s go on with remembering one-by-one what I
postponed when I was left once more breathless with Murcia’s photos.
www.MediterraneanBalconyNews.info
Put together by Yiannis Alevizos

Three southerners of three little-differing generations in e-mail conversation.pdf
Immediate continuation of the e-mail conversation of the three southerners we saw above.pdf
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A finish of the above conversation with an open ended epilogue.pdf (right now we are in this pdf)
The revolution spreads North. From Germany, then Greece, then Spain,
indignado Johnny y indignada Suzy go Wall Street Occupy
with a warm-up at virtual bus-stop on Mount Bushmore.pdf
Mount Bushmore (overall summary and full last part of a, still virtual, revolution).pdf

www.BalcónMediterráneoNews.info

“I feel this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship”
(Humphrey Bogart in “Casablanca”)
“Creo que este es el comienzo de una bella amistad”
(Humphrey Bogart en “Casablanca”)
Tres sureños de tres generaciones diferentes poco en la conversación de correo electronic.pdf
Continuación inmediata de la conversación de correo electrónico de los tres sudistas vimos arriba.pdf
Un final de la conversación anterior con un epílogo de abierto terminada.pdf (en este momento estamos en este pdf)
La revolucion se extiende del norte. Desde Alemania, después de Grecia, después de España,
Johnny indignado y Suzy indignada ir Wall Street Occupy
con un calentamiento en virtual-parada de autobús en Monte Bushmore.pdf
Monte Bushmore (Resumen general y completo pasado parte de una, aún virtual, revolución) .pdf
“2”. Aristides, antes de ir a los 2 reales me acordé de que debo añadir la siguiente observación, para el caso que
pensabas que ir hacia el juego juguetón pero como cabrito significaba que quería posponer las preguntas más adultas
que el viejo de nosotros, Hernán, tiene en mente. En primer lugar que ya hemos empezado a discutir estas cuestiones
pesadas, no es culpa nuestra si esas cuestiones graves son manejadas por payasos como Bush y Rumsfeld que son tan
ridículas que hacen la gravedad de los problemas parecen dibujos animados para niños. OK, estoy incluso dispuesto a
incluir discusiones que he visto de la gravedad de la situación de Grecia en cuanto a cinco etapas de la moribunda
descritas por la Tanatología de Kübler-Ross* Y, como estoy escribiendo esta nota, la TV está hablando sobre el lío de
Merkel y Schäuble en Chipre (y hace tan sólo dos días los bloggers aquí tomaban sobre su propio indignados
expresando su solidaridad a Chipre en la Puerta del Sol madrileña donde fueron decisivos todas sus otras
movilizaciones también)
* (de los cuales nuestra generación oído mosty a través de la película de Bob Fosse "All that jazz
Aristides, before going to the real 2. that I remembered I must add the following remark, for the case you thought that
my going back to the playful but kid-like play meant that I want to postpone the more adult questions that the elder of
us, Hernán, has in mind. First of all we have already started discussing those heavy issues, it’s not our fault if those
serious issues are handled by clowns like Bush and Rumsfeld who are so ridiculous that they make the gravity of the
issues seem like cartoons for kids. OK, I am even willing to include discussions that I have seen of the gravity of
Greece’s situation in terms of the moribund’s five stages described by Kübler-Ross’ thanatology* And, as I am writing
you this note, the TV is talking about the mess of Merkel and Schäuble in Cyprus (and just two days ago the bloggers
here were taking about your own indignados expressing their solidarity to Cyprus in Madrid’s Puerta del Sol where
they were deciding all their other mobilizations too)
*(that our generation mosty heard of through Bob Fosse’s “All that jazz”)
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Me estaba preparando para escribir más sobre quién había escrito que el análisis de "las irracionales
confrontaciones de la crisis" que incluye vistas de Kübler-Ross (y la TV estaba hablando de lo que dijimos)
cuando un correo electrónico de Aristides trataba de responder a una pregunta sobre si su horario muy
ocupado, cuando en Atenas en dos semanas y la posible ausencia de un intérprete con él o conmigo (y el
hecho de que los robots traducen sólo escritas cosas) permitió al menos un "abrazo fuerte (y también) "sin
palabras (que preferí en comparación con le envía una fotografía * ) y si nosotros podríamos arreglar que
me cayó por su hotel donde era y cuando tenía tiempo. Respondió con gusto y con el nombre de su hotel y
su número de teléfono. Le escribí sobre el terreno: "Aristides, estoy muy contento que nos reuniremos
incluso para un abrazo sin palabras. un abrazo es el mismo en todos los idiomas, no es necesario
intérprete"respondió en el acto también:"estimados Ioannis, entre los hijos de Meiterráneo, como tú y yo,
sin necesidad de palabras. Nosotros sólo un abrazo, un apretón de manos y una copa de vino para compartir
una puesta de sol, o un verso de un poema de Kavafis o arcía Lorca, ya sea en griego o en Spanish.Now que
te dejo, porque mi jefe me llama para empezar a trabajar con una evaluación. un abrazo"Yo no debo olvidar
mencionar que el escritor de ese análisis de las actitudes irracionales a la crisis Dionysis, el amigo de los
cuales ya hemos dicho que es un matemático (y lógico y filósofo y, además de libros sobre matemáticas
escribe humor libros que se editan en circulación; en papel y no en la web). Como enfoque de un humorista
la crisis, había hecho Dionysis "Το πονοπάτι της ιστορίας" (aproximadamente significa "Paso de la historia
y pasión"), un DVD en el camino de Grecia a la crisis, donde en dos horas y 14 minutos, interpola su propia
y otros graves vistas y percepciones en forma de cortas frases entre videos con escenas de decenas de
comedias griegas que nos han visto tanto en la niñez y la adultez y han amado y han hecho parte de nuestro
colectivo conscientes e inconscientes. Así que mi punto a Aristides, a través de Dionysis, iba a ser a confiar
que mis bromas no significa evitar los aspectos graves de la crisis. Pero la carta que me envió Aristides en
medio de lo que estaba haciendo demostró que Aristides no necesitaba este tipo de lógica a confiar en mi
apporoach a las cosas y a nuestras preocupaciones comunes.
*Yo tuve uno de un carnaval para enviarlo en respuesta a una pequeña con una toga que tenía de sí mismo junto a su
dirección de correo electrónico, pero también había visto en su segundo enlace, pero nunca me había visto y esto era un
poco demasiado inusual para la gente que sabe tanto sobre mutuamente aunque muy pocas de las cosas que sabemos
son personales o CV)

continuar pronto….
I was preparing to write more about who had written that analysis of “the irrational confrontations of the
crisis” which included Kübler-Ross’s views (and the TV was talking about what we said) when an email from Aristides came answering a question about whether his very busy schedule, when in Athens in
two weeks, and the possible absence of an interpreter either with him or with me (and the fact that robots
translate only written things) allowed at least an “abrazo fuerte (and quick too)” without words (that I
preferred in comparison with sending him a photograph*) and if we could arrange that I dropped by his
hotel wherever it was and whenever he had time. He answered warmly and with the name of his hotel and
his telephone number. I wrote him on the spot: “Aristides, I am very happy that we will meet even for a hug
without words . un abrazo is the same in all languages, no interpreter is needed” He answered on the spot
too: “Dear Ioannis, among the children of Meiterráneo, like you and me, no need for words. We just a hug,
a handshake and a glass of wine to share a sunset, or a verse of a poem by Cavafy or arcía Lorca, whether
in Greek or in Spanish.Now I must leave you, because my boss calls me to start working with an
assessment. a hug”I must not forget to mention that the writer of that analysis of the irrational attitudes to
the crisis was Dionysis, the friend of whom we have already said that he is a mathematician (and logician
and philosopher and, besides books on mathematics he writes humour books that are edited and in
circulation;on paper, not on the web).As a humorist’s approach to the crisis, Dionysis had made “Το
πονοπάτι της ιστορίας”(approximately meaning “History’s passing and passion”), a DVD on Greece’s
path to the crisis, where in two hours and 14 minutes, he interpolated his own and others’ serious views
and insights in the form of short phrases between videos with scenes from scores of Greek comedies that
we have all seen both in childhood and adulthood and have loved and have made part of our collective
conscious and unconscious. So my point to Aristides, through Dionysis, was going to be to trust that my
joking did not mean avoidance of the serious aspects of the crisis. But the letter that Aristides sent me in
the middle of the point I was making proved that Aristides did not need this kind of logic to trust my
apporoach to things and to our common concerns.
*I had one from a carnival to send him in response to a small one with a toga he had of himself near his e-mail
address, but I had also seen him in his 2nd link, but he had never seen me and this was a little too unusual for people
who know so much about each other although very-very few of the things we know are either personal or CV-type)

continuing soon….
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2. Aristides, today is the first day of Lent here, I don’t think your Easter and ours differ by so
many weeks as to have Good Monday there, I will go to reread Nuria’s letter to see if she had
told me that the seven kids (five girls and two boys) whose e-mails she had sent me would be
free from exams in two weeks or when they would start Easter’s vacation, I remember I had told
her that until my own students are free I could become their e-mail penfriend in English but I’m
afraid that this idea was a blunder like, many times, it also is here, when, promising I will mix
fun with homework, I make pupils hate fun and change sidewalk when they see me just in case I
tell them some joke that will also lead to some bibliography or mnemonic rule to increase their
English vocabulary. Anyway I had mentioned to Nuria, maybe also to you, that….
…OK, I had to interrupt again….Well, to be splitting a chapter with notes like “continuing soon”
is not incompatible with its title containing the expression “open epilogue” but what I had in mind
was rather “reaching as far as one can go and with what one can do with a given state of
circumastances or data and then waiting for another such condition that would allow going
further…Well, the here-and-now circumstances that I mean however do not refer to an issue that
is of lower relevance than the (mainly cultural) issues I usually analyze, but on the contrary, refer
to an issue of much much higher relevance than the issues I have the background to analyze, I
mean, as you guess, what is happening in Cyprus…
continuing soon….

Dear Nuria, due to my getting absorbed more and more into the news about what
is going on in Cyprus, I am prevented from completing, for a second day in a
row, a letter to you that I was preparing to ask if this week was the week your
students would be more free or if this was to be later, in the first Easter week,
which, even if we have some difference in the date of Easter, cannot be this
week, since we only had Lent Monday yesterday. Anyway, my own students will
be more free next week since this week is their intense preparation week for the
commemoration, on Friday, of one of the two greatest days that we
commemorate in Greece. I still have not abandoned the plan of becoming,
myself, too, a penfriend to your five girls and two boys, I only got taught, from
Spain too, like already from Greece, that teachers must not make fun feel like
homework in their effort to make homework feel like fun. Also my own boy
students told me that it was a serious omission not to thank Spain’s civilization
for Spain’s contribution to soccer too, but this issue I can only let to their own
hands to handle since I am very ignorant in this subject. Please bear with my
delays and my silences, I will soon make up. Greetings to our future penfriends,
and best regards/Yiannis.
ok thank you. It would be a good idea if students are penfriends among
themselves and they contact individually , independently from teachers since
they will exchange experiences, photos and hobbies in a teeanager language.
Happy Easter holiday.

Yes, you're right Nuria. Now,concerning the exchanges between us adults, just in
case you haven't run across them, have you seen some texts, e.g. songs that
make perfect sense whether they are heard , at the same time, by a Spanish
person or by a Greek, or speeches that make perfect sense whether they are
read to an English person or to a Greek? Language teachers use them some
times here. Also tell me if you think it would be an idea worthy at all if I sent your
students the following tricks to increase Engish vocabulary: I give them a joke in
English, I narrate it to them in Greek, then I tell them to translate it in detail but by
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guessing and not by looking up the words they do not know (guessing them led
by the fact that more or less they know the overall meaning by the version they
hear in their own language)* Let me copy paste three examples from the
collection of such jokes I use: 1)A group of American tourists is arrested by bandits in
Mexican desert, the bandits are ready to start the killings and the rapes before the looting and
suddenly a masked man dressed in black attacks and with a big Z on his mantle attacks and kills
all the bandits leaving with his sword a Z scar on every bandit’s forehead. The Americans
watch in relief, admiration and gratitude and a young American woman, expressing all her
compatriots says with tears in her eyes: “We all thank you Zuperman” 2) A guy is driving on a
highway among fields and sees a chicken on the road and he tries to run over it in order to get it.
It escapes, he stops the car and runs after it, it runs very fast, he plunges to it and it again escapes
but he catches a glimse of its legs and there are three legs to it. He gets back on the car for more
effective chickenhunt, he speeds up to 50mph the chicken goes 60mph , he goes 90 it goes 100.
He gives up but seeing a house in the fields he walks there and a guy he finds "have you ever
seen that three legged chicken?" "It;s not the only one. It;s full of them around here" "How
come?" "When I and my two brothers were kids we had an argument every Sunday at lunch about
which two of us get the roast chicken;s legs. Not wanting that to possibly happen to our kids
too when we would grow up we became biologists specializing in genetics and developped a
chicken variety with three legs" 'Wow ! What a story! And do they taste good?" "You think we
could catch any?" 3) A woman takes her overweight husband to a doctor to put him on a diet.
The husband says to him: “Doc, my wife thinks I’m overweight. How tall should I be for my
kilos?” “About two meters and a half”. “You see , sweetie, what the doc says ? I’m not
overweigth. I’m underheight”
OK, I hope I haven’t bored you , or a least I did not give you the impression I am
intervening in your work. Good night, thanks for answering so soon
Next day, during a break, Christina, the girl who had originally informed me about the link
“Gracias Grecia”, asked me of this was the week when their peers woud have free time and told
me to e-mail her the e-addresses that I had from Nuria and she would forward them to her other
fellow students too, she told me that not only the boys but the girls too considered it was an
omission of mine not to have mentioned Spanish soccer, she told me they would communicate on
skype too, I told her I would also e-mail to her an attachment with photos from Murcia that
Aristides had sent me, …I sent her what we are saying fist thing when I got home after school…
I realized how correct was Nuria’s advice “It would be a good idea if students are penfriends
among themselves and they contact individually , independently from teachers since they will
exchange experiences, photos and hobbies in a teeanager language”.
Nuria, already today two girls**, asked me if it is OK now, in regard to your exam period, to write
to their penfriends of the e-addresses you had sent me. I told them to go ahead. Thank you for
your advice and happy Easter vacation.
*This very natural method can of course be used with other things instead of jokes, e.g. songs, paragraphs
from books of literature or science etc that interest someone very much and are already a little familiar to
him etc. (or, of course, by re-reading what one writes to a foreign friend with what the robot translator
writes. After such exposition to vocabulary starts to be absorbed, one will need a grammar book to see
more systematically terminations of the conjugation of verbs and nouns, and he/she will be as ready to start
talking as an infant who has been hearing his parents talk for quite a while)
**Christina, the girl who had first talked to me about your school's link and Eleni, the younger
sister of the graduate of last year who had played in our satirical link
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Since last note we have stopped including the Spanish translation in the same pdf. To see it go to the 3rd chapter of the
Spanish version of this pdf (titled • Final de la conversación de más arriba con un epilogo no prejuiciado.pdf)
Here let’s go to the next note:

3.
Little by little we have reviewed some kind of common background and vibrationes of the three
little-differing generations who try to converse here before further conversing with the next
generation, but before starting that for real, let’s bring up a little the subject of the proper tone in
which one must address the tone of Merkel-like mentalities (with which, of course, the fellowMediterraneans like Aristides and myself, are more familiar (and more involved, as we have
already seen) than our fellow-southerner , from Nicaragua, Hernán. And, since Aristides had the
grace to relate the present quest with Don Quixote’s, let’s not forget to also speak, a little, about
whether we, either the Mediterranean two or all three of us, are some kind of Quixotes, either in
an Aegean version of him or in his original Spanish version (I mean both regarding the proverbial
ambiguity on whether Quixote himself is a lofty person or a lunatic, a smart jester or a tragic
idiot etc etc and the additional ambiguity of whether we three share the lofty features of him too
and not only the laughable*. This part can be started and completed very quickly with just a
quick joke like the ones for kids we saw in the previous page: A man who stammers goes on a
bus and, stammering, asks about a bus-stop, the driver answers stammering too, the man protests,
“A-a-re you-you ma-making f-fun of me-me?” The driver, stammering again,explains that he
himself stammers too. But to the next person who asks him a question the driver answers without
stammering. The person who stammered says “S-so you-you rea-really ma-made f-fun of me”.
The driver answers “n-not of you-you, of-of the-the other g-guy I-I ma-made f-fun”. For the
reader who wonders about if we are as lofty as Quixote at his best the joke has a rather obvious
moral or meaning***, at least if he is wondering through lack of self-confidence more than
through lack of trust to the presentation he is reading.
Now, concerning the issue of answering Merkel’s tone, there is a question regarding whether it’s more worth one’s
effort that it was to answer the tone of the bullshit uttered by, her once compatriot, Donald Rumsfeld (the so called
“Rumsfeldisms” which have even been edited in regular books by other expositors). The answer obviously depends on
the constitution of both writer-and- reader of such pages. For me personally it was very enjoyable, thus worth doing it,
to write those of the last pages of the previous pdf that had that face of Rumsfeld on them, and if the reader thought
they also were worth his own reading too, then most probabaly he will say the same about what I will write on Merkel.

*For example after the last paragraph of the part of Hernán’s “Testimonio” we had seen**, I feel that he
might want to remark to us two Mediterraneans the following “It’s a Quixote’s work for Chomskies. It’s
ant’s work for us who can only afford to be their helpers” (in a way analogous to the way of old and
experienced researchers who, hearing young postodocs lecturing on their results and using the word
“discovery”, loudly remark to them “It was a discovery for Columbus. It’s a finding for you”
**Let’s see it again: “The world function and situation as led currently by the USA, are so complex that no
living mind, withperhaps the exception of a few persons with extraordinary brains endowment, much
training and great integrity, can comprehend them, Noam Chomsky and a few exceptional poets come to
my mind. What difference does it make that the biggest mess we human have made, is understood in its
totality if such is possible? Not much I think, the small actions of many -the ants’ work my late sister in
law Paquita used to refer to, thinking in one of Sandino proclamations, are what could possibly change the
self destructive course we are in for.I mention these things only because confronted with the complexity of
the problem, we, the ones in the lower rank of the intellectual scale, invariably get overwhelmed and our
reaction is to be silent, but to be silent is to condone, which equals to be accomplice, and so to be guilty by
association. I should better confess right away, that my brain's functions may be as low or lower than the
functions of the brain, of who we believe bears a lot of responsibility for the crescendo crisis we are
witnessing, I should better confess right away, that my brain's functions may be as low or lower than the
functions of the brain, of who we believe bears a lot of responsibility for the crescendo crisis we are
witnessing, with the current presidentof the United States, Mr George W Bush”………………………….
***Its meaning and moral for the present expositor is another joke, or rather joke-like expression, valuable
for all fellow presenters, which he has learned from his friend Lefteris, himself a tour-guide: “A tourguide must exercise care to avoid the so-called “tour-guides’ disease”, the main symptom of which is to
think that the presenter of exhibits is himself an object of interest for the sight-seers as are the exhibits
themselves”
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No vamos a posponer demasiado respondiendo a la pregunta de si es el momento de la broma y perder tiempo y tejido
cerebral en tales bromas y sus tonos y bocados, en medio de grave y urgentes desarrollos funcionando al mismo
tiempo, vamos a posponerlas sólo para siempre y cuando se necesita del escritor para copiar y pegar fragmentos de
ellos desde un contexto tenían hace casi 10 meses y para el lector a los de la hoja (un contexto donde, entre otras cosas
que estaban sucediendo o fueron discutidos, la hija en su adolescencia (Suzy) había dicho que su madre (Helen) que
ella había visto a Merkel en la primera fila de la audiencia de Canto General jugado en Berlín:)
Let’s not postpone too much answering the question of whether it’s time to joke and waste time and brain-tissue on
such jokes and their tones and mouthfuls, in the midst of grave and urgent developments running concurrently, let’s
postpone them only for so long as it takes from the writer to copy-paste excerpts from them from a context they had
almost 10 months ago and for the reader to leaf them (a context where, among other things that were happening or
were being discussed, a daughter in her teens (Suzy) had told her mother (Helen) that she had seen Merkel in the front
row of the audience of Canto General played in Berlin:)

Helen:-OK, before going to the next point let’s see a litle of the link you found with Merkel and a little of
Loukianos’ link your group had played last time maybe to remember the days before crisis or maybe to see
if we can still feel the same way
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnYU2coTDOc&feature=relmfu (she plays up to 1:23)

A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad en la fertilidad.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.

To the lands without names or numbers
the wind blew down from other domains
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated altars
restored flowers and lives
In fertility time grew

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDNQN8gJpbU (she plays up to 1:23)
Years that feel our best are always passing
passing on a hurrying clock’s hourhand
youth that’s left behind
years never to re-find
and what I feel real stays
in our hearts and our mind
is just nights serene and filled with moonlight
in cinemas playing under night sky
sweetly passing by
nights never to re-find
in walls of jasmine and woodbine

Maybe one would think that in days full of the Merkel-Schäuble type of grim tales one would need to
employ more epic type of images as archetypes of resistance and decisiveness, tunes like the ones that had
become relevant again when more outright forms of orcs and of Batmanian jokers and Carnival Cowboys,
like Rumsfeld and Bush, were spreading threats outside their country and lies inside, for example I
remember the Iraqi women before the invasion by the alliance of the willing saying “Well, what can we do?
Live always with anxiety? We’re just arranging with relatives to be living under the same roof so that the
ones who would be less wounded by the bombs take care of the others” while American women were
hearing false yellow alarms and going hysterical like “why is our president such a gentleman and waits for
UN and does not attack immediately so that we become like we were before the twin tower attacks?” and
companies were selling some kind of tents for protection…from Iraqi drones? or was it anthrax? etc etc.
With merely financial orcs and gollums like Merkel and Schäuble, it would be a disorder of the neurotic or
even psychotic type to prepare for such clearcut attack, since cowards bombarding from altitude and
cowards killing with financial means are two different thug species and specialties. So the question arises if
there is something that even in times of crisis could be as sweet a finish to a night like the one just past as
the song about the vibes of summer cinemas. The night before the fall of Constatinople one of the phrases
the king mentioned was one that had been around since Aesop’s time to his time and from his time to ours,
and whose origin most of us ignore, the phrase “Your house is burning and you’re singing?”, usually said
for frivolous people unaware of coming disaster, and in the original, Aesop, context being what someone
had said to some snails cooked on coals for the whistling sounds they make as some gases expand by heat
and escape from their shell. OK, being a teacher, maybe I should explain more, but I prefer Mihalis’
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rock-like summary “Let’s kiss each other goodbye tonight because tomorrow we’re going to kiss goodbye
our own asses”. I prefer this summary but cowards who kill with just big interest rate don’t deserve even
that epic rock-like line. Neither another epic music line, whether in Kurt Weil’s original form or in
Morrison’s rock form , the Brechtian Mahagonny’s “Alabama song” where the people of a village faced a
coming hurricane by raising signs like “Do it” and just did everything they were postponing. Even if we
find it a good idea to do things postponed, the assholes don’t deserve writing signs etc as deserves a natural
disastrous force, since they are unnatural disastrous forces. Anyone thinking otherwise, under the influence
of Darwin, or even Nietzsche, may take a good look at Rumsfeld, Bush, Merkel, Schäuble, or at a banker
or golden boy and ask himself, and also ask the the obscure object of his gaze, what exactly all this
Darwinian struggle is optimizing if the result is what he’s looking at. It’s obviously downgrading the
species, not upgrading it. Like it was a downgrading of Christianity not an upgrading of it when the
Christianization of South America by the conquistadores left deep archetypical images of the type of that
thorn tree in the Canto Heneral’s “Vegetations” that Merkel was listening to in the opera, like also it was a
downgrading of some Jewish-German civilization peaks, not an upgrading or even a continuation of them,
when opera listeners among her fellow Germans 60 years ago left equally barbaric archetypical images
wherever their bull-goose-shit-step led them and also left some unpaid bills in countries like Greece that
they destroyed, bills which remained unpaid because in the civil war it was the collaborators of Germans
who prevailed, with the help of Americans who first made the first trials of napalm bombs here, before
using them in Vietnam. What was the other alternative? Becoming like East Germany, or Eastern Europe ,
or Albany? Well, that’s why here there are books like “Fortunately we were defeated” by ex-communists
(excommunicated by communism too after that). To stand responsibly for civilization’s position does not
mean you have to be blackmailed into choosing either one of the two available barbarians and become its
blind parrot. Let’s go to an even worse downgrading: If we go to the time of fall of Romans there is one
account where citizens were busy applauding and cheering for tortures in an arena without noticing their
cheers mixed with shouts of their soldiers being killed by invading barbarians. OK, golden zombies and
orcs are not busy looking at something like this but looking at screens with financial indices. But OK, since
being busy with singing sweet songs in a stadium is different from seeing either torturing there or finacial
indices on screens, and at its worst is like watching family serials on TV to feel we’re still going OK, we
prefer another analogy with a fall image “Obviously as the Roman world was collapsing nothing was
making parents not care for their children, lovers not exchange oaths and dreams, artists not creating,
friends not talking. Yet it was collapsing…”. Also possible, but of course optional, is the analogy with
another image: Fukushima parents answering international friends offering to adopt their children “Thank
you but our children are Japanese and all Japanese share all that befalls Japan’s life”. Obviously I am
moving to examples better fitting my own nature and style; so let me also mention the Bobby McGee song
by Janis Joplin. Yet no. Not in front of those gnomes and gollums…Where were we? OK, for the sarcastic
images so far the credit goes to our two dads. The responsibility , of course, that they assumed with their
postings, I share fully. I mean both the responsibility in front of the ones ridiculed and in front of the ones
who blame sarcasm as dangerous for the country’s finances or its tourism. OK, let me now move to my
type of sarcasm too: Yes Mrs and Mr Merkel-Schäuble, we are guilty. Additionally guilty on top of
accepting your bribes as corrupts. We are guilty of admiring and imitating your civilization instead of
insisting on ours which was higher. You want proof that I’m not just being chauvinistic? In less than two
lines:
The reason why both us and you are collapsing is that the European South admired and imitated the
European North, it was not the inverse admiration and imitation that took place. QED.
That does say something about civilization, doesn’t it? OK, enough sarcasm; if you didn’t catch it, I mean
if you didn’t catch the italics upon first reading, read them a second time. If you still don’t catch the
sarcasm as addressed to you then either you’re a born Mediterranean and you should be here not there, or
you have a blindspot wider than your whole eye or even head, or you are as much of a blockhead as your
compatriot Rumsfeld who offered his services to USA following in the steps of the best tradition of the Dr
Strangeloves who made American sages say that the real winner of 2nd world war was Hitler since winner is
not he who survives physically but he whose methods and goals survive, and if one makes a deal like “To
avoid Nuremberg, teach us a couple of tricks” , then he has lost. OK, for me to go on, I first have to drive
you out of my system and out of the system of my listeners or readers. The best I could do for you would
be to also drive you out of your own system too, but on the one hand that would be impossible for you
without immense effort on your behalf, which means you would have to oppose your masters, and on the
other hand it would be an exaggeration, verging to hypocrisy, for me to pretend in front of me or of you or
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of beholders that I care so much for lost causes like you. But OK, the only thing I can do for you, or even
for your zombie owners and zombie masters, is to offer them the same thing that I offer to mysef and to
my listeners to drive you and your masters out of my system before I go further. Here’s how we, real
people, do it. You check on your own, if it also works for people as unreal as you:
Step 1: We , on this side of the climate, will first hear the following link (You do whatever you like with it)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu
Step 2: Now, more relaxed and more back to the normal human condition, we are going to also speak about
what we heard and then hear it again to enjoy it even more fully: See how real people talk to each other—
including how they talk about gnomes like you and your masters— relax, and try to learn something: This
night at the Herodeion, a couple of blocks from the house of Theodorakis, is also like a night at the tiers of
the school with the same songs, and like a night at summer cinemas. The only difference is that the physical
presence of Theodorakis who lives nearby makes the night also have a feeling like he hosts everybody in
his house’s yard. The night at Frankfurt opera house or at Berlin or at Belgium does capture some of the
extended family atmosphere of it, if we are either reading the translation of their lyrics or if we are as able
to be civilized by music even in the absence of their lyrics so as to catch the undertones, as those spirits to
whom Nietzsche, addressed that paragraph we saw from his “The birth of tragedy from the spirit of music”
….(we’ll see that in the next pdf)….
Step 3: Now you read the translation …oh! Let me forget about you-zombie-bosses-or-zombie slaves, and
ask my real listeners or readers to excuse me for the interruption and for the figure of speech of talking as if
my audience was not this living room or the readers of my postings but you-the-zombies. I just did it to
make zombies feel, to at least us-the-live if not to themselves too, like real people and more live than
usual, although the expression “live zombies” would, strictly speaking, be an oxymoron. OK, I got carried
away and talked to zombies, thus ignoring impolitely my live guests, I promise I won’t do it again. So I
come back to to us five here, and to our imagined audience if this is a rehearsal or book or posting or
anything else recorded, be it by memory, I’m not recording anything, I mean another time all this would be
said in another way…OK, let’s all read the lyrics of the song Mikis conducted before going to the Zorba
which was instrumental: The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you/come down your door and
hold my hand/to feel how much I need you/Make up your bedsheets now for two/for you and me, for me and
you/hold me as I hold you right from start/to feel that love and life are back/I took you in my arms, you took
me in yours, we both were taken and given/I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven/Make
up your bedsheets now for two/for you and me, for me and you/hold me as I hold you right from start/to feel
that love and life are back.So I ask us five and our imagined audience isn’t this one of the best songs of
reunion for people who have become lost to each other, like for example the song of ABBA between
Pierce Brosnan and Meryl Streep in the Ai-Yiannis Chapel in Glossa also is? Isn’t it also the best song for
becoming more united for people who haven’t lost each other but feel the need to be more united? Isn’t it
the best song for people who have never been united because they were postponing it? Isnt’t it also the best
song for just solidarity even between people who never had or wished an erotic type of relation? For
example for people who say: OK, economic war is not that epic of a spectacle, it’s a death spectacle, more
like cancer or any other disease with last days with just gauzes, shit, urine, but it is in the best of human
nature when one says “I want my friends to have immortalized on their cell phone cameras a video of me
still dancing before the other images prevail” like Vangelis who died at 25 was dancing in Olga’s phonecamera or Mados in a locally made DVD with a schoolyard’s dance night. I don’t mean that dead without
dance-like memories left in others have some fault! I was among the first to congratulate my colleague
Tasos for playing at Glossas’ school the film Philadelphia with Tom Hanks, although to whoever googles
with Tom-Hanks Philadelphia Maria-Callas I recommend to find a full more-than-seven-minutes youtube
link and not the one with only four minutes, to better stand the emotions the hospital scene creates, but I
still insist how human and beneficial is what Vangelis and Mados did. Now: Is there a better such
Vangelis-like and Mados-like immortalizing of the Greece we all lived first hand than this link of Mikis
and the Greeks who loved him in Herodeion under summer night sky and of also its second song, the one
that Anthony Zorba Quinn called”the music of life”? Of course there also is a Greece that was
immortalized by Arabs translating Plato and Aristotle and was taught by Westerners and by Greeks who
loved it as much as Germans like Heisenberg loved Plato and Einstein, as much as Jews like Einstein loved
Greeks, Spinoza and German-British-French-American-…, past or present, fellow-geniuses and as much
as Greeks like Christodoulou loved Archimedes, Appolonius , Newton and Riemann, but for whether this
Herodeion night was what ancients also lived in night places or not, the answer just is: isn’t this night’s and
this place’s magic and mystery something itself worth living deeply and immortalizing and at the same
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time involving, potentially, all citizens, not just geniuses like Platos and science geniuses, and Beethovens
and Theodorakises?
Step 4: Isn’t the mystery of this moment felt as something like holy communion, to which people go
dressed in their dress reserved for church, like they would also go to a Beethoven concert to hear the
hymn to joy and like many simple people would go to have communion before going to a war?
Step 5: Isn’t it so special a feeling that it is worth saying about it that it’s a point that defines civilization?
And then makes automatic the saying “Whoever is not civilized is barbarian”. Forget the saying “whoever
is non Greek is barbarian” for a minute. Just have in mind the tautology above.
Step 6: Isn’t this a moment where an archetype of civilization of man and not an archetype of barbarism
by, or on, man reaches very-very near man? Where a moment reminding what is saved in mythology’s
archives, and not in history’s or journalism’s, comes so uniquely close, that the only way to be saved by a
foreigner German or American or Turk or Japanese or Chinese who would want to buy that place, would
be to just copy the original as faithfully as could be or to just plagiarize it even in the best sense of
preserving it since reproducing everything that led to its existence would take as many years and persons
as led to the persons involved in the audience’s lives and in the conductor’s life. Maybe the reason why
that book “Lila” that considered any valor of whites as a result of their plagiarizing it from American
Indians after their genocide was so awkwardly expressed because of its author’s, Pirsig’s, surprise and guilt
on behalf of whites, upon realizing such a mechanism of life preserving its proper values even through
plagiarizing them when thugs and cowards extinguish carriers of better values but, being ashamed to tell
their wives and kids the real story, they “suicide” their own values by killing the real story to make live in
their kids the values of the killed, by claiming the deeds of the killed as their own. Well, this was the case
as long as the thugs were just people with stronger weapons. Now, with economic orcs, no-one comes near
no-one, like would come in the street-fights that had to follow the bombing periods, as in Iraq, so the kids
of the gollums etc may well be even worse than their parents and life may have no correcting method to
avoid its degradation. OK, but let’s go back to the simple event of some song night, of a non-bombed
country. Have Greeks with flesh and blood any such values etc about them? Have Rigthtists? Socialsits?
Alexis-ists? Communists?Anarchists? Christians ? Atheists?
Step 7: Suppose that about that simple night someone says: OK, here we all lived something great,
whoever wants this to be immortalized as our image, with or without cameras, after unemployment, gangs,
opposing gangs, black market, porno-tourism etc etc bring about the analog, at country level, of death in
just excrement, urine and blood , with or without photos, take a break out and then step back in the theater
and enjoy the rest but considering entrance as a promise consciously given to yourself and to each other
that you’ll be your best selves to your country in your effort to either save it or decently sink with it. If you
are a Greek who thinks he is wasting his time singing instead of gathering provisions to sell in blackmarket
and feed upon his country’s corpse, please step out with or without refund. Same if you like singing but do
plan to profit from black market anyway. If you are a tourist or immigrant who liked how we sing even
when sinking, and you want to just watch simply as if it was a film like Titanic’s sinking with orchestra still
playing, and if you don’t consider it idiotic or melodramatic etc. stay, but if you are an immigrant
wanting to find ways to profit from the corpse, like exploiting hospitals near border in the well known
ways, just step out and go to loot something with or without a Greek fellow-looter , or step in but do feel a
clown. If you are a Greek wanting to lynch people who say things like the ones you’re hearing right now
just in case they hurt tourism or they hurt Merkel’s name and infuriate the markets and raise the spreads
etc etc as all those cretinic idioms put it, stay out but don’t leave, just wait outside and when we get out try,
at your own risk, to lynch some of us. Obviously whether some values survive or not depends on what
numbers of people will step back in, or join in, after the break and also on their strength, intelligence, will,
dexterities etc etc etc. Will the people who’ll stay feel fellow-citizens or not?
Step 8: Will this type of compatriots have much use of the word “Greeks” or care to be called “Greeks”?
What about Orphics? Pythagoreans, Early Christians, Greek Christians, Balkanian Christians, Russian
Christians, Lutheran Christians, European philhellenes, Irish Christians, South American Christians, South
American Indians, North American Indians, Samurais, prewar European communists, cold war Russian
dissidents, Greek post-civil-war communists, American Weathermen, Iraqis, American human shields,
Palestinians, dissident Jews, Tunisian and Tahrir square demonstrators, American occupys, Spanish
Indignados, Greek Indignados, or many others too whom we have heard about these recent yeas but
personally I’m not informed enough to mention…For a crew like that, whether in a single amphitheater or
stadium, or in many such places in the world, to say a phrase “Whoever is not here is a barbarian” will
obviously not exactly be a phrase meant in an arrogant or clique-like or racist way, neither biologically nor
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geographically racist, but maybe it will be equally infuriating to many and for many different reasons. And
it will sure not mean “Whoever is not Greek can’t be here and thus is barbarian” nor “Whoever is not here
is not Greek thus all Greeks are non barbarians” etc. Maybe at some point in antiquity, many people, not
all, from many Greek cities had made such a deal of what values they shared and chose the name Hellenes
for themselves because maybe it meant something very definite and then they attracted more and more
people to their values just because the rest liked the way they saw them live, and maybe that’s all about
that phrase. And hopefully this can be repeated now across nations but in a way opposing globalization
rather than affirming it, since it almost immediately became obvious what kind of barbarization that kind of
pseudo-universalization was.
Step 9: So let’s just suppose that “Greek”, or rather “Hellene” , as it was in those days, just meant
“civilized” . For example one theory says that “Hellas” , comes from “Sellas” meaning Aurora, that is light
display in the night sky. Similarly Helen comes from Selen, or rather Selene, meaning moon. But even if
this theory was proved, the deal was based on an agreement on something poetic, like for example the last
images in Axion Esti. But maybe Axion Esti has no relation to this; poetry makes sense in many different
ways. For people to make such a deal they don’t necessarily have to mean one and the same thing. But
saying it, in word and deed, they find out through circumstances if with “civilized” they mean the same
thing and if that thing can or cannot survive in the kind of Darwinian battles occurring between
civilizations also reflecting battles among different options of human nature.
Step 10: And what music will these people hear in this kind of second half of a summernight concert at
Herodeion, transmitted to all similar non-barbarian places everywhere in the world? First a repetition of
the above pieces we heard but then also “Axion Esti”. Theodorakis himself conducted it some years ago in
Herodeion, we had heard it on that night on the beach, that night when Suzy said she wanted to become a
phycisist like Apostolos who shared it with all of us after he heard it in Herodeion. Unfortunately I have
not found a link for the finish of that Herodeion night. But let’s see it in German and then each of us and
our hypothetical listener , let’s wonder what exactly Merkel, and all Germans who agree with her, take in
from such oratorios? If the values of these oratorios make sense to them why their own civilization’s
values differ so much from them? If they don’t make sense to them why do they attend them at all? They
don’t hear the lyrics at all? And OK, if they relate to the musical part only, what about that crescendo’s
“death and birth trip”, as it would be called in the language of the ’70s, what about the agony, and fight,
and deliverance in it? Do they hear it? Do they wonder about where they fit in those values when they go
to their music halls? Is Adorno right saying Europe hears the sirens only tied on the mast of a ship like
Ulusses? Was Nietzsche right calling them Philistines? (not in the biblical sense!) Let’s ourselves hear it as
the communion that it is, and finish with a step 11 too on what kind of hope, or fight, or ballot, or
demonstration, or effort etc etc each of us here can help.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T58off4sQls (at 5:50)
PRAISED BE the hand returning from terrible murder knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!
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Step 11: Of course after this,we all have some very reasonable questions like: Well, when in his youth
Theodorakis was conducting in front of such a German audiences Germany was not a country run by
gnomes like Merkel and Schäuble, nor was she falling for values like “Credence in “Deutchland über
Alles” revival”, quickly removing all traces of sympathy for her being victimized by people capitalizing in
Germans’ guilt feelings, I mean removing it even from intellectuals like Günter Grass who had strongly
stood for Germans against their victimization of such kind. If Germany then was like the Merkel-Schäuble
Germany they would not have invited Theodorakis, or would have invited him in terms so alien to his
work that he wouldn’t have gone there, unless he was such an idiotically literal believer in the Orphic myth
of Dionysus metabolized in the stomach of evil giants to transform them to goodness that he thought he
would transform whole civilizations symbolized by giants by being metabolized as “an evening at the
opera” to pass the time of these gnome type of leaders, or unless he was such an idiot that he thought he
would change anyone by moving at the end his baton like a sword or lance, but such an idiot we know he
isn’t since he held a rifle to fight Nazis long before he held a baton. And we know that he also knew much
more literally what being eaten by a giant means since he was among the thousands of refusniks who
wouldn’t lift that rifle against brother Greeks in a civil war even if the price for that was to be literally
chopped by psychopath monsters. 2nd question: OK, so in unequal battles we know we lose and we just die
like singing martyrs, but give, be it symbolically, a last battle, to feel decent in our own and our children’s
eyes and in the eyes of the posterity, and to not feel poordevils applying for a position in paradise as
martyrs? No: Last battles are not fought like that but also as possibly first battles. Neither Indians , nor
Spartans did it as a chore more tiring than just usual suicide . One fights it to win a still meaningful goal
among the still available such goals. So cutting short all epic and lyric analogies let’s focus on what now is
still available among meaningful goals that can still be won and are not just virtual so as to be just named
wins or losses by various tastes. First of all let’s start with the easy and local steps that need to be taken
and are not taken because we have both depressed moods and long bad habits: Greeks do have the IQ to
create small scale but very successful businesses and they prove it everywhere in the world where laws,
lack of red tape and tax collection services work better than in their country, so let’s ask to take lessons
from Greeks abroad on how they do it and among what laws and tax environment to know what serious
things to imitate and start from scratch on these directions, both as businessmen and as taxmen. Also let’s
systematize and spread more widely the solidarity and volunteerism efforts that were never absent in small
communities but didn’t have such fancy names but were called “mutual help between neigbours” and “help
to the helpless among the elder”. If we don’t do those things we just die. As simple as that. We die a
collective death as bad as an individual death from cancer, whether we manage to immortalize our best
moments or not. Now let’s also go to the proverbially grandiose grand shemes the megalomania of which
we’re accused of having and the lack of which we feel as depressing us so much as to shrink the
importance of the, supposedly too local, goal above, and also as to give alibis to the most stupid and lazy
among both native and immigrant people here. Oh, let me first get done with the stupid and lazy, Greeks or
foreigners, before starting serious and non-infantile, non-imbecile analyses of the grandiose schemes I
mean. Stupid and lazy Greeks think that because they are born Greek they automatically can have an
opinion on, say, Kazantzakis or Theodorakis or Gatsos etc without learning about them, so they think that
Zorbas was some kind of dancer and gigolo, not a volunteer in very risky and cruel wars with Bulgarians,
they think Theodorakis…OK, let me not repeat all that, I just tell them a “fuck off, we’re working”,
without even turning over my shoulder to see who they are and what party or group they belong to, the
most polite thing I can add is that the only Greek, of even my age, that I’ve seen able to fluently translate
modern Greek into three ancient Greek idioms plus Homeric, learned ancient Greek considering it as a
foreign language so as not to be lost inside misleading analogies with what he thought he knew, and that he
even did it in a technological institute, abroad too, he did it in Boston’s MIT, he was an electrical engineer
and mathematician. To the immigrants who, by mistaking criticism for racism, display a sight equally
miserable to the sight of the Greeks to whom I told to fuck off just above, I say, without turning over my
shoulder to see where they’re from, a “fuck off, we’re not wasting our time and energy, nor of course our
lives either, on idiots who consider free criticism as racism and not as free speech. I will turn my face to
hear you only when I hear you tell my back that I am racist because I criticize only Greeks and not you
too”. We’re done with Europe’s innocuous barbarians , now let’s get done with her dangerous barbarians
too: Many Germans and Austrians, similarly, think they’re civilized by birth just like some Greeks do: But
it was a British playwright that explained to the world what a German whiz kid, when in mature age, was
doing about world peace and it was an American Army psychologist that explained, in a radio station in
Oakland California, what implications about aggression and human nature and about the future of humanity
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an Austrian whiz kid, Konrad Lorenz …(see next pdf for what had been skipped here)… reached in mature age.
So go discover them yourselves and teach them youselves yourselves. We’re doing them the honor they
deserve by teaching them to ourselves and, again by teaching them to ourselves, we’re doing ourselves the
good they wanted to do to all. By telling you enough here to google for deeper contact with them, and by
telling everybody we knew and to everybody that knew us, about their importance, we’re through with the
debt we had to your nationalities for evolving such great people. Now evolve yourselves too to reach the
level of being beneficially influenced by them and from us receive a “fuck off you too, we’re busy
working”; the most polite way we can repeat that to you is by rewording one part of the hymn to joy of
Schiller and Beethoven, supposedly anthem of Europe, and dedicating it to you, telling you to sing it to
yourselves in the melody known to all: “Glory to whoever only one soul hosts within his heart/let the rest
with pain be parted and from us just live afar”. Regarding the other verses, going like “Holy Joy Gift from
the Heavens Daughter from the Fields of Gods/to your altar I’m now kneeling, sacred fire now moves my
heart/ … etc etc”, your direction will soon have led you a long way from them and it will take decades for
new generations to believe you ever were there if you ever find your way back to that at all. Oh, let’s not
make the same mistake you do, talking to all Greeks at the same time, as if all were like your corrupt Greek
allies and their corrupt Greek clientele; so OK, of course not all Germans and Austrians are like the
barbarian gnomes we were taking about! There are upright simple folks there too,like here, and there are
artistic and scientific geniuses there too,like here.Are they powerless against the barbarian pseudocivilized
and mis-educated gnomes? Answer on behalf of our solidarity to them: No.You’re not powerless. Just play
the first few seconds of the following four links ,two we’ve seen already, and you’ll see how you’re not
powerless: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUVEqh83rjI&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asnxIGDsMfM&feature=related ,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00UTQkZ76ts&feature
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8

The same person playing in great music halls, here it’s Leipzig, plays in soccer fields. And of course it’s
not that he climbed from soccer fields to music halls, he conducted in Covent Garden in 1959, more than
twenty years before he conducted in Leipzig, and in the meantime he returned to go to soccer fields (and
new imprisonments) and then to Leipzig too, in 1982. All three links have the same song. Leipzig,
Herodeion under Acropolis, soccer field. And it’s not that such things do not match mentalities of German
audiences. See what happen in East Berlin in 1987, in open space.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xjnlcs-3xDM&feature=related And what are they playing there in
this link? The same two songs we had seen in that other magical night at Herodeion, the song of love and
reunion song and the song of music-of-life. If you think I’m being naïve because, for example, here too
the audience doesn’t understand the lyrics, remind me to come back to this. OK, so all this could happen
in any country and I sincerely and deeply hope they have happened or do happen, otherwise I sincerely
and from depth wish they happen, and happen soon. One thing only I consider so exceptional that maybe it
has not happened to you and can only wish you to see it happen:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8 To see, as in in this link, one ex-detainee and one
ex-guard of a torture island who was so human that they were made lifetime friends and lifetime coworkers
there, does sound somewhat unique, and anyway it’s so great that it’s not something for which one can
wish uniqueness or rareness so far or from now on... But it is something after which one can say a “fuck
off, you don’t fit here” to the three provincial clowns with fireless eyes from IMF etc etc who came to
count souvlaki bites at the next table and who could at all conceive of wishing for themselves an
appartment across Herodeion!!!!! What for?! To see what Theodorakis felt there? To see what the first
casualty from crookery felt there (who also wanted an appartment there as we saw. What for?!). To see
what the people who visit Herodeion felt there? Answer: Mug’s enough for any answer to any such
question. Since I don’t want to have anything and anyone here to have anything to do with any such clown
I put his photo standing by itself in the next page: Oh! I just got an idea. There is one thing here to which
this photo does relate: So I’ll put them together. By the way: I don’t want any bullshit like “I don’t answer
because I don’t want to be impolite to women” because it costs me nothing to wrtite to my husband to
repeat it and then the idiot will have to answer impolitely to a man* Note: What if that’s only a rumor, and
the poor chap never wanted an appartment near Herodeion but only to confiscate it? And to just confiscate
Acropolis too (and do what with it? Sell it to people who can really make it productive, by installing for
example some swimming pool there and selling some cocktails? Or sell tickets to tourists seeing the
antiquities of another people? What sense does it make? And what can you teach them about that place that
*Or, of course, to Yiannis Alevizos(see ** on next page) who assumes full responsibility for this site.
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will help them in something real? Why should they pay for something that is not live like what we were
saying Theodorakis is doing? And you think Theodorakis does it to sell tickets to cretins or chaps like you
or to people who take you seriously and want to learn about Acropolis by becoming clientele of people
like you? …OK, the fuck-off to such poor chaps is on the page after next).
**And whoever thinks I was not direct enough since I did not look up in the yellow pages the cretin of
next page to send him what I say, should look him up himself and tell him himself, or tell the appropriate
committee for journalists or whatever. My job is not looking up people whose function I consider as viruslike to life as this one’s, I couldn’t even recall his name, and looked up some Townsent and finally I asked
my wife to remind me, she did remember him so we didn’t have to call around asking about a clown’s
name…The reason I don’t say his name is not of course avoiding fines etc, don’t they say, after all, that one
image is like a thousand words?So he’s free to say I mentioned his name, saying I used his photo/Y.A. See:

Brave New Europe
or
Glamorous farts with fireless eyes

At last they listened to me
we have robust Danes too
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These two clowns are the evolutionaty improvement over the Danes and Germans of the days of Bohr,
Heisenberg, Lorenz, Theodorakis etc that new financial policies contributed to life? They don’t even
deserve a “fuck-off, we’re busy ” kind of “hello”. They can only be addressed in the third person in the
following way when real people speak to each other: OK, you the Northerners don’t have the mentality of
throwing yogurts, or maybe even of boo-ing people away from gatherings to which they want to come as if
they were not extraterrestrials. But the artists among you should find a way to starve them and asphyxiate
them away from all cultural stimuli which do not seem to register at any place of their soul that makes
them better humans. Art is salt to the soul because man is not made to live on bread only; it’s not
entertainment or time-killer for people who don’t even care to hear the lyrics of songs that tell them not to
starve people of even net bread. Of course no artist should ever forbid the selling of tickets to specific
persons, this would be fascist; but he can at least embarrass them by telling them if they see them in the
audience that one particular song’s lyrics he dedicates to them. Maybe this will later give them, and the
audience too, some food for thought; or some future absence from art events; both results are welcome; and
above all one must constantly give concerts in places where poor people would afford it and where the
extraterrestrials would not come for fear of boo-ing. No more fuck-off from me, my contempt for them is
so great that I cannot even dedicate to them some songs that were written as songs of creative
conscientious contempt by our two dads, at the time Bush and Rumsfeld spoke of war against Iraq as
“enduring freedom ”. By the way this was a time when Johnny’s dad had not yet started looking like Jack
Nicholson and so much looked like a young brother toVassilis that it produced confusion between them
additional to the one due to the similarity of their names; and it also often made Vassilis be thought of as a
tycoon and Bill thought of as a DJ.
So let me repeat: The fuck-off to the European gnomes is to never mention them again, even as targets of
contempt, let alone satire. What hope exists to take the steer from them remind me to tell you if you see me
forget.
So I will not even set up or paraphrase some already existing songs of satire, to Mother US, to fit Mother
Europe, although she deserves same and even worse; she is so worse that she deserves none of that. Satire
may also be call to dialog, but dialog with clerks of clerks, as not only the IMF idiot but also the European
leaders themselves are, is not something desired by any person busy living, creating, playing etc. So I’ll
only mention as much is needed to see the origin of the term “Glamorous farts with fireless eyes” : the
melody is like in the first part of the lyrics of the link. The second I won’t include…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxJAFLW3C74&feature=related

………
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
(in the context of insurance companies wanting to know the genome of clients etc etc)
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Armchair Cowboy
versus
Armchair Cowboy
Body language of conscientious contemptor
versus
Body language of the (non obscure) object of his satire
ENDURING CONTEMPT
VERSUS
“ENDURING FREEDOM”
(Sung in the well known melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”
also used for chanting things like e.g. “if you’re having banking problems bomb Iraq , if…if…if…”
in the time of the huge antiwar demonstrations before the invasion)
If your president’s an idiot show contempt
If your president’s an asshole show contempt
If you meet his present voters
or non-voters but supporters
and they still cheer and respect him
show contempt.
If you don’t think God buys bullshit show contempt
If you don’t think God blessed smart bombs show contempt
Wheth’r you think you’ll live forever
or you play Godless and clever
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crap is crap and gangs are gangs
and show contempt.
If you don’t think Halliburton and its man
vicious Cheney vice’s roy and president
have some power in the absence
of your votes then to this nonsense
show as real citizens
your real contempt.
If you see that zero, Rumsfeld, show contempt
If you hear his senseless blabber show contempt
Although he’s a real danger
and he plays no Stewart Granger
you just give him no importance
just contempt.
If you honor values that they represent
If you want to see non-liars in their stead
then just give your folks some teaching
to your children give some preaching
by just laughing out loud
your just true contempt.
If you think contempt is powerless in this fight
and you think more drastic measures should be tried
keep in mind that in democracy
it’s too hard for the plutocracy
to show contempt for all your votes
if not yet mad.
We all want our leaders to be our ideals
with some cards as ours unlucky in their deals
let them have bad luck in property
not in their mind’s mediocrity
and to be ideal
in how they think and feel.
If you really do admire these farts with glam
If you know that in their place you’d be like them
If you like that hay for horses
If you’re jealous of your bosses
show yourselves both your own and
our full contempt.
If you think that only fascists may despise
and contempt is not for men loving and wise
if you think it’s for inferiors
powerless against superiors
bring to mind the face of
Rumsfeld, Bush and Rice.
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Now you see what even wise men do despise
you see power in inferior hearts and minds
Fascists want to impose their own ways
we just speak our mind and always
you can love us or ignore us
or speak back.
So democracy has room for free contempt
Streams of consciousness are free to bring contempt
You’re imposing on nobody
if your mind and your whole body
feels and speaks out loud your
just true full contempt.
If from idiots you buy no bullshit and crap
then you’re powerful and they’ll know if you don’t clap
and it’s worth to see how funny
attacks like Elmer’s on Bugs Bunny
a powerless ass
will try when contempt spreads to more of us.
These were only posted. But some more aggressive songs were made part of the 15,000 antiwar poems collected from
all over the world and sent, or rather delivered-with-receipt by a huge demonstration in front of the White House,
organized by Sam Hamill, an American poet who was so insulted when he was invited there for a night of American
poetry by Bush’s wife Laura, that to express not the consent desired but the opposite, set up what we said in record time
with the help of volunteer poets; and the night of American poetry at the White House was canceled forever.
So there is a nice precedent to starving the gnomes and extraterrestrials of art’s stimuli and of the consent these
serve as enwrapments to.
I hope Europeans have such precedents too, or make such in case they haven’t.
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OK, here’s how the most aggressive thing by your dads sounded like (Its melody goes as in the well known Gatsos’
poem in the link, and after the song we’ll see the lyrics of the original too):

Brave New US
Soldiers Without a Cause in the days of Clinton
East of Eden in the days of Bush
Old French NATO General in 1999:
“I don’t understand
how soldiers agree to kill
for a cause in which they don’t believe enough
to risk getting themselves killed.
In my days that used to be what made
the difference between a soldier and a criminal.
“War with no losses” stinks to high heavens.
I wish its smell and not anti-air force reached our pilots”
Anti-war Demonstrators in 2003:
“Next week your children will be murdered
Next week your children will be murderers”

Brave Old Mother US
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPET-znvnk

Civil Wars in brand new format will be fought on foreign soil
With a new kind of Alliance, rivals sharing foreign oil.
Hold your brain US our Μother to understand your thugs and slain
Lynch’s rope with pitch and feathers, nothing worse, will be your pain.
You’ll be lynched but our Brave Old World will be burned as Human Shields
Brave New Soldiers don’t object to bomb their flesh in Killing Fields.
Brave New Bush, your humble servant, will be hangman, priest and law
Joker’s triumph over Batman, sickest film you ever saw.
Parents pray for Her, or better, risk becoming lynched yourselves
Find a way to block both brave kids from just meeting somewhere else.
It is not their Sin, it’s Bush’s, that your Human Shields atone
Αnd a soldier is a killer if he serves a stupid clown.
Don’t be harsh on Bush, don’t lynch him, he deserves a second chance
He deserves a granite statue in the pitch and feathers stance.
(Well, the French general did not say “War with no losses” stinks to high heavens. I wish its smell and not anti-air force
reached our pilots” this I added myself Also I added the shout “Next week your children will be murdered. Next week
your children will be murderers” which the demonstrators were not going to shout. But senator Byrd did shout that
America’s children will return murderers from Iraq. By the way: The melody of the above was borrowed from that old
song about oriental Braveheart Wallaces (not Saddams!), men and women, the combatant preparing to fight in the
“life or death” way, the non combatant preparing to help each other to live or to die together. By a coincidence, that
song , although about a mythical land, is also about Iraq. But maybe this is no surprise, even many mythical lands of
Hollywood are in Iraq (see e.g. “the Thief of Baghdad” with Tony Curtis. Also Sindbad’s adventures) )
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MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shPET-znvnk

In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line.
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad,
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God.
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare.
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra all built ’round an old palm tree
people pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball.
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook.
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged.
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around.
In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad.
My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times,
the world was, is, and always will be lifted through such flames and knives.
OK. Well, there was another one written by your dads, when Suzy’s dad told Johnny’s how clearly and abruptly Gatsos
spoke to mother Greece on behalf of Greek refugees coming from Asia minor and how Greece paraded her
past…Johnny’s dad remembered the phrase “I was not mothered I was smothered” of a patient of Laing, a psychiatrist
who was an idol of our student days and they wrote “USmother” for how US paraded her Mount Rushmore past and
smothered real rock while parading her millionaire pseudo-rockers and still was groping to find her rebels with a
cause…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWFT154OE-M

Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when the snakes awaken to entwine you,
your Philadelphia past you summon to disguise you,
and in the stadiums of the world like a monkey in chain,
US you show me to crowds while you mother more pain.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when a child talks to his fate like to his mother,
you kick that kid off from your lap and buy another,
and in the cop stations where kids are caught by the ear,
US you ask all about him while you mother no tear.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when your cries of pain remind us that you’re real,
you take the chance to institute lies in our deal,
and when your tricks become a pyre right in front of your eyes,
US you send for the firemen while you mother more lies.
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OK, if I don’t also mention what was the full song “US my mom”, of which I only used the verses about
glamorous farts I will have sacrificed something with meaning for the sake of just swearing at an idiot.
OK, let’s go:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oxJAFLW3C74&feature=related

US my mom, for you my songs and all my artworks,
for all your blues that have no lawns where they can lie,
US my mom, where out of mud can blossom flowers
who knit their verses into top tens before they die.
Your arms have raised great guys unknown
who lived and fought and loved and groaned,
men with crystal hearts you could see through,
their eyes sunbeams, their laugh wild streams
that always gave your young girls dreams,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too…
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
Suzy:-Mom, if your purpose was to impersonate dad when he was like in de Niro’s “Analyze it” you did a
little overshooting, you were more aggressive than both dad’s language and de Niro’s shot at the pillow,
despite your less abusive language and your not equally loud voice. If your purpose was to feel in some
encounter group or group therapy, sorry I realized it too late to try to participate. If your purpose was to
make a reality show, your level terribly failed to get as low as needed to take a passing grade. If your
purpose was to vent your feelings about whatsisname on behalf and for the sake of many thank you on
behalf of millions of people for taking some of our karma into your system while you were trying to get
the gnomes out of yours. If your purpose was to say what is still available as a meaningful goal to be won
in a first battle and not just a virtual goal or a suicidal goal, I remind you you still haven’t started talking
about it, I mean about its part you called grandiose part, not the part about meaningful local everyday
battles; and if the reason you haven’t started is because it would be long and you wanted to first get done
with the idiots which was quick, I remind you that the idiots absorbed all your time and energy and filled
all your psychological horizon, and that maybe your purpose would be helped if you tried to make a
somewhat shorter story even shorter…
Johnny:-…While, Mrs Helen, if your purpose was to give some prerequisites that would help an American
to feel what such a night at the Herodeion means to a Greek in a way that would also help him to feel what
it might mean to him himself too, then maybe your purpose would be helped if you tried to make a
somewhat longer story even longer…
Suzy:-…You wanted us to keep almost as few things as the things in Herodeion that were as simple as
ABBA in mamma mia song …
Johnny:-…In the Herodeion night that also felt as taking communion…Before a war where one doesn’t
know if he will glorify someone else and come back dead…
Suzy:-…or come back live and glorify himself…
Johnny:-…But your listeners are not supposed to agree with all positions you present, not even are you
yourself supposed to…
Suzy:-…You just say longer versions of all positions so that its adherents know more consciously what
they adhere to…
Johnny:-…and if they tell you to choose one of all available positions or even parties you are as wise or as
unwise as many others and as willing to work as few others…
Suzy:-…since after all, at least in times of things still forming, nothing is already created in ways that wise
people would be sure about it…
Johnny:-…But even knowing more consciously what you’re adhering to, affects percentages of parties and
beliefs and plans chosen…
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Suzy:-…And if one thinks that some of your positions instigate violence or hate then if he thinks a little
more he will see that all all positions , even his own, do that and usually the only ones who don’t say
that to someone, are the ones who want violence in the same direction as that someone…
Johnny:-…And if one also takes the boomerangs and boomerangs of boomerangs one never knows what
one instigates but if one thinks that some of your positions instigate passivity then if he thinks a little…
Suzy:-…he will ask for some tangible example or bottomline of where all these things lead to. Have you
any idea Mr Alex?
Alex:-You really want me to interrupt such a personal discussion on so internal family affairs?
Helen:-In the time Kusturitsa had made “Underground”…
Suzy:-…Sorry mom, you also had told us to remind you two things if we see you forget. First was…
Helen:-…OK, OK I still remember them but tell me that again in a while, just in case…Thank you…
In the time Kusturitsa had made “Underground”…one or two years after de Niro and Palminteri had made
Bronx tale…we were going to Vassilis’ village for the wedding of a cousin of his, the 17 th November
organization that was assassinating politicians, tycoons, torturers etc had not yet been arrested and people
were still discussing its activities, one of the cousins who had come from Athens I had first heard about
when we were discussing Palminteri with Vassilis, and after introductions I sat next to him to ask a couple
of things, one of his answers was that the organization was sure known to the police but was left to attack
some of its own targets on the condition to attack every now and them some targets dictated to it by the
state, so it’s just regular underworld and not something to romanticize about. I had not bought the romantic
tale, but this too was too much for me to buy so I persisted with questions and we soon reached the point of
me asking him “What do you mean that even the left deals with the underworld? You mean ex guerrillas
who were fighting Nazis and then went to exiles etc deal with gangsters? Sounds implausible. To begin
with, in what way can they convince them about anything?” This took us to the things he knew first hand,
and to these I will remain, the other are just hypotheses. He said: “One of the guerrillas of this village
ended up in Athens as owner of a café that after midnight became a dice gambling joint. I was employed
there and I have seen some things that might explain to you what you asked. Once the sidewalk outside us
had become a joint for bikers who came and were not just talking but also making a lot of noise with their
bikes. After some repetitions and complaints by our clients the bouncer of our joint went to deal with them
and soon he and the leader of the bikes were rolling on the sidewalks embraced and punching each other,
our ex guerrilla boss suddenly pushed all the chickens being roasted off the skewer and holding it he ran up
to them and pierced the arm of the biker with the skewer. He was taken to a hospital, but being himself a
kind of outlaw he never sued, but from next day on the bikers were just talking, no bigger noise” Surprised
I asked “But what kind of clients you had?” “To tell you an event that was imprinted on my memory , once
one of those clients had made a trespassing with another’s girfriend and being so stupid as to come there
unescorted by his friends he was caught and held by the other’s friends until given fifty stabs not in places
to be killed but just to be punished” . I asked “And while this was happening what did he and the others and
you do?” “He told me to fix him an orange juice because he might be losing blood and I fixed him one”.
For some reason that story kept me laughing to tears for a week whenever I brought it to my mind; even in
silent dialog, imagining him saying “Fix me an orange juice, I may be losing blood” I laughed my heart
out, at first I thought it was because I was then quite a cinephile and it reninded me of that scene in
Makavejev’s Montenegro, wait I’ll show you….
(Helen goes to the laptop and sets http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qGbFjHGkLzw at 7:20 then returns to her
seat)

…So was I laughing by myself saying “they’ll never believe me in the faculty room”? Vassilis reminded
me Palminteri’s dice joint and to my question “what do you make of that?” about his cousin’s boss he said
“that when, in a brawl, one of the protagonists in Kusturitsa’s “Undeground” passed a billiards cue under
someone’s necktie and was rotating the cue to state his intentions, maybe it wasn’t inventiveness of the
dramatist but of the billiard player and the dramatist either frequented places with such players or he too
was a little delinquent in his youth”. Little by little I felt it answered or it lost its fascination, but do you
have any idea why I mentioned it now?
Suzy:-Is this a rhetorical question or you ask to learn?
Johnny:-You wanted to say that even if the masses hear mentions of Mumfords and Sikelianoses through
Theodorakises in soccer fields etc, the way kyr Vangelis and Mr Lefteris’ father kyr Spyros will make roll
the wheel of history, as the expression goes, will be with inventiveness in acts like the billiard player’s you
mentioned. And that this is not a bad state of things. The people who consider it instigation of violence may
well be killers in cold blood through other means who only denounce it to cover their violence or because,
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if spread, it threatens them too…Or maybe you meant that when masses enter the picture, as they of course
do in all matters of live history, one could only influence, through osmosis, percentages that could help
decide to which directions the wheel will roll finally, not dictate one-for- one the steps, the words, the
means, etc.And that this is OK, it’s not barbarism even if it has violence…
Suzy:-And what if it leads to non violent practical thoughts too? I too consider the line “Fix me an orange
juice” in that situation hilarious but without asking about the aggression of the assholes nor about the
fatalistic passivity of their victim; it’s a fantastic line just for the coolness of his practicality after possibly
the acknowledgment that he had gone asking for it or that he was an idiot going there unescorted. Although
there was no escape , at some later time he or his ecscorts too would have it coming… But OK, I insist that
something similar could be true for other, non bloody situations, and thus with orange juice for other
losses…
Helen:-…Meaning what?
Suzy:- For example losses of childhood or teen-hood time…OK, I’ll tell you later or some other time.
Now let’s go to what you told us to remind you…And to what you tell us to keep from all that…And to
what our guests would probably want to add…or to remove…Mrs Angela? Mr Alex?
Angela:-I prefer to speak after Alex…Alex?
Alex:-I only want to make a guess on what Vassilis’ cousin was a student about before he got distracted
by such exciting life…
Helen:-…Go ahead. Guess.
Alex:-Hotel administration.
Helen:-My good Holmes! How did you figure that out? By his working at the reception of a dice joint
clientele?
Alex:-Elementary Watson, elementary! Once Vassilis and I were writing to each other about Kusturitsa’s
“Underground” and he had mentioned the whole story to me with more details…
All applaud
Angela:-Very difficult to say anything at all after this. I thank you Alex becauseI didn’t have anything to
say even before this.
Suzy:-Quite a sweeping statement you make Mr Alex each time you display a long silence.
Alex:-Remind your mom what she told you to…
Suzy:-So: one of the things you told us to remind you was whether you were being naive thinking from
how positively East German reacted to Theodorakis concert without even understanding the lyrics. I guess
you also meant whether you were also naive since times have changed, or maybe because, possibly, these
are the same Germans who now, after growing up, ridicule Greeks. But anyway if you are naive there then
you also are naive about many young Greeks who just repeat that that generation has nothing to teach them
because after being heroes in the Polytechnic they became corrupt socialists in the govermentt. I guess the
only thing you have to answer them is that they should learn about Theodorakis as they would learn about
someone who was speaking a foreign language, Neruda’s Spanish for example, to learn recent Greek
history, even with people of it still living; like that friend of yours from MIT who learned ancient Greek
much better without pretending at all that it was familiar to him because he spoke modern Greek. Is that
what you wanted to say or you want to add or remove something?
Helen:- No, I’m quite happy with what you said. Thank you for helping me to catch my breath a little.
What was the other thing I told you to remind me if you see me forget it? Oh, I remembered: What battle
against economic gollums and orcs remains available for still winning if we try. Wanna try this too? Or ask
Johnny who was fumbling around the answer to this too as he was speaking about some percentages a
while ago but was confused a little with possibly giving too much emphasis on the skewer and less on the
coolness and clarity and practicality of the orange juice gag that you underlined.
Suzy:-Why don’t you ask Mr Alex too? We’re not in a classroom.
Alex:-Because I, and Angela too I guess, don’t know what we’re enjoying more. The role of your mom as
mom or as teacher. Neither does she know what she enjoys more. I wasn’t only joking a while ago when I
said I didn’t want to interrupt such an intimate family moment among you three.Do you agree Angela?
Angela:-All the way
Suzy:-Johnny? Johnny:-Suzy? Suzy:-Johnny: Johnny:-OK:…. Suzy:-OK what?
Helen:-OK, Johnny, nobody’s scolding for not behaving if you are fascinated with skewers piercing arms.
After communion either at church before war or at Herodeion before such bull like economic armageddon
and the like, all inventiveness is allowed, only the final percentages that you were talking about, locally or
globally, will tell if the changes that occurred were beneficial or not according to someone’s definition for
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beneficial. But it’s difficult to see beforehand or even as it happens. Only in retrospect. Concerning
skewers, OK, the first who said “I did not come to bring peace but a sword” was not Nietzshe, it was Christ
himself, and he didn’t mean conquistadores or crusades. And after all, the skewer—or was it the cue
incident? — that you mentioned was not in a conquistadores situation, nor on a defenceless captive. It was
just a handy tool in a friendly brawl; OK not friendly, but at least a decent confrontation between man and
man . So express yourself freely. Don’t hesitate.
Johnny:-I’m not hesitating, Mrs Helen. I’m concentrating. Step 1: The problem is how to take the steer of
Europe, or of the West in general, from the gnomes. Be it as a prank at the start, like in that bull story in the
“enchanted flute” café. Step 2: The answer is called “education”, like in a Mumford quote that our two
dads liked and repeated as their motto , going like “Today humanity finds itself in a race between universal
education and universal destruction”. Step 3: By education we mean education in humanities not because
we want to undo the scientific revolution in the west or the technological progress, but because we want to
combine them two with the part of education that was left to atrophy Step 4:We want to do that by
theatrical and musical methods that nowadays are considered unconventional but there were periods when
they were the simplest self-evivident routine and mainstream way, as much as today’s serials about
tycoons lives to be lived vicariously by poordevils; the reason we want to do that in the unconventional
way is simply that this way is the most practical and cheap and has the quickest results. It goes straight to
the formation of mentality and psychological constitution and by the time one finishes high school and the
kind of education which is what remains after one forgets all he or she has learned, one is a citizen with
IQ and soul and guts, and a tank of thoughts quite unlike what the gnomes know how to confront and
manipulate. And this is aleady at the age that masses are learning. To the universities much fewer people
will go, but the good has already been done. Step 5: having all this in their system as something to be taken
for granted one has free room and free time , whether as student or as working person, to learn technical
dexterities; to even consider them priorities since humanities are built in and taken for granted by him, not
needed as additional courses or as things missed forever. And even when he was learning them they were
just part of joking and singing, dancing and playing like Suzy and me were doing all our life so far, as if we
were the guine apigs of an educational experiment that you four, I mean our parents, were running. Step 6:
You put all you knew in the format of anthologized excerpts to borrow from and rearranging them you
made them digestible and metabolizable in souls and bodies of several kinds of persons, hippies and nerds
loving antipodal things but equally passionately, faithful and faithless but loving life equally passionately,
and you left us to make the same in idioms of Glossa kids and Athens kids and of high school students and
high school teachers with the help of our teacher there. In a sense you four Balkanians and Americans,
wrote novels to show how the Dionysus called either “Greekness” or “Amereekness”, could be digested
and metabolized for life-helping purposes by all those constitutions. OK, my German mother had
considered herself American, if she lived longer she might have found ways to do that digestion exercise
for German mentality too, and find among the Danish teachers and psychologists coming to Elios someone
with a way to do the same for Danish mentality too but she died prematurely. Maybe later some German
and some Dane, if they read something like the present rehearsal , will be able to do that. Of course I don’t
mean the two robust cretins we saw. Step 7: This function you considered almost as literally live as
rearrangement of ingredients of proteins and DNAs as the one hapenning when animals metabolize their
food to make its kind of proteins become like their own. If you ask me, who doesn’t know as much biology
yet, I consider this process you taught us even more literally live, not less. At least in the sense of the
laughs I heard our dads having when they wanted to use somewhere the motto “The world is not real until I
have rearranged it” and neither could remember who had really said it because, by coincidence, both had
read it as motto to the same book, which was Emanuelle Arsan’s second volume of “Emanuelle” which in
their youth-days was even considered a porno . Step 8: In that sense Greekness and Amereekness are saved
for everybody, and everybody who wants to say “we all Greeks” or “we are all Amereeks” can save what
he or she considers as best in his DNA, I mean cultural DNA, if he thinks he sees it mirrored here, or in
anything else that he or she can compose by rearranging this or any other similar anthology of similar spirit
and similar values. Oh! For Amereekness I just have to make, as I told you, an addition to what you so
wisely and beautifully started a while ago with those songs. Step 9: How can he or she save them? By just
forwarding to his friends musical texts like all the above or like the present, if we punch it on a keyboard
and post it;Kids may identify with us, parents and grandparents with you, with our dads, with Mrs Angela
and with Mr Alex. Saving is spreading this humanities course, that’s all. Step 10: Can any of this also help
real flesh and blood people win a flesh-and-blood survival battle or it saves only the internet analog of how
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the only sure thing saved from ancient Greeks was the ink and paper form of thoughts that some geniuses
among them had made, for example the dialogs of Plato or the accounts of history made byThucydides?
And whatever imitations they inspired too. Well, maybe yes, maybe no, maybe perhaps as people who
don’t jump to conclusions would say. It depends on whether very many people very soon find very
convincing reasons to feel Greeks, Amereeks, Spanisheeks, Southeeks,…nothing chauvinistic about that eeks,we just mean that if many define non-barbarian in a way similar to the one outlined and try to help
themselves and each other in similar ways that lead them to communicate and exchange ideas, advice
…OK, you see what I mean…Well, that may obviously help towards the direction we said…
Suzy:-Mom, since I too will keep as education what remains after forgetting everything I learned today—
I mean everything new you had added, we only knew as far Seattle before, both city Seattle and Indian
chief Seattle I mean— before I do that forgetting I want to tell you here and now too, what I will always
remember. But it’s better told if you tell us first what I think is the thing you wanted us to remember after
we forget everything.
Helen:-What else? This:
MAKE UP YOUR BED FOR TWO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu
The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you,
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,
I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
Then the link plays all the way to the end of Zorba (“The Music of life”) too …
…………………………………..

Maybe a noticing reader has already realized (and all readers would have realized if they had seen
the story from the beginning…and Helen’s husband and Suzy’s dad Vassilis , and also his friend
and Johnny’s dad Bill would have realized even if they had just heard Helen’s insistence and
repetitiveness on “make up your bed for two” and on the fact that the musical introduction to that
is the same as in Zorba’s music*) that Suzy’s mother (who has noticed quite strong latent, or
hidden, erotic feelings developing between Suzy and Johnny, and considering both of them as
mature enough despite their ages (15 and 16) , and feeling their, or a least Suzy’s, anxiety over
crisis, as related to a, possible, still childish need to “ask for her license” to grow as fast as
dictated by the uncertainty that crisis has created in all about the future; actually one of the
reasons she has invited her fellow-bloggers and family friends home is to have a look and confirm
or disprove her impression over this issue, and share opinions and proposals) OK,Suzy’s mother
wants to tell her to go ahead and do make love, but only as without words mothers can sat such a
thing to daughters and, also, without depriving her daughter of the feeling that she rebels and
defies mother**). OK, to avoid being thought of as “promoting the next pdf of this site”, let’s
show here the related pages both following and preceding the ones we saw. First the previous:
*That very often these two pieces are played in immediate succession is not a selection of DJs but a fact in
concerts.
**Thus, so-to-speak, after making up the bed for two, Zorba’s music proceeds to a delirium which is not
less of a “soundtrack for sexual scenes” than e.g. JohnnyB. Goode or Tutti frutti are “rock as bed music”
(this is the two dads’ much briefer version of the same story; they would share it with Helen but would not
have to think if they would repeat it equally raw to the kids since they’re abroad)
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How many doors must a man walk out before you call him a man…

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…
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…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!...

…all the way to You I was calling , companions!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
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Suzy:-So OK Mr Alex, don’t worry about my ears, or eyes, I am aware of the facts of life, I have
seen even that last gravure, the one with the subtitle “for him only I/I, I, I, I am waiting”
Alex:-What are you referring to?
Suzy:-I refer to the I that refers to poetry herself
Angela:-Well, that’s what I call completeness…
Suzy:-But we skipped Victor Jara after Allende…
Angela:-Well, you had to have Rachel Corrie and Bruce Springsteen…
Alex:-…Who is Victor Jara?
Angela:-Google him in Wikipedia Alex…
Alex:-…And how did the kids knew about him?
Angela:-Was it through Hernan Suzy?
Suzy:-Exactly…
Alex:-…Johnny will you now tell us what was on your mind when you played us Mikis’ lullaby
“Sleep little angel” with all the allusions to Christ and Spartacus and Che etc expected from him?
Johnny:-What else? This:
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Suzy:-Hahahahaha! Mom, is that what you meant that I held Mickey all the time to convince
you to to make me a brother until I met Johnny?...
Alex:-Angela, have we stayed here and hear and see or I’ve gone home and am dreaming that I’m
reading unsaid and unseen things?
Angela:-Oh, Johnny, that’s unfair. I’m jealous of Alex. Show me too something similar. How
about a photo of your first meeting with Suzy. Are there records?
Johnny:-Yes, there are:
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Helen:-Hahahahaha!
Suzy:-Was I always so serious?
Johnny:-No, you weren’t:
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Suzy:-Well, these are the side effects of wanting a small brother and settling for a big one. So
where else have you been watching us?
Johnny:-You wouldn’t believe it. Guess what’s the subtitle of the next one:
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Suzy:-Mr Alex, have you stayed here and hear and see or you’ve gone and I’m dreaming that Johnny’s
reading unsaid and unseen things in my mind.
Johnny:-What do you mean? That you remember or that you don’t remember what your mom is saying to
you as she catches you reading?
Suzy:-She’s shouting “Reading Harry Potter with eye-gums still in your eyes? You want to end up like an
Alevizos when you grow up?”
Helen:-How very prophetic of me!
Johnny:-My great sorrow is that that I don’t have a photo of kyr Vangelis for the finish but at last I have
one of another grandpa with a parallel life course in another Glossa of the world…
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The other Glossas of the world

…and Forever this small world the Great!
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(Regarding follow up-pages, yes Johnny takes the all too enraptured Suzy and they leave to catch the sight
of the approaching sunrise from a park across the house, after all they are not voting age to go with the
grownups with whom they stayed up talking until ballots open at sunrise. Helen, wanting to show
something to Angela and Alex, goes to the PC where the kids were in turns, and sees two messages to her
that the kids had left before going out. On top of his, so-to-speak, public love confession and conquest and
proposal , just completed, Johnny is now also formally asking for Suzy’s hand from her mother. But she
starts with Suzy’s message that seems shorter)

Helen:-Well, it would not be indiscreet for me to read to such friends of both me and Suzy her
report to me of her state of mind, after all this meeting had started with my inviting your guesses
about it.
Alex:-Read it to yourself first… Angela:-…And then decide if you read it to us too. …
Helen(reading loud) :-Mom, the following song reports in the best way what I feel for Johnny right
now:
I WILL GIVE YOU A BALL MADE OF GOLD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfrwev4phh8

I will give you a ball made of gold, you might play it with kids in the hall,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and all.
I will give you the keys of my heart and my money no matter how much,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and match.
I will give you a golden chain watch, you might call all the kids to show off,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right off.
I will give you real gold real gold to fill whole lots of handfuls with crowns,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right now.
I will make you a meat pie a meat pie, I will hide you until all tough guys go,
if you take me you take me as your girlfriend and you don’t just say no.
But we first must see if we two really match, if we two really match the right way
Angela:-What a perfect way to make a report to mom!…
Alex:-…Oh My God! How much I had tried to reword back into Engish the Greek translation of
this poem of Brendan Behan to convince my daughter to hear it when she was in Suzy’s age but
would not listen to anything but rock and snubbed Theodorakis…My congatulations to whoever
in the gang translated it whether in a schoolyard or a proctoring..
Helen:-And now let’s go to Johnny’s e-mail and attachment:
“Mrs Helen, like my dad I realize that for my country, US, to feel the vibes of e.g. Canto
General or of the night with Theodorakis at Herodeion that you showed us, we need a kind of
preamble. As such preamble, along with both our dads I think, I consider the following summary
of that great-great joke that they had set up together…”
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Mount Bushmore
or
The heavenly blues of George W. Bush
in a parallel universe
Farcitragedy in soap-opera format
“A map of the world without utopia on it is not worth a second glance”
Oscar Wylde
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Mount Bushmore
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)

“…It was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and obeyed the Delphic maxim:
Know Thyself. Best of all, in the comedies…he learned to see himself, wryly ,
as others saw him, chastened by their painful laughter…

… And in the tragedies he beheld , in the larger figures of heroes and gods,
beckoning potential selves whose imitation in moments of crisis,
would help him overpass the mediocrity of the safe and the habitual”
Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”)
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Rumsfeld meets Perle, Wolfowitz and Cheney in a country club to wait for Bush who’s coming to ask for
their feedback on a plan he thought of after the self confidence his re-election gave him: He wants to
confront on TV Noam Chomsky, live and on nationwide broadcast. They all know that the reason they have
chosen Bush as their front is that, as young men, they had been inspired by Mark Twain’s line “If you want
to rule address the idiots; they’re a majority” and they thought that by making him a president the majority
would consider that they either had a chance of becoming successes too or that they were paid a flattering
compliment by having somebody like them in the White House; the gang also considers he has a rapport
with that majority and a perfect body language for communicating with it and to make his body language
more convincing they don’t tell him all facts so that he, at least half, believes the lies he says on TV. Before
he arrives they discuss the ways they could exploit all possible outcomes of Bush’s encounter with
Chomsky. Another issue on the agenda is what Rumsfeld’s people have caught on their bugs about an
American tycoon who, influenced by an American megathinker’s presentation of European “Greenbelt
Towns”, went to one of them and from there, as a DJ, he has launched terribly sarcastic, and also
influential, attacks on Bush and their gang. They turn Bush’s attention and their experiment, from
Chomsky to this DJ and give him a briefing and a brainstorming on how to handle the whole thing, but
during the projection of photographic material accompanying either the poetry and music or the sarcasm
presented by the DJ, Bush falls asleep and many things he hears he just learns through his unconscious or
through what he dreams, or half-asleep-half-awake hallucinates, about them; e.g. he hears either Rumsfeld
or the DJ reading Allende’s last speech, goodbye-ing and thanking the people of Chile, before, as a photo
shows, he wore a helmet and took a gun and with his guards went out of the building where they were
bombed, and half asleep he contrasts his own helmet wearing day of “mission accomplished” that feels to
him as if he were a mosquito-size pilot in the plane that bombed Allende and at which Allende was looking
in his photo; also he discovers a latent talent for paraphrasing songs even during his sleep when, half
through his alcohol deprivation syndrome and half through getting drunk (after a very vehement piece of
the DJ’s recorded sarcasm) he dreams half-awake and half asleep that all three Gods, Christian, Jewish and
Muslim, sing to him a license to drink in the melody of a song promising abstention from drink, to
encourage him abstain from killing (also he paraphrases Lennon’s “Working class hero” into a complete
“Ruling class hero”). Among other things, Rumsfeld also presents the DJ’s presentation of “The
liberators” from Neruda’s “Canto General” and its translation; then Bush leaves to go get prepared for their
flight to Europe and the gang, led by Perle, dances (to the tarantella steps of Nicholson’s batmanian Joker
when with his gang he was destroying exhibits of the museum of Gotham City, but without also hearing
the translation) Neruda’s song on that Genesis in which Jehovah distributed the world to United fruit,
Coca Cola, Anaconda etc and established “buffoon operas” and dictatorships run by shit-flies addicted to
shit, blood and marmalade and made the resources of Latin America disappear as if through magicians on
ships looking like serving-trays. They fly for the weekend to Europe (carrying their own food and toilets
for fear of also having their DNA abducted through abducting their excrement) and enter the DJ’s house
(already checked and surrounded by guards) at the time he is DJ-ing the same song , and before they hear
the part after their arrival (concerning a collapsed Indian who is to United fruit another piece of dead fruit
fit for the dustbin) the gang also hear the translation of the allegro tunes to which they danced and with
which they identified (i.e. with a gang of shit-flies and buffoons). In the course of Bush’s discussion with
the DJ and his wife (and his kid daughter) about subjects ranging from Rocky 2, to Pinter’s Nobel lecture,
to Neruda, to Theodorakis, to conscientious objectors, to Frayn’s play “Copenhagen” and Heisenberg,
Einstein, and Feynman, to Lewis Mumford (the American megathinker), to creationism versus
evolutionism in US, and many other things and persons, we also learn that this DJ just has the same name
with the tycoon and through something almost accidental they took him for the tycoon and exaggerated his
potential influence, otherwise they might have never gone there anyway. In the course of the presentation
Bush proves to be a very alert, noticing, intelligent and sensitive person, with also a great sense of humor,
something that confirms the suspicions that the mental and ethical numbness usually associated with him
was a result of stimuli, discussion and, generally, input fed to him, and to all American people who voted
for him, by the gang and the media they control. The gang , with the exception of Rumsfeld, remains mute
in the discussion, only caring to see if anything can attract any amount of attention from public opinion or
make its way to it through, or rather despite, the media. Rumsfeld is mute only in the beginning, but as
slides start to be projected, by the DJ’s wife who does most of the talking , he suffers the same falls and
lapses to sleep that Bush was suffering in the country club and during them he dreams, or half-asleephalf-awake hallucinates, things related to both his individual unconscious and US’s collective conscious
and unconscious, his individual surfacing unconscious mainly relating to his superego behind his usual
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superego Al Capone, namely Nietzsche himself, who in Rumsfeld’s lapses very poignantly ridicules his
daring to have the impression that he and neocons are Nietzscheans (his Nietzsche also says that the
reason he doesn’t read Yalom to see what he thinks was supposedly the reason he (Nietzsche) wept is that
the main reason he weeps for is that the kind of following he finally attracted were people like Rumsfeld
and the neocons (and Gordon Liddy of the Watergate times) while the people who really attracted his own
admiration and esteem were some tens of thousands of conscientious objectors, among them Theodorakis
(who in US is only known for his Zorba music, not for his activism, nor for his music for Neruda’s
Canto General ) who had some tribulations quite like the ones of his own (Nietzsche’s) superego, i.e.
Spartacus). Then, not in order to make Bush have secrets from the gang , but just in order to relax more
intimately with him and his wife while listening better to Neruda-Theodorakis, the DJ gets rid of the
presence of the gang by reciting a poem that not only is insulting to them but also is, in recitation and not
in sung form, able to mislead them into thinking that it would only attract the attention of culture freaks
and not of voting or demonstrating masses, and the gang, biting the bait, ridicule the hope that such poems
might make a difference and walk out on him, Perle among them saying that “they saw the white of his
eye”. In late hours all three of them see very deeply into the Canto and its music and prepare next day’s DJing but they all cannot understand to what exactly optical image (or videoclip-like thing) a song about birds
and a songs about “America my love” is a soundtrack after a certain turn of its melody and verses. Finally
they part for the night after giving Bush an envelope for bedtime reading or homework (very similar with
the contents of the theater program in hands after the present outline). Next morning, Bush sings to the
gang a little of the poem that the DJ had only recited and they, fearing again something in the sung form
might appeal to the public opinion, do come to watch the long Sunday night DJ-ing. An agent, double as it
turns out (since he is a very good friend of the DJ), whom Rumsfeld uses to keep an eye on the DJ, pissed
that he was not even notified his boss was coming, plays the trick of putting bugs where Bush and the gang
are sitting. During the instrumental parts of a song Bush and Rumsfeld quarrel, in whispers (like naughty
students in classroom), over the issue, proposed by Bush and initially objected but finally along the quarrel
consented to by Rumsfeld, of them two suing themselves so as to be tried by an International Tribunal as
war criminals. The bugs transmit that and the listeners of the broadcast form a huge and enthusiastic
demonstration to express their love to them and their support to their decision. They reach in front of their
house with placards held high and shouted; after some bafflement Bush and Rumsfeld realize that it’s not
dangerous lynchers but ardent supporters that besiege them (“after all, Robert Mitchum as detective did
support a woman he fell in love with, in her going to jail for a crime she had committed”) and, like Paul
Newman and Robert Redford in “Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid”, when chased by bounty killers,
jumped into a waterfall but were saved , they two also, at the approach of the gang behind them, jump
from a balcony into the hands of the loving crowds (Rumsfeld ends up in the hands of a group of women
whose placards indicate they don’t consider him a fatso but a “mucho macho”) while the DJ and his wife
realize that these developments were the optical image to which one of the turns of the melody, that they
couldn’t quite relate to anything they had seen, was a soundtrack. At one point the crowd shouts they want
Bush to speak and half dazed and in tears by all this sea of love, half not remembering where he had first
heard it he delivers the goodbye speech of Allende paraphrased to the specifics of our times, which the
people do not consider a plagiarism, because they all have heard the original and think it’s a conscious
borrowing and reference and they heartily applaud the rephrasing which, besides being quite frank and
revealing , is both wisely astute and genuinely passionate. Then a karaoke party starts in which Rumsfeld
falls in love with Daisy-Marguerita or Daisy-Mitchum- Sunday or Ruby-Daisy-Tuesday or Maggie the
moocher or Even-on-Sunday, a local erotic semigoddess and celebrity among the young. Bush and Suzy,
the kindergarten daughter of Bill and Helen, the DJ-ing couple, feel deepening an, already deep at first
sight, mutual enchantment they had, and go for a singing night on a lake with a boat of some passing
young demonstrators and party-ers. Already during their flight back, CNN announces that Bush exposed
USA by plagiarizing Allende’s speech of 9/11/73 (but they don’t say what either Allende of Bush said) and
that USA is exposed, possibly, to danger of biological warfare since Perle’s excrement for reasons not yet
identified was abducted from the toilets they were carrying with them. Also the media do report that a
major democrat politician says that he would like Bush to do something that was progressive in one way or
another but he would prefer another, not one that brought such shame to US. Soon an elder Princeton
emeritus, ex- dean (and friend of Perle, the top of the Princeton part of the gang) sues Bush for the
defamation of the academic traditions of the country and until the announced next elections to be held, as
soon as possible, Cheney takes over. Bush with Rumsfeld just make it in the nick of time to sue themselves
as war criminals, i.e. before their critics do it to make it appear they were dragged there instead of going
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there themselves; they had been delayed a little because, possibly to break their alliance and friendship,
possibly for other reasons, some masked persons had abducted Bush (who had no body guards anymore)
for some days and subjected him to some painful instructions Rumsfeld had suggested for use in Abu
Ghraib. Also, his ex body guards, possibly upon Cheney’s order and Perle’s inspiration, grab him and leave
him alone on mount Rushmore, over the giant heads, telling him that Laura (Laura Bush) tells him that she
changed her cell phone number and not call her if she doesn’t call him (because it would be against her
principles (and possibly against the alienating presentation Pat Robertson, as spiritual and marriage
counselor, made of it) to forgive him his lapse back to alcohol on that day in the country club where he
violated his vows to quit drinking and ended up in the shameful mess he did). He seriously contemplates
suicide over the Rushmore cliff, but is prevented by the awareness that this would be exploited by the low
taste black humor and black plans of Perle or whoever to make him look deranged, e.g. in associating
mount Rushmore and mount Golgotha, and then calling it a mount Bushmore to make him a national joke
and to invalidate, as deranged raving and “adolescent ranting like Pinter’s Nobel lecture” and “right for the
wrong reason even if well taken” etc, his Allende-like speech, when it shows up somewhere. He is taken
from there (on a glide-plane for two and then on horse back for two) by a small-made brunette whom he
dimly remembers , possibly not certainly, from somewhere in the not so recent past, bur more certainly and
less dimly he remembers (her name is either Amanda or Amada) from the recent karaoke party where
from Bill and Helen’s balcony she had sung the other part of Canto General that neither he, nor his two DJ
friends had figured what videoclip it would be a soundtrack to (to say that the verses and melody was
soundtrack to the person singing them in a party or even a demonstration hardly is a videoclip to verses
like “A marine mountain flies toward the islands, a moon of birds winging South over the fermented
islands of Peru. It’s a living river of shade, it’s a comet of countless tiny hearts that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor pulsing toward the archipelago. And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean
rain, like drops of blood and feathers, the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac” even if as birds one
considers the enthusiastic demonstrators). Amada takes him to a camp of activists. The husband of Amada
brings him there, next day, Laura, who overcame her alienation and the brainwash by their reverend
through the efforts of Rumsfeld. These activists are volunteer sitting ducks in the following sense: They’ve
heard William Blum say, in Boulder Colorado, that if a US president wanted to end terrorism in three days
he would ask pardon of all nations US harmed on day 1, say Israel is not a state of US on day 2, stop arms
production and with money saved pay reparations and compensations on day 3, and get assassinated on
day 4. So they conceived the plan to try to have one among themselves become president, then appoint
Blum as vice president and then announce the above decisions, and if the above was not just a figure of
speech but a real prediction and the president gets killed Blum would become president but it would be
hard for whoever to kill that president too on day 5 without causing real revolt (Of course all that they don’t
exactly say to Blum so as not to either alarm him about them about their risking , nor insult him about their
shielding him). Amada is to be the one elected as president through the following trick: They let leak to
their opponents that in a city college in her teens, she was expelled for a pornographic paraphrase of
Odyssey which she had called “Homer meets Chaucer” and the opponents let leak this (but not other, later,
things that would expose them). Her husband goes out to sing parts of that and, to ridicule him (and
Amada), a TV presenter who is a Princeton alumnus invites him, a feminist lady and d’Alessandro for a
discussion, but it all turns out so well that all TV stations of the nation connect, Amada’s husband remains
on stage alone and gives the floor, through phone, to Bush and to Amada and to Rumsfeld and many
songs, and also Allende’s paraphrase, are heard. Then Cheney and Wolfowitz (and also Perle’s ex-dean)
are set up for a TV meeting with people like Chomsky and Stiglitz and Akerlof and before the meetings
they collapse or have accidents and quit, saying they do it because they are curious to see how many days
Amada’s government will last before they’re called back to govern as usual. Perle flies to Europe to shoot
the DJ but that double agent, in slapstick style, caps him with a bucket in which he was keeping his shit that
he had abducted. As her election’s celebration Amada invites people to a stadium for a rock and Canto
General concert and a lunatic dressed in US flag colors shoots her, her husband, her brother-in-law and
himself, while the, so far, obscure verses (about a short eclipse and cardinals bleeding the dawn) are being
sung and she dies in the love sea of people who see her off and sing her favorite song she had sung from
phone on that TV event: Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there/there’s still hope left in the
world, it’s not gone without trace/as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses/pain’s not the
measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space/ If I can’t make it to your dream, then try to
make it to mine/ I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always/ like every summer when
starlight is brighter to wear light and shine (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE )
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The story, despite its tragic ending, was a comedy too. Not only in our world but also in the parallel world
where Amanda, her husband and her brother-in-law were really killed. But in our world it is a comedy for
an additional reason, the funniest of all: not through parodying and caricaturing the real-life originals of the
characters but through the parody and caricature that the originals constitute, in real life, of their ideal
selves and roles that the play ascribes to them as, potential, gifts (so for the amusement of its audience we
suggest the experiment of bringing to mind, every now and then, the real faces and reflexes of the originals
and wondering if they would ever be like their name-mates). Their only benefit of the doubt (its application
to war criminals is optional to their beholder!) is good old “I’m not much babe, but I’m all I got”.
Personally, the only wish I can think of addressing them is, what else?: “Have a nice trip to Nuremberg”.
Notes and PSs: 1.The painting on the previous page is Bruegel’s “Fall of Icarus” (one can see his legs in the
painting’s lower right part) 2.The photos of the young woman illustrating Amanda’s climb to her Sun,
Rachel Corrie, and then falling Icarus-like, come from the album of summer vacations in Samothraki of our
friends Alexia and Vangelis, Vangelis taking pictures of Alexia, his wife, as souvenirs. We are indebted to
both of them for the sharing and lending of them. Thanks are also due to the luck of the timing. 3. The
brilliant American cartoonist and political analyst to whom we are indebted for the term “Mount
Bushmore” and for the famous photo going with it can be found by clicking at the bottom of the RushoreBushmore photo of the opening page . We’re also indebted to google for sending us there too, while we
were looking for Bush’s Mount Rushmore speech. 4. A post-Obama-election PS to the “Mount
Bushmore” , or to its summary we’ve seen, might go as follows, as is more and more seen to be
appropriate: The replacement of Bush by Obama does not render “Mount Bushmore” obsolete compared to
the time it was posted (Christmas 2007) on the one hand because the structures that do not allow substantial
changes, but only new rhetoric, are still there (and their understanding still needs the extensive briefings
that were systematically and detailedly anthologized in the non-summary version of “Mount Bushmore”)
and, on the other hand, because the fact that Obama’s eloquence does not make the Bush type of blunders
just makes the spelling out and the understanding of the same mechanisms completely graceless as jobs,
both for their audience and for their presenters (at least in the case the latter come from arts rather than
from political science etc). Therefore many of the things that are now needed as learning must again be
learned through a Bush story. Objection to the present presenters: “State one case in which “Mount
Bushmore” is rendered obsolete”. Answer: “We can mention two, not just one, right off: If Bush is tried as
a criminal of war or if Obama risks effecting the changes Blum mentioned in the story”. 5. A Post
GeorgePapandreou PS: The attitude of Suzy to Bush also reflects the fact that he is not only George
Criminal Bush himself but also the elected representative of a people not identifiable as a bunch of thugs.
Besides, the attitude of Greeks to Americans can’t even begin to afford to be different because of a kind of
similarity: The Americans have universities with the top IQ elite of the planet, yet they were run for eight
years by a top idiot. The Greeks have all the time discussions of top political awareness yet they elected
another top idiot.
More PSs from more recent to older:
We heard that Bush and Rumsfeld did acknowledge their crimes against humanity, yet not in contexts like
the ones here but in contexts of boasting of them as saving something or in contexts of writing best sellers.
We don’t think it’s worth anyone’s spending time or money to look them up, OK let’s not speak on behalf
of others too, this is no news unexpected enough to interrupt other activities or leisure.
Thanks for borrowings:
“We should all try to live within our means
even if we have to borrow to do so”

…we thank again the American cartoonist and political scientist who thought up the term “Mount
Bushmore” as accompaniment to his idea with the famous two photos going with it, and we also thank
google which helped so much in their spreading,…, and for our borrowing the motto on borrowings just
mentioned we thank our friend Lefteris who borrowed it from …, who borrowed it from …., ….from ….,
…from…, who borrowed it from Artemus Ward (also known as Charles Farrar Browne) who, we believe,
would answer to an anthologist’s, or anyone’s, thanks that he would like to make sure we realized that the
funniest point in his motto is not its sound of oxymoron but the aspect in which it is a completely serious
and literal insight…
Thanks for gifts:
…………………………….
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We had said that Suzy and Bush had a deep at first sight, mutual enchantment, let’s describe how that one had started.
In the following Bill is not my dad but Mr Vassilis whom through that “Bill” translation of it they used with my dad to
set up all that prank we’ve just seen. Helen (Helen in the story I mean) is of course Mrs Helen…

…A door is heard opening in the upper floor communicating through a
staircase with the living room where the mike and CD player and PC and
Bill and the visitors are and a small girl in pajamas, Suzy, comes
down the stairs and goes straight to Bill and kisses him:

S:-So you didn’t think I would go to bed without kissing you?
B:-Would I even think of thinking something like that?
S:-OK, I believe you so I forgive you. Smooooch.
B:-Phew! I really thought you would never forgive me for your not kissing me goodnight. What
kept you up Suzy?
S:-There was good film on the TV.
G:-What film was it Suzy?
Bill’s wife, Helen, enters and watches the following scene:

B:-Rocky 2. I have seen you on the TV. Dad says all you say is bullshit. But I knew it was
bullshit even before dad said so. What do you have to say?
G:- I believe in free speech, what else? .
S:-Dad says you only believe in free hearing. You only hear others speaking. You never speak.
Bullshit is not speech. You believe in free bullshit.
G:-Dad said that too?
S:-No, this I added myself. I can tell bullshit from speech. You want to try me? Say some bullshit
and some speech and I’ll tell you which is which. I am testing you.
G:-So you write poems like your dad?
S:-I’ll learn how to write next year, in kindergarten we only learn drawing and singing. But I
already know how to read.
G:-Am I now speaking or bullshitting?
S:-You still haven’t started bullshit but not speaking either. You only ask questions like babies.
After you speak enough questions you will learn normal speech. Why did you come to dad to
speak? Don’t you have friends to practice speech? Oh, I see, all your friends are mute, you are
the speaker among them. So they are not waiting for their turn to learn speaking from dad after
you, they only came with you too keep you company. Hi mute! Oh, they’re deaf too. Poor guys!
Can one also bullshit in sign language? Are you shitting them? Are they shitting you? Will you
teach me sign language if dad teaches you everyday speech?
Helen intervenes:

H:-Time for bed Suzy, the gentlemen and your dad are busy. Sorry George, you know how clever
kids become these days, it must be the TV, although her dad says it makes people stupid. You
can’t imagine how much your visit can help our family, Bill starts shouting answering back to
you and Donald…hi Don…and Perle…hi Rich…whenever he sees you on the screen and he’s
becoming a real pain in the ears and we, or even the neighbors sometimes, have to tell him “Why
do you give hell to our ear drums? Go find them and tell them . Belabor their eardrums”. He even
sees dreams about you all. I hope you stay long enough for him to flush down all his load and not
find any new arguments to shout to you for a month.
G:-Glad to see that Suzy takes some genes from mom too. I almost thought she only had dad’s.
S:-Mom! Dad! He made speech! It seems I practiced him better than dad. He didn’t use a
question mark. What he said is funny too. He is as clever as all people! Mom, why haven’t you
invited them for dinner like all visitors who stay this late?
H:-By the way, George, what did Bill tell you and convinced you that there is no anthrax in the
refreshments in the refrigerator? I’m glad to see you’re all drinking something.
G:-He didn’t tell me, he told the guards outside to tell us that they themselves brought them from
our base and they were guarding it to the last minute before we entered.
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H:-CNN said you were bringing along your own toilets too. “For fear of having your excrement
DNA abducted and analyzed and used by terrorists in surgically focused hits of biological
warfare, or something” ?
S:-What’s excrement mom? Is it in the shit? Will I have excrement in my shit too when I grow
up? Do you and dad have excrement in your shit or that’s what you get if you have said a lot of
bullshit? What’s abduc? Was there also Bugs Bunny speaking on the CNN? Why didn’t you call
me to see him? What’s up doc? Oh! I got it finally. What’s up doc with the excrement in
George’s shit? Is there a therapy for bullshit?
H:-Don’t answer, George, I mean to my question, not Bugs Bunny’s , I mean Suzy’s, if you
think it’s too personal a question or if it’s classified, I only asked to make polite small talk and
only after CNN said so many details that I thought it was declassified.
S:-How much more personal can you get , Mom? Asking George about what’s in his shit? You
call that polite? Of course it’s personal! Would you tell anyone that you play with your shit when
you’re alone, if you did? I wouldn’t. Don’t tell her George. Mom, would you like it if the first
non bullshit answer after your speech lessons was to the question “What do you do in the toilet
Helen? Do you play with your shit?”? Oh, you want to test if George quit bullshit after therapy
with dad. If you want a non bullshit answer you should ask him a non bullshit question. This is
not fair.
G:-What did you like most in Rocky 2 Suzie?
S:-The song “The eye of the tiger”. Dad likes it a lot too. We dance it together all the time. He
also dances it with Mom a lot.
G:-Helen, how do you explain that a guy like Bill lets his daughter see Rocky 2?
H:-I guess he thinks it’s less time consuming for him not to describe the film himself before
pointing out where its bullshit is. To grownups he would describe it in a one breath’s sentence
then he would shoot it down in a five minute sermon not to waste their time by telling them to go
see it..
G:-Would that breath last for ten minutes? I noticed Bill can go without breathing as those divers
for pearls when he opens some sentences. He reminds me of Wolfowitz over there.
S:-You are a bullshitter OK, you do know how to speak non bullshit, and Wolfowitz over there is
not deaf -mute either , nobody is. You all were bullshitting me because I’m still in the
kindergarten. So even when you don’t say bullshit you’re bullshitting me. I leave you , and with
no bye-bye too.
She leaves...She comes back in a very short while

S:-OK, bye, but only to you, George. Nice to know you. With all the others it was not nice.
She leaves for good

H:-Bye everybody, I’m leaving too, have fun.
G:-Helen, don’t you want to hear Bill’s analysis of Rocky 2? I plan to ask him.
H:-That in particular would be very self defeating, didn’t I tell you we were praying he found
your ears available instead of ours? And on the night our prayers were answered we would give
him our ears again? What were we praying for then?
G:-Besides, you’ve heard it before, I guess.
H:-No, but once you’ve seen a couple of those the recipe is always the same, it’s no geniuses that
write these movies , I guess. Even Bill can’t afford to be unpredictable when he analyzes them.
Like everybody who sits down to analyze them he does it purely for the kids, who after all were
the target group of this movie and of Rambo and of Delta force, if, at least, we judge from the
level of their logic and from the ages the bombardiers of the Brave New US’s and NATO’s
planes had when those film were played. Well let me not get attracted back to this, don’t stay
with it too much either, George, there are other things to discuss much more important and
equally easy to understand but much less frequently discussed in US.
G:-Helen, what did you mean by “kids”, I thought you and Bill only had Suzy. Are they in bed
with no goodnight kiss?
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H:-Bill is a high school teacher in this village.
G:-But…Isn’t he..I thought…
B:-Don’t feel bad, it happens all the time. I was sure you too came to us by mistake. Besides, it’s
not the first mistake your intelligence does in Germany due to a coincidence of names, just the
other day, on TV, Condie was mumbling something and Merkel mumbled something else about
an abduction or rendition of a German having a terrorist sounding name. The confusion is also
helped by the fact the tycoon Bill once paraphrased some songs and asked my Bill to DJ them,
my Bill gave him his whole radio hour to DJ them himself and some people even thought that it
was my Bill who had paraphrased them in the first place. There’s at least one common thing that,
besides their name and their interest in DJ-ing, both Bills , and also me and the other Bill’s wife
too, share . It’s the admiration and love we all have for your great compatriot, Lewis Mumford,
so when my Bill heard that your Bill came here to establish a group of green belt towns we
packed and came right in the middle of one of the five green belts surrounding the five towns and
it also reminded us the green of the village of an island in the Aegean where we lived before the
town we were living before we came here. Suzy was born on that island. And it also felt right
that he had first heard of Mumford on that island from his editor and translator who had chosen to
live there. Oh! Concerning whether tycoon Bill offered to build us a greater broadcasting station,
just in case you’re wondering about it, yes he did, but we wanted to have a station anybody can
imitate at home, so as to spread what we’re doing through example, not through technologically
amplifying the original , OK, we did accept being connected to tycoon Bill’s news stronger
antenna and also have one TV hour like tonight and not just radio hours as we had but only after
we arranged that imitators of our example could send us anthologies of their own local DJ-ings to
air through the stronger antenna and to have some TV time too. In that too both Bills think
similarly…
She turns her eyes from Bush to the to the Princetonians
and keeps them there as she talks to them :

Don, don’t feel bad, don’t fire anybody either, for giving you unintelligent intelligence, and
don’t start analyzing it in terms of sting operations etc. Think of the last scene of Paul Newman’s
and Robert Redford’s “the sting” but just because it really was such an excellent film, OK, there
was a fake booker’s office and fake cops there and here you did meet only a living room instead
of an expensive broadcasting station but you’ll soon have realized for good that between a
broadcasting station and this mike , the fake thing is the expensive station. Of course the reason
I’m calling your stations fake is not in order to apologize on behalf of Bill who started the
practical joke we’re in by not telling you on the phone he was not the tycoon Bill, he did very
well but let me leave for later the reason I believe he did well to start that joke; nor to apologize
for my using you to give my eardrums a break by having you listen to him in my place for a
couple of days and possibly for a month if he does get you out of his system for that long with the
chat you’ve already started. My using you in this way would be selfish if this chat was a private
pleasure of Bill only whereas he is a representative of a similar chat millions of people here and
in your country would like to have with you. More on this later, now I was just telling you why
calling our trick a sting and our mike a fake station is to see reality upside down. You are the
sting operation on US citizens , not Bill, and also you’re not an excellent put on nor a put on for
a very good reason, like in the plot of the Newman-Redford film. You’re exactly the opposite of
that film both in the way you conduct the operation and in your reason for that, if you doubt it
for a minute just let CNN news, I mean the abridged American version of its news, play for one
night nationwide the discussion Bill will have with George tonight and his tomorrow night’s DJing hour, and if you do it I promise I’ll make this a booking office and you place a bet among all
European citizens that next day in US you’ll have elections , you’ll have George voluntarily
resigning and reapplying for president if your constitution allows it after a voluntary termination
of one’s second presidential office, and you’ll have hundreds of new type of candidates who
won’t recycle either of your too obvious put on screen-like party options, that is you’ll have a
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bloodless revolution, OK, I realize that this is almost impossible to be allowed to happen, but
what is absolutely impossible to happen is that you, Donald Rumsfeld, will bet that this change
doesn’t happen, I don’t say it because your German origin makes you a European but because
of your well known love for an extra buck, and I bet that if as secretary of defense you bet it
won’t happen, at the same time you’ll find a way to bet a multiple amount of money to bet for
the opposite, because even an ignorant person like you can follow the arguments of a true
megathinker and thought tanker like Mumford that Bill will be presenting , these arguments are
not like the bogus and hocus pocus pseudoarguments…
Mrs Helen I remember you once saying to my mom a line by Suzy which,
after I met her photo below I considered as its subtitle.
I remind it to you also adding a sub-subtitle made by me
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“How lucky I am having you as my mom, you as my dad and me as myself ” /Suzy
“How lucky I am having you as my love’s mom, having Mr Vassilis as my love’s dad
and Suzy as my love”/ Johnny
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Helen:-Oh my poor girl! What a problem she’s going to have for a whole lifetime…
Angela:-…He is so perfect that she won’t have a chance to find something to improve him on
Alex:-At least I didn’t deprive Alkisti of that joy. She’s still improving me with a a couple of
finishing touches per…..Let me not say if I mean per day, week, month, year…or hour. By the
way: you think I’m wrong thinking they will be walking and singing we all know what?
Helen, Angela (singing it) :-I never knew that a day like today lay before us…
Alex:-…And what’s the title of this song
Angela, Helen:-Wasn’t it “Honeymoon song”?
Alex:-From this day on I will call it “Sac Voyage to Cythera”
Helen, Angela, Alex:-Hahahahaha, hahahahaha…
Alex:-…Well, why not all of us sing it anyway…
Honeymoon song
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yzy2J1MLvOQ&feature
Songwriters: THEODORAKIS, MIKIS/SANSOM, WILLIAM
I never knew that a day like today lay before us
I’ve got the sun in my heart and my heart’s in the sun
The skys are as bright as your eyes the horizon is open
Love is the ceiling feelings are reeling free as the air
Forever on and forever
Forever on side by side
Whoever knew that we too could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but are we who are bound to each other by love
To each other by love
Whoever knew that we too could be free as we fancied
Fancy is free but we are who are bound to each other by love
To each other by love
To each other by love
To each other by love
In the third stanza Helen doesn’t sing but is thoughtfully looking at her screen

Angela:-Helen you look very surprised and concentrated…What can surprise you after all this?
Alex:-Only something that should not be surprising but very-very expected. A comment by the
two dads who, of course, would very soon receive a very similar letter from Johnny…
Angela:-They already read it and answered:
…………………………………….
To make a long story short,
a daughter looking as absent minded as anybody contemplating the crisis,
had said, without words, to her mom
“Mom, I don’t say I will sure listen to your opinion, but do you agree I’m old enough to make love?”
and her mom answered
“I do, I do, I do, I do, I do”
in such a way a way
that onlookers
said
“Mamma mia!”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrLxb-DVAmw&feature=related
On next page
let’s try to make even this shorter story
shorter
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrLxb-DVAmw&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyGmvfJiJ-4
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We had said we would not postpone forever the question why even in times like ours it’s not a
waste of time or brain tissue to answer the blabbering or the tone of clowns like Rumsfeld ,
Merkel and the Danish whatsisname. Maybe for those adults who do have something to
contribute to facing the impasse it is a waste but for kids, and for adults who still need some
growing,* let’s re-ask the question about possible waste after we see the following excerpt from
someone** who, among many other things, is also an educator. Marcel Gauchet***: “…In high
school classes for about 45 minutes one gets in the shoes of an inventor who spent sleepless
nights for months in a row; but only for 45 minutes. After a break one gets in the shoes of some
soldier in some trenches or of a general setting up a plan of attack, or defence, but being in the
protected enviromnent of a school; then one gets in the shoes of a monk or hermit, but after
another 45 minutes he is in the company of his girl-friend in the schoolyard****…After some
years of all that…(and after spontaneously applying Einstein’s definition “Education is what remains
after you have forgotten all you have learned” in most of the subjects taught )…one either chooses to
try to get in the shoes of any of them for real, or to teach others about them or to work in
production or…well … OK…”. If we do not want, at least for now, to question the need for any
education whatsoever in times of crisis in states with debts, nor to raise, yet, the question of
whether all education is futile except the technical one*****, futile both in the sense of
“ineffective for profit” and in the sense of “ineffective for change of system” etc etc, then we see
that making clowns like the three at the top of this page into subject matter or “projects” for
school kids is not as disorienting as it is when it is made subject matter for evening news when
serious issues should occupy the attention of media and do not. So even if Rumsfeld himself was
glad he was distracting people’s attention by having his trivial crap-outflow publicly
overanalyzed, kids would have both fun and mental exercise if they spotted its nonsense. More
difficult projects would of course go like “After reading or watching Michael Frayn’s
“Copenhagen” , say in one long phrase all that was essential in what Mrs Bohr and Niels Bohr
said in their dialogue with Heisenberg in afterlife, and in another long phrase all that was
essential in Heisenberg’s answer”, … (we have seen that already somewhere)…, intermediate
difficulty projects would be “make up a dialog (step by step following its accompanying actions
too, and their gains and losses) between a Greek and an illegal immigrant talking about their
bosses (one of whom preferred the illegal over a legal to cost him less, the other of whom was
“patriotic” and preferred the Greek, but under the term of not giving him more than to an illegal
immigrant, and finally joining, together, a demonstration and shop breaking but under the term
of not damaging the shops of each other’s bosses because they might fire personnel to cut
expenses…ending to a granny’s asking on TV whether the people who broke down her kiosk had
*(most of us have a little immaturity somewhere in matters like that, for example up to my 46th year of age,
in 1999’s NATO “humanitarian bombings”, I only had curiosity to read Chomsky as a thinker who had
used his field, linguistics, to draw conlusions about man’s nature in the same way that Konrad Lorenz had
done the same starting from his own field, i.e. his own way for doing zoology)
**(excerpt either from an interview of his, or from an excerpt of his mentioned by a book review on
him. It’s quoted by memory, not verbatim)
***For readers who have already heard of Gauchet but through his book titled with the expression “The
disenchantment of the world”, due to Weber, we give as reference the link • Other letters on the same
issues….pdf for its second half (pages 16-32. Its first half was the long exchange with Hernán about
Herodeion. Also, one of the pages of the second half (p.25) we had seen in connection to a Calvinist’s
explanation that souls predetermined for hell can better be visualized through an analogy with borrowers
managing to only pay interest but not the principal, an explication that we had mentioned when we joined
Aristides’ satire “Welcome, Frau Merkel” in the pdf before previous)
****So (in one sense) there is something genuinely theatrical about high school education from the outset.
*****(and if we postpone, for now or forever, the reminder that it took decades upon decades , almost a
century, for influential scientists to convince states to include in free education not only parts of science
bound for application and profit…google with H. Rowland, O. Lodge, C. Babbage, W. Williamson,
T. H. Huxley,…)
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parents with shops to feel what they caused, and finally ending to bloggers raising money to
make up her damage. Does all this build up to something? Debate both the yes and the no sides”
(Imagining dialogues between grownups and tax collectors or accountants protecting from them ,
is not for kids but for their parents and their teachers, and needs no imagination, just plain
mention of their real experiences, it is absolutely theatrical even if absolutey factual. Most times
buying such advice/protection means one meets in the evening people who in the morning are tax
collectors in some other area. And sometimes, they have become tax collectors to escape previous
tax collectors from whom they, in turn, had suffered, so sometimes they previously were doing
the job of the guy they investigate or protect. Upshot: Even Al Capones who sell protection need
to buy protection from, ultimately,…The rest is well known) OK, let’s get more serious again:
Chomsky was once saying (around the Oaxaca days I think) in an interview that he had seen in
Mexico and Latin America leftists going around neighborhoods and analyzing situations in their
own terms but not raising any interest even in the instances they had analyzed something
correctly, but then he saw how people immediately participated vivdly when the same things
were explained by street theater groups carrying their stages in trucks and analyzing everything
through everyday examples.
But let’s also see something by Chomsky which is quite amusing at the same time that it can be
immediate food for thought to all high school teachers:
Chomsky was once saying to (ZNet’s) Albert that when, in the days of the Vietnam war, he
started his antiwar talks he first gave them at his own and at his friends’ and neighbors’ living
rooms, then, wanting to reach a wider audience, he went to a nearby church in Boston, and the
first time around the people present were four, one was Chomsky himself, one was the organizer,
one was somebody who felt cold and entered the church in search of warmth, and one was
audience. They started expanding only when one of them had the bright idea of reading more
material so as to present a variety of subjects on the same day and interpolate the antiwar part
among the rest…Quite an educational experience, at least for the talkers who had to read
additional material. Any other upshot? Here’s one: (but let’s present it through in terms of a
(hypothetical) dialog between Chomsky and a teacher: let’s try to imagine * what Chomsky
*(What we will imagine has never taken place) would say if he saw high school teachers doing
similar things in living rooms and churches around town:
C:-Why look for an audience, you do have quite a channel to reach out to an audience. Your
classes. Even if you’re not a teacher of political science or economics or sociology or history, if
you feel you do have views to convey or share, you may invite the students to come back after
classes, with their folks, say once a week, and start a process of communication.
T:- Has it worked in MIT?
C:-In MIT the students are by themselves and each other, not with their folks who live in other
towns, not Boston. The ones who come convey to them what was exchanged when they talk to
them. The ones who do not come are either too busy doing intensive work or too indifferent about
these issues.
T:-OK, high school pupils are equally intensively pursuing extracurricular interests, too intensive
to make a comeback. It’s more probable that their folks come and stay and come again.
C:-That’s equally good. Then their folks will convey to them what was exchanged among all.
Maybe it’s even better that way. The ones who will come will have more to discuss and learn and
teach back to the parcipants and then to the kids absent. And what a percentage of the students
themselves you think will sure come?. Something between 20% and 2%?
T:-Maybe even 25% to 2.5%
C:-OK, so in the worst case it’s going to be 2.5%. Great! We don’t live in pre-web days. The
effective size of a group sharing one particular interest or concern is not measured by the
number of people in flesh and blood inside separate rooms who share that interest or concern. But
by the number of people with whom they can communicate on the web if they have a PC and if
they know of each other. 100 such 2.5% s collaborating is not like 100 separate such 2.5% s…
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OK,…so we got the point…To make a short story even shorter: Step 1: Students know how to handle
communication technology that their grandparents and even parents do not, and can tell the grownups what
they learn through it, if they know how to spot and read meaningful material Step 2: parents and
grandparents still have, as traditionally they have always had, first hand experiences, self-confidence and
self-criticism (here just applied to collective issues like national history) to share with the youngest of each
three overlapping generations and make history be transmitted live too and not just as dictated by the
selections of media or of ministries of education* Step 3: Contact the kids within regular schedule, so as
not to scare them with overloading on top of worries about entrance exams, and to have freedom in subject
matter assign the meaty material in the context of “projects that teach “how to do research” ”(For example
of “meaty”, googling pupils start with e.g. George Mizo, Stanislav Petrov, Irena Sendler,…and must
debate on how many of the people not calling them revolutionaries are serious) For step 4 see 4 And
*e.g. in Greece the pupil generation of today that faces a blank future, followed the consumerist&partyclientele generation that, in its turn, not only followed but even overlapped partly the generation of
struggling antijunta youths, that in its turn followed a generation who fought in 2nd world war and in a civil
war**, that in its turn followed a generation who fought Balkanian wars and another world war, and then
felt she wanted a 2nd chance to fight after the destruction in Asia minor in 1922 (the ones responsible for
which she executed; but for some analysts the passion with which the next generation fought in the 2nd
world war was the lost 2nd chance their parents wanted). Spain has had a parallel course, at least in the last
three generations. Nicaragua, as I hear from Hernán has had a parallel, in the last two generations with
counter-revolution prevailing (with the generations there before that I am not familiar)
**For an analysis of the crisis based on that consideration*** and perspective too, and for the relevant
details needed for that see the reference to James Petras we saw in the first page of the first pdf of the
present. Let’s copy paste it here too: The Greek Catastrophe: Three Generations of Greek Workers By
James Petras http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article34170.htm (for Spanish version google
with: “La catastrophe griega en tres generacions de trabajadores, Petras” )
***In this website however that consideration is not turned towards an understanding of the crisis but
towards spelling out some things about education and how it might possibly function helpfully in crisis4…
4
Of course in so rapid and crude developments not only the issue of how education is best effected but
even the issue of what is at all non- futile about it, arises particularly poignantly. Wasn’t even a place as
extremely creative academically as Plato’s Academy parodied by Aristophanes in his “Clouds”? Aren’t
present academies equally, or more, isolated from the real world, and equally , or more, deserving
parody”? Aren’t colleges, and even more so highschools, parodies of parodies of …of… parodies of that
Academy? (let alone how sadly symbolic is insulating kids in (make-belief) protective walls) 5 Or was
Aristophanes mocking the infinite distantiation of the “world of ideas” from the real world, paralleling only
his own “Nefelo-kokky-gia/Over-cloud-cuckoo-land/tierra-de-cucos-sobre-las-nubes”? Maybe the clearest
and shortest answer is the fact that Academies started as extensions of gyms. One went to the latter to make
himself fit for fighting, but then the need arose to also know what kind of life was worth fighting for.
5
This is not belittling the kids. Right now (i.e. without any solution to the impasses) everybody is as
ignorant as the kids and even savants are equally insulated (in the proverbial “ivory towers”). The ones who
do have know-how are the most ignorant of everything real (since they only know how to cheat people out
of their properties) and the most insulated (in walls with surrounded with paid security). The only people
that are outside such walls are the homeless and the unempmloyed since the walls that were protective in
the sense of wellfare state have collapsed. So all are like kids in a schoolyard in a sense. And there’s even
an advantage of awareness for the schoolyard-like miniature of sociery: many of the issues of the big
picure are also there (e.g. immigration and integration, meaningful and meaningless occupy moves, strikes,
demonstrations, indignation and indifference (or even resignation) etc) but the real scale is too enormous
to get an overall glimpse of while the lab scale of the miniature version allows for such a glimpse. In one
sense universities are like Platonic Academies (not accepting, nor chosen by, all) while schools are like
Aristophanic overcloudcuckoolands, accepting all and chosen by all who want to have a happy childhood .
And, also in one sense, the utopia of Plato’s world of ideas is like the utopia of Aristophanes’
overcloudcuckooland: In the former, learning how to deal with perfect geometrical figures like when we
learn high school geometry to exercise our mind, helps in later facing more effectively the realistic
shapes, e.g when we become civil enginners and work with just approximate perfection; in the latter
learning how human nature works in classroom-like worlds with (finally) happy endings etc helps in later
facing with less damage more chaotic situations that if we had faced from the outset we would not have a
chance to form something more clear and solid in our souls.
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for Gene Sharp’s cookbook for bloodless revolutions the questions assigned are not just the usual
preliminary “even if he’s not paid by the CIA, does this mean that he’s not doing CIA’s business for free or
by donations ?” , “is he a Gandhi or a theoretician of some international Pussy Riot movement?” but also
questions on whether peaceful twitters and PCs and color revolt squares are “successful” all the way or
only up to the next (e.g. Libya-like) step which does include violence as always, and with final results not
always in the direction Sharp’s readers had started for (and sometimes not even in the directions the
Hilaries and her likes started for*). Of course these subjects sound too many for one page or hour to be
plausibly covered, but one hour of oral discussion is not one page and also the project is two hours per
week from September to May minus breaks (and minus those strikes the instructor agrees with) So
actually there were many more subjects, of which let’s mention one: “Make an analysis of similarities and
differences of Julian Assange, Steve Jobs, Aaron Swartz and Ioannis Varvakis” (the, non-fictional,
character portrayed in the film “God loves caviar”). OK, the three first personalities are known to the
reader but the last one maybe is not so let’s copy-paste some excerpts from a letter to Hernán about him:
(but since that break would rather take more room that what is left in this page let’s finish this one with a
different, lighter, issue:) One might wonder “But can one do such tricks and improvisations and
experiments anywhere else outside a (Greek only?) public sector?” A funny answer , but only good for the
good old days where employers did not have scores of CVs of available empoyees, at least in education,
would be the (not just imagined!) scenario where two instructors in two (even rival) schools would say to
each other: Let’s both try our tricks and if we’re fired my boss will hire you and your boss will hire me, so
we’ll just exchange places”,or one instructor had hours in many schools and wasn’t fired by all in one shot5
But since there’s still room left in this page, let’s also spell out one more factor that plays a role in the
imagined “Chomsky’s” nonlinear addition of percentages at the bottom of the page before previous: if
instead of presenting, journalist-like, reports of what factually happens parallely in many schools (or places
in general) one presents samples abstracted so as to be either indicative or possible for many, just like
playrights do in their dialogues, then one needs fewer pages while at the same time adds more results than
the addition of percentages would bring about. Age old and well tried well known recipe)
*Nowadays one wouldn’t have to be a professor of classics, not even a searcher of non-imbedded news to
realize things that decades ago would be known, or believable, only to the few such specialists. Now even
the common 8 o’clock news every evening makes sense only in the light of those open secrets, apathy can
be a result not only of ignorance but of other things too, including of overinfomation, but let’s see what a
colleague in classics had to tell us (in the project on “the meaning of the expression “revolution” in several
areas, like art, science, history, industry, activism, crises, …”) from the days the sizes were smaller than
global and shapes were more clearly discernible (at least to the mind of Thucydides who, by the way, was
not a professor of history but a practical man who saw clearly what he was facing in his job (as a general in
the army). In the civil war of the island of Kerkyra (=Corfu), possibly the first civil war to be recorded in
history, Spartans and Athenians, less and less reluctantly, accepted to help prevent the eruption of violence
between the oligarchs and democrats, who, needed, respectively, their protection. The result was the release
of such unholy violence that neither side would be able, or would have wanted, to inflict on the other
without external help. Other, even smaller size, contexts where all this would be clearly discernible are
the, somehow just infantile sometimes deeply disappointing, or even alarming, invitations during internal
school-scale conflicts to outside assistance from ultraright groups or anarchic groups. And small size
contexts, but full scale tragedies, can be seen most clearly in villages of sizes where practically everyone is
next door neigbour to everyone else and knows first hand people whose life, in civil wars, took the course
we saw in the story of Vangelis Yiannopoulos in the1st pdf of this site.We return to civil was afte a break…
**From the philosopher writer of a valuable book in all such issues in the format of a novel*** we learn
that Kant, in a small book he had written on the issue of continuous peace, considered as rule No 1 for
such peace, the non-intervention of outsiders in civil wars (has it ever happened not for their own reasons?)
***For the translation we have made of a book review of it by a blogger**** google with the phrase “The
call of the desert” is an unbelievable thriller about Islam, Israel, the USA Empire, the EU of no opinions and
initiatives, about mute Greece and about a true Arabic Spring, setting under doubt the planetary establishment but also
the very survival of humanity. We hear its author is currently preparing a translation in Engish.

****(whom I have not met but I imagined her as “Angela”, the fellow-blogger of Helen and Alex we
were reading about a little earlier in the present pdf)
5
And to also return, as we had promised in a previous context, to our humorist friend Dionysis, his
comment to our strategic plan just mentioned was “Watch it Yianni, the way you proceed, if spread, might
create a large reserve army of unemployeed employers…”
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…3 or 4 days after we sent Hernan the attachment with the previous pdf, we saw the film “God
loves caviar”. Before quoting, on the next page, a part of our letter to Hernan about it let’ s copypaste some of the things easily googled about it:
This caviar tastes fishy
15 October 2012 | by Panos Bala (United Kingdom) – See all my reviews
The storyline is bland and the pacing slow. The film was confusing even for native Greek so I imagine it
would be even more so for the foreign viewers it is supposed to target.
Shallow characters, unimaginative writing and generally bad dialogue. The theological overtones make no
sense at all. The viewer is constantly wondering why the main characters are doing what they are doing as
there is virtually no character development. Some beautiful photography, however I had the feeling that
half the film takes place in one room (the mansion's living room)! Overall a below average film. Reminds
me on the one hand of Greek films of a (thangfully) long-gone era where the "deep meanings" and "inner
thoughts" of the director were the film's "raison d'etre" and on the other cult patriotic films usually shown
on national holidays in Greece.
This majestic epic tells the true-life, stranger-than-fiction tale of eighteenth-century Greek pirate turned merchant Ioannis Varvakis,
who rose from humble beginnings to become the head of one of the largest mercantile empires in Europe.
PROGRAMMER'S NOTE
Pirate turned merchant Ioannis Varvakis (1745–1825) is the latest figure from Greece’s endlessly colourful past to
capture the imagination of filmmaker Iannis Smaragdis, who has previously chronicled the lives of the renowned
poet Cavafy and legendary painter El Greco. God Loves Caviar is the story of a passionate, ambitious,
enterprising and tirelessly inventive man, a national hero whose flaws rivaled his virtues and whose biography
reads like the stuff of myth.
A born seaman, Varvakis (Sebastian Koch) leaves his island birthplace of Psara on his small handcrafted vessel,
setting out to discover his destiny at the very same moment that the tumultuous Russo-Turkish War is
encroaching on Greek waters. From the moment Varvakis cunningly converts his precious boat into a blazing
firebomb and launches it against the Turkish fleet, this humble sailor finds himself propelled into a world of
international intrigue and high finance. After boldly striding into the Russian royal court and demanding a reward
for his valour in battle from Catherine the Great (Catherine Deneuve) herself, the devilishly charming Varvakis is
a hit in Russian high society. Striking out to make his fortune, he sets up his base of operations in a brothel —
being just as happy to canoodle with prostitutes as rub elbows with royalty. But it is a chance encounter with a
fisherman that proves to be the key to Varvakis’ success, as his devising of a method to keep caviar fresh during
the long journey to Greece turns him into one of the richest and most influential businessmen in Russia. But the
memory of Psara continues to loom large in Varvakis’ mind, and eventually he is unable to resist the siren call of
his motherland.
Spinning a stranger-than-fiction yarn with verve and gusto, Smaragdis brings Varvakis’ unlikely tale to vivid life.
Unfolding in artfully arranged flashbacks, God Loves Caviar tells a majestic, larger-than-life life story, as
boundless as the sky and as borderless as the deep blue sea.
Dimitri Eipides
TIFF movie review: God Loves Caviar
Directed by Iannis Smaragdis Starring Sebastian Koch, Catherine Deneuve, John Cleese
Year 2012 Country Greece/Russia Language English
This laughably bad English-language, Greek-Russian costume drama tells the story of the Greek pirate
who established the Russian caviar trade. As the charmingly grizzled Ioannis Varvakis, the German actor
Sebastian Koch is at least faintly plausible; not so the clunky script nor the large supporting cast in bad
wigs and worse accents. Catherine Deneuve and John Cleese offer instantly forgettable cameos as
Catherine the Great and a British colonial official.

Obviously, to a person who first saw our site and only later saw the film, all the above reviews completely
miss the point. The point is hardly a narration about Greece and certainly not something about the
acrobatics of how plausible a film can or must be about someone who, even if watched live, would be
implausible anyway; would a film about e.g. Julian Assange look plausible? If it did, it would be unfaithful
to his story which is as implausible as the story of any Tom Robbins character could be . And what about a
film about Livingston or about Theodorakis or…or…or…?*
And what’s the idea of snubbing as mere “depth” the thoughts that are the director’s? If they are
worthwhile they’re welcome even if they are a critic’s! And snubbing the level of school events? For the
film’s goals this audience is more promising than the one of experienced critics.
Let’s see the point of the film that refers to concerns that are more global and that fit the present:
*..or about Stephanos Xenos who wrote in English a novel titled “The heroine of the Greek revolution”
became rich selling it in Europe, invested the money in business, became a ship owner, lost everything in
his efforts to release some more Greek land by buying it from Turkey, and died a pauper escorted only by
his kid granddaughter in his funeral on the cart used as a hearse for paupers (biography written by
Zephyros Kafkalidis whom we will see again in this site)
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“…Hernan…through this film the whole of what my site was about, as well as the point of my
other posting, one year earlier, about the teaching of humanities after 1999,…can be rephrased
very simply; but let me start by summarizing the story in one paragraph or two and, before going
to the point I’m talking about, let me also add something amusing that, whether a coincidence or
an expected thing, you may also consider a surprise (it almost was a surprise for me who knew
only half of the details about it). The film is the story of Ioannis Varvakis, a Greek pirate, who,
hired by Russians, of the time of Catherine the Great, to do some damage to the fleet of Turkey
with which Russia was at war, did a job that was not only daring but also so thorough that it had
so serious implications for the Russian geostrategic interests that he was both rewarded (by rank,
land etc) and hired (for other, peaceful, ends) by Russia. At one point of his “career” he learned,
from an old fisherman (note: played by the actor whose first name was “Lakis” in the “Rehearsal…”)
of his lands near the Caspian sea, about caviar and he also devised a way of conserving it during
long trips and became a tycoon by exporting it to the aristocracy of Europe. An illiterate man, and
a frequenter, and patron, not of arts but of cozy brothels, and a man with faults causing great
distress to his children, he gradually became a great benefactor there and, some decades later, a
great contributor to the cause upheld by the Greek revolution against Ottoman rule. British and
Greeks, bound by the usual policies of blackmailing and of asking for loans to be blackmailed
by, combined their talents in deviousness to isolate and quarantine him and to cancel his influence
and the effectiveness of his contributions. One of his contributions that did last, and still lasts,
however, was the one invested in sources of money to sustain some institutions of education in
Greece. (The film focuses on some aspects of his personality that verge on the religious, so the
part about establishing schools (coming from a man who hired a teacher to learn how to read and
write only in middle age) is mentioned only in the subtitles dropping after the end, the film
ending with his death in a quarantine island hosting only him). The amusing coincidence/surprise
that I meant, Hernan, is that the (public) school I finished is the Athens institution sustained by
his fund; actually it is called “Varvakis model school”; also there I happened to be deskmate with
Maria’s brother Nick. And we became lifelong fellow- students of physics and mathematics, also
sharing some more interests; we were together there and later in Caltech and parted ways when
he went to NYU and I went to Berkeley for our PhDs; Maria I first met in the airport where she
came for the goodbye to him when we were leaving Greece for US as freshmen. Without further
fuss about whether the following way to state the point of my site was a coincidence or an
expected outcome of the education received in Varvakis’ model school* let me go to this point
through the film about how caviar traveled west:(so far the point was made through “Theodorakises”)
For the world to (maybe) have(even)one chance against the barbarian but intelligent global casino scum
of decision makers,the world’s Jobses should take courses in creative self-destruction from Varvakises
*(This footnote too, where I do make some fuss about whether this thing was a coincidence or not, is not a part of the
letter I’m quoting from) During my first week at Caltech I did not only write to our physicist in Varvakis school. I
also wrote to our professor of literature saying that the reason I went to study physics is that not being a poet I would
never understand the kind of inspiration that was leading Sikelianos (whom we have seen and we’ll see many times in
this site)whereas to understand what leads a physicist or mathematician, even when one is not a Einstein or Heisenberg,
seemed more doable. I also wrote a much longer letter to our theologian (who had introduced us to Dostoyevsky and to
the theater of Samuel Beckett and to the films of Louis Bunuel and of Ingmar Bergman) to which he responded in a
way that up to the junior year I was thinking of answers reading Kierkegaard (who is usually the first Protestant whom
Greeks read; it’s not Luther or Calvin. Then I read Tillich); also Heidegger and Buber (looking up their English
translations, our theologian spoke German. Same with our professor of literature; and the word “phenomenology” we
had first heard in the context of Husserl (from him) not in context of particle physics; but the book “A parallel course
in calculus” (that had started as the “Infinitesimal calculus for parents”) was a regular mathematics book that we coauthored** with Nick and had material for projects that math&physics teachers could assign to students preparing for
International Baccalaureate (link for samples: http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Samples.pdf )
**The part of the section “Mathematical physics for teenagers” that forms the 1st of the samples above was written by
us on the balcony of Glossa featuring in “Rehearsal”(and the links http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28GzARSTNFA
http://edutv.gr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=354&Itemid=172 were found by Nick. For the lyrics google
with 4A. Choir rehearsal for 17N and go to pages 39-41).Regarding the view from that balcony see also the site’s start.
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Resuming the concerns of the previous pdf and adding some, somewhat related, tidbits:
Among the kids with the projects on the meaning of revolution one (an Albanian girl) asked
about the film “Rebel without a cause”, some asked about the effect of Beatles compared with
the one of Rolling Stones, some about Bob Dylan and Greek parallels of the same time, one asked
about continuing the reading of Marx (whom he had already started before the project) and then
going on to Bakunin and Kropotkin, and two deskmates, one Greek one Albanian, repeating the
class due to excessive classes skipped, after hearing about who were Mizo, Petrov, Abreu, and
Panagoulis (from whom we saw the quotation in page 192; see previous pdf ) wanted to find out
more about Panagoulis . I told them this is a good project and next day, having just seen the film
about Varvakis I told the one of them I found first in the yard “Will you and your friend treat me
a coffee to discuss a movie if I treat you the movie and wait for you outside on a day they have a
discount? It’s about an illiterate pirate who got a prize for thinking up and implementing a very
dangerous sabotage and then became a millionaire, then a benefactor, and then built schools.
Another good project would be to learn enough to see if he is revolutionary. What do you say?”
“I’m glad to do both of what you propose, and I’m sure my friend (i.e. the Greek student) will
also agree. But why treat us the ticket?” “I feel like a host because I happened to be in one of his
schools when I was at your age” So it’s redundant to answer a friend who asked me why I have
never applied to teach in Varvakis model school that still exists*. I mean some graduates of
special schools must go out to continue what they have started there (like e.g. Nick’s students go
abroad, some even landing to places like Oxfords etc), some go to refill schools like the ones they
started from to succeed their teachers like Nick and his colleagues, and some think that it would
be a recycling making no sense at all if all of them were absorbed in places like they started
from, and so, like me, they enjoy doing theater rehearsals in physics labs, drinking coffee with
the students they wait outside cinemas or in parks’ benches or …etc etc. Seeing how much fun is
my part of the educational job, I can only conclude that my friends either enjoy equally their part
too (because it suited them as much as mine suited me) or that I was lucky to end up in the most
enjoyable of all parts of education***.
PS: By “..end up..” I did not mean that only now, 30 years after my PhD, or after postings upon
postings etc, I feel I’ve had the time of my life; let me just describe even the first day of my first
job in Greece:OK, let’s leave that for http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/firstdayetc.pdf )
PS:1) The Greek friend of the Albanian student we saw above finally was also Albanian. It seems Greek
students think they know by birth who Panagoulis was and that it is redundant to ask 2) Finally the whole
school went to the movie so the original plan of waiting for the two friends outside the theater changed a
little
*(and, possibly, still produces, as in my days, most of the people who enter with top ranking the top
competitive schools of Greece and continue to top schools abroad for doctorates and become academics
both abroad and here. Many of our class have had exactly that course in life. I never quite was among those
tops because my perseverance with physics and math books more related to US institutions than to Greek
ones (e.g. with Feynman’s lectures) and with stimuli about literature, philosophy and theology available
from our professors (who warned me and Nick as they should**) made me too eccentric to remain for more
than a week in the coaching schools that all were attending to enter universities here.
**E.g. our professor of literature told me “Your compositions I grade with a 18/20. But if I were an
entrance examiner right now I would give you an 11/20 for the same pages”
***Maybe it’s not redundant to answer one more question (but maybe it already has an obvious answer
and so the answer is redundant) : Why don’t I feel that US people who invested in training me through
scholarships etc have wasted their money because I never offered them back anything? Answer: The
critique to US in the trilogy that follows (“Mount Bushmore”, “Onground…”, “Overground…”) is offered
to US too, like to all, free of charge; and if my old sponsors want to really make Americans profit from it
they should ask American professors what they think about making it part of humanity courses so that
students with or without scholarships study it and make term-papers about it (or even theses about it if they
get some specific grant to that effect. And if I myself ever happen on some money related to it, its part that
originated from US I will send back to US in the form of such grant)…
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*(=“Headnote”) Starting from this page, footnotes can be skipped with absolutely no loss of continuity and will be
indicated by just superscripts like 1, 2, 3 to either be skipped or be looked up at the link below:
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Notesafterpage300.pdf
More and more the exposition will be in the well known “marketplace dialog format”(agora was a place of discussion
too, not just a place of commerce) and dialogues don’t overdo it with footnotes except, possibly, at beginning and end.

Christina, the project pupil who found the link “Gracias Grecia” that started this site, also found
a long account of a point of violence culmination that became a landmark for Right’s account of
how the civil war in Greece had started more than 60 years ago. It was an exculpation of the Left
through a version that was almost the mirror image of the version tha exculpated the Right. An
uncle I had from my mother’s side was among the leftists who paid the “woe to the defeated”
price and my father had a narrow escape from that massive slaughter incident because he had
relatives in the Left’s side too, and not only in the Right’s. The historian’s have still not made
absolutely clear what version is correct, but of course things are much clearer than at the times the
facts were running and one had to make up his mind on the basis of other factors than factual
accuracy and historical hindsight’s gauging of ethical dilemmas. I thanked Christina for what I
had learned from the version she found, I described it briefly to the class, skipping personal
details like the fact that the famous infamous incident (of Meligalas) had happened 4 kilometers
from my village and I was passing in front of the place every summer that I went there by train
for vacation, and as upshot I said that) it’s mission impossible for a high school project to decide
on which version is correct, even to look up all bibliography about people that did do the
homework of collecting and checing sources for decades. 2)it’s an easy one-step procedure to
just say the usual “if the other side had won they would have done the same”, it’s useful and
realistic not to doubt that, but beyond that it’s seless to repeat a trivial step and remain at that
3)In times of peace it’s good to read the historians who delved in these issues and worked hard to
reach a firm conclusion but in times of analogies, near or far, it’s equally useful to imagine what
we would do if we were in the place of people who had neither factual information nor hindsight,
because with respect to our concurrent facts we are more like them than like the histrorians 4)Yet,
since history repeats itself as we plainly see from that, we can be taught many things. Not who is
lying or earnest (this will take decades or forever, and now such research is almost disorienting)
but what to do for each other without assuming that any of the decision makers or their believers
speaks or even knows something real. One things one can do is act like that doctor in Camus”
“The plague” or like the real, non fictional, characters like Mizo, Petrov, Sendler, Panagoulis,…
In that sense knowledge is power, even for times one doesn’t have to be a stubborn agnostic to
doubt everyone. This year many very interesting people died. We will leave Hronis Missios for
note1 and go straight to Chavez, about whom I brought to class pages from newspapers, some
with eulogies that glorified him adoringly, him, some with arguments that debunked his myth.
Not yet knowing of James Petras’ eulogy (that was written in his website as the article
immediately next to the one on the Greek catastrophe we have seen entering this site and also a
few pages ago) to present as source for more (potentially, not blindly) trustable source (or at least
as an assignment for debunking homework to anyone whose mistrust to Chavez was as idle and
rumor-based as the naïve admiration and hero worship he was snubbing, since Petras was sure no
homework evader) and since none of us had the time or background to make ourselves a real
non-homeworkphobic presentation, especially with some other deadlines approaching, I only
asked the class to apply the agnostic approach we saw about the Greek civil war to the usual
charges they say against the Venezulan orchestra “El Sistema” conceived and realized by José
Abreu (whom, personally, I consider a revolutionary as much as I consider Mizo and Sendler)
By the way, the links below I had given them on the first day of class as part of acquaintance…
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xd3873_marche-de-radetzky-j-strauss-gustav_music
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGnY31npifs,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yEuYGVAn4Jw&feature=related

The usual charges are “Chavez uses education funds as cover and excuse for the fact that after so
much revolution more than half of the population live in slums”, “what the hell of an awakening
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can one affect by playing classical music?”, “270,000 kids play music? Music too can be made
into a nation-wide opium like religion or foorball”,…Well, any reader can google with James
Petras website and look up if in his eulogy of Chavez he says anything about the first question
and write to him to ask his sources if he doesn’t believe him, any pupil can answer to the second
that to learn how to play classical music is more difficult than to hear that a person like
Theodorakis has written music on Neruda and play it (after all, they paid him a visit at his house
which is near Herodeion when they played there in the link where we saw them), and, after all,
musicians , like graffiti painters too, and like guitar players in our project, are proverbially
procrastinating in thinking about the verbal content of what their art expresses and conveys to
others, because on the one hand they themselves feel it through those nonverbal ways and, on the
other hand, their utmost care and anxiety is on the infinite hours that rehearsals, and also painting
details, take to do things right in order to give to their public what is their role to give (but, OK,
lessons on what Canto General is really about would really help them, they might help even
German and Austrian performers of them (some of the latter of whom were recently commented
as Nazis , at least by web rumors); and any teacher can answer to the third question that with the
same logic any subject can become opium to its practitioners and even science itself can become
opium, religion, or both, even for the abstinent and the atheist. Before going to the subject of the
next long note (note 4 if I am not mistaken) let me finish the current one with some excerpts from
Petras’ article concerning the role of Chavez in education (even if this is the role of some
idealized Chavez, the inspiration that a teacher can draw from these excerpts has nothing to do
with whether they also materialized. Can I convince even my own self that what I do in class
really has the result I hope and wish? Yet, why can it not bring some fortunate thought to
somebody else who communicates with his class better? And vice versa of course)
…Chavez’s originality, in part the result of trial and error, was his ‘experimental method’: His profound
understanding and response to popular attitudes and behavior was deeply rooted in Venezuela’s history of racial and
class injustice and popular rebelliousness. More than any previous socialist leader, Chavez traveled, spoke and
listened to Venezuela’s popular classes on questions of everyday life. His ‘method’ was to translate micro based
knowledge into macro programed changes. In practice he was the anti-thesis of the overseas and local intellectual
know-it-alls who literally spoke down to the people and who saw themselves as the ‘masters of the world’ …at least, in
the micro-world of left academia, ingrown socialist conferences and self-centered monologues. The death of Hugo
Chavez was profoundly mourned by millions in Venezuela and hundreds of million around the world because his
transition to socialism was their path; he listened to their demands and he acted upon them effectively…
(well, if especially a Greek wants to doubt this he has a very strong argument: The precedent of George Papandreou
who claimed he was doing exactly that because in TV he was telling all the time to people to send him sms messages)

(OK, just joking, let’s start again)
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…From his first days in office, Chavez was engaged in transforming the constitutional order so that political leaders
and institutions would be more responsive to the popular electorate. Through his speeches Chavez clearly and carefully
informed the electorate of the measures and legislation to improve their livelihood. He invited comments and criticism
– his style was to engage in constant dialogue, especially with the poor, the unemployed and the workers. Chavez was
so successful in teaching civic responsibilities to the Venezuelan electorate that millions of citizens from the slums of
Caracas rose up spontaneously to oust the US backed business-military junta which had kidnapped their president and
closed the legislature. Within seventy-two hours – record time – the civic-minded citizens restored the democratic order
and the rule of law in Venezuela, thoroughly rejecting the mass media’s defense of the coup-plotters and their brief
authoritarian regime.

Chavez, as all great educators, learned from this democratic intervention of the mass of citizens, that democracy’s most
effective defenders were to be found among the working people – and that its worst enemies were found in the business
elites and military officials linked to Miami and Washington.

Chavez civic pedagogy emphasized the importance of the historical teachings and examples of founding fathers, like
Simon Bolivar, in establishing a national and Latin American identity. His speeches raised the cultural level of millions
of Venezuelans who had been raised in the alienating and servile culture of imperial Washington and the consumerist
obsessions of Miami shopping malls.

Chavez succeeded in instilling a culture of solidarity and mutual support among the exploited, emphasizing ‘horizontal’
ties over vertical clientelistic dependency on the rich and powerful. His success in creating collective consciousness
decisively shifted the balance of political power away from the wealthy rulers and corrupt political party and trade
union leaders toward new socialist movements and class oriented trade unions. More than anything else Chavez’
political education of the popular majority regarding their social rights to free health care and higher education, living
wages and full employment drew the hysterical ire of the wealthy Venezuelans and their undying hatred of a president
who had created a sense of autonomy, dignity and ‘class empowerment’ through public education ending centuries of
elite privilege and omnipotence.

Above all Chavez speeches, drawing as much from Bolivar as from Karl Marx, created a deep, generous sense of
patriotism and nationalism and a profound rejection of a prostrate elite groveling before their Washington overlord,
Wall Street bankers and oil company executives. Chavez’ anti-imperial speeches resonated because he spoke in the
language of the people and expanded their national consciousness to identification with Latin America, especially
Cuba’s fight against imperial interventions and wars.
Almost every day Chavez prepared clearly understandable educational speeches on social, ethical and political topics
related to his regime’s redistributive policies by emphasizing social solidarity over individualistic acquisitive
consumerism. Mass organizations and community and trade union movements flourished – a new social consciousness
emerged ready and willing to advance social change and confront the wealthy and powerful. Chavez’ defeat of the USbacked coup and bosses’ lockout and his affirmation of the Bolivarian tradition and sovereign identity of Venezuela
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created a powerful nationalist consciousness which eroded the rentier mentality and strengthened the pursuit of a
diversified ‘balanced economy’. This new political will and national productive consciousness was a great leap
forward, even as the main features of a rentier-oil dependent economy persist. This extremely difficult transition has
begun and is an ongoing process. Overseas leftist theorists, who criticize Venezuela (‘corruption’, ‘bureaucracy’) have
profoundly ignored the enormous difficulties of transitioning from a rentier state to a socialized economy and the
enormous progress achieved by Chavez.

One of the most profound and influential aspects of Chavez’ legacy is his original synthesis of three grand strands of
political thought: popular Christianity, Bolivarian nationalist and regional integration and Marxist political, social and
economic thought. Chavez’ Christianity informed his deep belief in justice and the equality of people, as well as his
generosity and forgiveness of adversaries even as they engaged in a violent coup, a crippling lockout, or openly
collaborated and received financing from enemy intelligence agencies. Whereas anywhere else in the world, armed
assaults against the state and coup d’états would result in long prison sentences or even executions, under Chavez most
of his violent adversaries escaped prosecution and even rejoined their subversive organizations. Chavez demonstrated a
deep belief in redemption and forgiveness. Chavez’s Christianity informed his ‘option for the poor’, the depth and
breadth of his commitment to eradicating poverty and his solidarity with the poor against the rich.

Chavez deep-seated aversion and effective opposition to US and European imperialism and brutal Israeli colonialism
were profoundly rooted in his reading of the writings and history of Simon Bolivar, the founding father of the
Venezuelan nation. Bolivarian ideas on national liberation long preceded any exposure to Marx, Lenin or more
contemporary leftist writings on imperialism. His powerful and unwavering support for regional integration and
internationalism was deeply influenced by Simon Bolivar’s proposed ‘United States of Latin America’ and his
internationalist activity in support of anti-colonial movements.

Chavez’ incorporation of Marxist ideas into his world view was adapted to his longstanding popular Christian and
Bolivarian internationalist philosophy. Chavez’ option for the poor was deepened by his recognition of the centrality of
the class struggle and the reconstruction of the Bolivarian nation through the socialization of the ‘commanding heights
of the economy’. The socialist concept of self-managed factories and popular empowerment via community councils
was given moral legitimacy by Chavez’ Christian faith in an egalitarian moral order.

While Chavez was respectful and carefully listened to the views of visiting leftist academics and frequently praised
their writings, many failed to recognize or, worse, deliberately ignored the President’s own more original synthesis of
history, religion and Marxism. Unfortunately, as is frequently the case, some leftist academics have, in their selfindulgent posturing, presumed to be Chavez’ ‘teacher’ and advisor on all matters of ‘Marxist theory’: This represents a
style of leftist cultural colonialism, which snidely criticized Chavez for not following their ready-made prescriptions,
published in their political literary journals in London, New York and Paris.
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Fortunately, Chavez took what was useful from the overseas academics and NGO-funded political strategists while
discarding ideas that failed to take account of the cultural-historical, class and rentier specificities of Venezuela.

Chavez has bequeathed to the intellectuals and activists of the world a method of thinkingwhich is global and specific,
historical and theoretical, material and ethical and which encompasses class analysis, democracy and a spiritual
transcendence resonating with the great mass of humanity in a language every person can understand. Chavez’
philosophy and practice (more than any ‘discourse’ narrated by the social forum-hopping experts) demonstrated that
the art of formulating complex ideas in simple language can move millions of people to ‘make history, and not only to
study it’..

In a time of a virulent US—EU imperialist offensive involving ‘pre-emptive’ military invasions, mercenary
interventions, torture, assassinations and drone warfare in Iraq, Mali, Syria, Yemen, Libya, and Afghanistan and brutal
economic sanctions and sabotage against Iran; Israeli colonial expulsions of thousands of Palestinians financed by the
US; US-backed military coups in Honduras and Paraguay and aborted revolutions via puppets in Egypt and Tunisia,
President Chavez, alone, stood as the principled defender of anti-imperialist politics. Chavez deep commitment to antiimperialism stands in marked contrast to the capitulation of Western self-styled ‘Marxist’ intellectuals who mouthed
crude justifications for their support of NATO bombing Yugoslavia and Libya, the French invasion of Mali and the
Saudi-French (‘Monarcho-Socialist’) funding and arming of Islamist mercenaries against Syria. These same London,
New York and Paris-based ‘intellectuals’ who patronized Chavez as a mere ‘populist’ or ‘nationalist’ and claimed he
should have listened to their lectures and read their books, had crassly capitulated under the pressure of the capitalist
state and mass media into supporting ‘humanitarian interventions’ (aka NATO bombing)… and justified their
opportunism in the language of obscure leftists sects. Chavez confronted NATO pressures and threats, as well as the
destabilizing subversion of his domestic opponents and courageously articulated the most profound and significant
principles of 20th and 21st Marxism: the inviolate right to self-determination of oppressed nations and unconditional
opposition to imperial wars. While Chavez spoke and acted in defense of anti-imperialist principles, many in the
European and US left acquiesced in imperial wars: There were virtually no mass protests, the ‘anti-war’ movements
were co-opted or moribund, the British ‘Socialist’ Workers Party defended the massive NATO bombing of Libya, the
French ‘Socialists’ invaded Mali- with the support of the ‘Anti-Capitalist’ Party. Meanwhile, the ‘populist’ Chavez had
articulated a far more profound and principled understanding of Marxist practice, certainly than his self-appointed
overseas Marxist ‘tutors’.No other political leader or for that matter, leftist academic, developed, deepened and
extended the central tenets of anti-imperialist politics in the era of global imperialist warfare with greater acuity than
Hugo Chavez.
…Chavez’s originality, in part the result of trial and error, was his ‘experimental method’: His profound
understanding and response to popular attitudes and behavior was deeply rooted in Venezuela’s history of racial and
class injustice and popular rebelliousness. More than any previous socialist leader, Chavez traveled, spoke and
listened to Venezuela’s popular classes on questions of everyday life. His ‘method’ was to translate micro based
knowledge into macro programed changes. In practice he was the anti-thesis of the overseas and local intellectual
know-it-alls who literally spoke down to the people and who saw themselves as the ‘masters of the world’ …at least, in
the micro-world of left academia, ingrown socialist conferences and self-centered monologues. The death of Hugo
Chavez was profoundly mourned by millions in Venezuela and hundreds of million around the world because his
transition to socialism was their path; he listened to their demands and he acted upon them effectively…
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4.
Zephyros Kafkalidis2 , to a recent dialogue with whom I was coming, just answers my recent
briefings from Belgium where he is at the moment (with his wife Odile, an interpreter who
specializes in simultaneous translation) with answers like:
http://www.navigator-consulting.com/articles/the-destruction-of-cyprus/24 Sent from my iPad
http://www.haaretz.com/news/features/the-geopolitical-poker-game-that-will-define-the-new-mideast-1.472966 Sent from...

Since today is March 25, the day of the most sad termination of the news about Cyprus I was
alluding to while writing the recent pages, catching up with them through peripheral hearing
and through the help of Maria (and also is the first holiday for our great national commemoration
in which people will be obstructed, not facilitated, to watch the parades and the politicians
present, e.g. subways and buses to where they will take place will be off service) we will make a
jump towards the upshot page where this pdf would finish tonight or tomorrow morning, so that
neither our friend Zeph nor the reader think I am some kind of autistic “nowhere man, sitting in
his nowhere land writing his nowhere books for nobody” (as the Beatles would have put it
decades ago). Then I will go back to complete what I would write, here in note 4 and then in
note 5, and then I will reinsert, at the end, what I will write here and now, for the reader who at
some point may have looked at the end to see where I was driving at, and will also insert a part of
it, as Abstract, at the opening of the present site.
What this site is all about:
……
When, before starting to write, I checked for e-mails I saw a friend had sent an e-mail with a today’s
posting by a Cypriot poet/composer/singer/musician who broke down the feeling of numbness there is
before entering a house either before or right after a funeral writing the only article that made sense to write
( http://www.nooz.gr/lifestyle/alkinoos-ioannidis-tora-8a-fovi8oimepsox )
not at all incompatible with either the upshot I was about to write or last week’s well known article by
Krugman (Cyprus: The Sum of ALL FUBAR», (FUBAR “Fucked Up Beyond All Recognition”) ),
maybe I will translate the poet’s posting at some point later (if after thinking a little about it I don’t find it
as improper as publicizing simple human talk made in a close kin’s or friend’s house at such a moment
OK now let’s go on:
……

What this site is all about:
A few years ago many of us read or heard about a point made by Ralph Nader going like “only
the super rich can save us” (in a book that is not a prerequisite for the reader of this site which,
on the contrary, is a dialogue with many types of readers who could improvise similar or different
meanings of that point); also he said something sounding like “the young volunteers who could
help me are busy updating their facebooks” (a phrase maybe remembered inexactly since google
doesn’t give any results; well, let’s then be talking to those readers who consider as factual not
the origin of the phrase but its content, whether it concerns Ralph Nader himself or some namemate of his in any other parallel universe, factual or fictional, actual or potential).
Eleven days ago James Petras wrote an obituary article on Chavez in which, among praise he
gave him for other things, he also praised his role in popular education and spelled out the pivotal
point of Chavez’s relation to that. Many people from countries with a tradition in popular
education* have been asking themselves for some time if and how education could possibly help
reverse the, by now well known internationally, outcomes of counter-revolution if the still not
*(e.g. Greece where, to speak schematically, the “Cultural revolution” founded by the artist/activist Mikis
Theodorakis had as its symbol the letter Z, like in the film Z, from which ZNet** derives its name, and Z,
besides the graffiti Zei (= he lives) for the murdered politician Lambrakis (after whom the organization of
Theodorakis was named) it was an allusion to the the bolt that the cultural revolution, like a “Prometheus of
education” would throw back to Zeus, i.e to a state that would keep masses uneducated and would save
higher education only for the elite (and would aso regulate the educatition syllabi for all)
**The reader is asked to also google for the role of truthout.org. , reader supported news ,…
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know-it-all youngsters, massively and not after the competitive selection in highest education (or
the infiltration by party-focused, and other, biases in unions etc) come to some creative
interaction witht the two generations they still overlap (parents and grandpaparents). Thus we are
speaking about ages of high scool (where all go*) briefing the grown ups with web media not
controlled by the usual disorienting mechanisms, and about grownups conveying information
that is more first hand and less suspect than ministries of education. Can one have “textbooks”
free of charge and free of infiltration (and free of the usual bullshit that drowns or cripples websurfers? ) Can one outline, not as just as stream-of -consciouness-level proposals but as
elaborations of implications and of both the enhancements and obstructions, passes and impasses
that such a project would meet? That’s what we hope this site does through the electronic
interaction of its three Southerners (all factual , none fictional. One Nicaraguan, retired medical
doctor sharing his time between New Mexico and his home country, one still working, as high
school teacher in Greece, and one still younger, father of still small kids, working as a high school
teacher in Spain).
*Also, this is not a kind of influence “slower than other kinds”, all 16 and 17 years olds in just two years,
each time, will be either working, or unemployed or college students or something combined…

Dearest James Petras,
(sent to petras.james@gmail.com found from google)
To a follower of the developments related to the Greek catastrophe as keen as the writer of your
article before last in your website, it would be redundant to explain why I am choosing today’s
date, 3/25, to send you the first letter that I send you. I only send you the abstract of a site that
will be ready by tonight or tomorrow asking you to leaf, just indicatively, its few, long but easy
even for the non-specialist, chapters/pdfs*. On behalf of both myself and, I guess, your readers
please receive, once more, even if they are redundant, my deepest esteem, gratitude, and
admiration for your efforts in all their long years. On behalf of myself, please receive also my
gratitude for reading the abstract following the three short explanatory footnotes below, for also
reading them three, and for clicking on the link there:
Yiannis Alevizos
*Very soon a Spanish version** will be started and growing in the same website.
**99% of the version in English exists at this moment (it’s the chapters below the red title “ Abstract ” at
the end of www.mediterraneanbalconynews.info, after the two end photos. What’s needed is, more or
less, only the complete removal of its initial, long, not bilingual, version, (between the start photos and the
end photos) that has existed since last July or June before maturing into its both bilingual*** and much
shorter abbreviation)
***The clumsiness of those of the translations, both back and forth, that were made by robot translation,
is conscious and, also, both deliberate and non-artificial; it is just indicative of the eagerness of all sides to
communicate, thus are part of the story about the real thing….More will be soon self-expanatory, thus
redundant here…

Abstract:
What this site is all about:
……..We’ve already read it……..

At the moment I finished this and went to check e-mails I also saw:
Why Chicago Kids Are Rebelling Against Rahm
A battle is being fought over how to teach America’s children. In Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Seattle and beyond, corporate
education “reformers” are pushing to privatize schools, strip teachers of their rights at work and make high-stakes testing
the focus of education.
In my city of Chicago, over 50 schools have just been scheduled for closure – mostly in underprivileged neighborhoods –
while officials have tried to censor what books are taught in class.
But here’s some good news: Parents, teachers and – most excitingly of all – students are coming together to
fight back. Across the country, more and more people have realized that this kind of education “reform” is incompatible
with progressive values, doesn’t teach children how to think – and just plain doesn’t work.
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Attitudes are changing because of the work done to counter corporate propaganda…

The reader is kindly asked to google with some of the words right above, and read the follow up when (s)he
gets a chance within the day

Well, when last July or June we started this site, its first pdf, was, with a different title,
the pdf that here is the next one (only one page, its last one, has now been added).
Let me make a note to remember to send the present version too to Marion Brady, coauthor of
the aricle googlable with Outing ACT: Test-and-Punish Doesn't Educate, but It's Profitable for Testing
Companies with whom we communicated last Summer or Fall about the Chicago events of those
days around...Thus, no we aren’t “autistic nowhere men”….By no means…
Upshot about this briefing : With or without in-class censorship the present site can serve anyone,
whether teenage kid or grownup, pupil or student or parent or grandparent or teacher,as one of
the possible examples of how to make study guides for relevant material, or even itself serve as
an initial study guide, or, for some time, itself serve as an object that study guides can guide to.

Maybe an an apology about a “broken promise” is needed here:
We said on page 300 that there would be no more footnotes because we would enter a dialogue format between several
sides. The footnotes we saw came from a letter (to James Petras) which intervened and which did need footnotes and
the footnotes that we will now see come from a letter, in Greek, that had already been written and parts of it were
translated and added. If the conversation between the three southerners does spread to also these, or other, recipients of
e-mails , we will try to avoid further footnotes. So: Where were we in the issue of notes? Note1 on H.Missios and note2
on Z. Kafkalidis were in http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Notesafterpage300.pdf
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….Zeph, I agree completely with the reasons why you consider the “Platonic dialogue format” as the
most perfect way for depth and clarity of analysis plus conciseness and broadness of its propagation, “the
simplest and concisest view on the highest human issues” as you called it. The following thoughts are
response to what you told us, readers of you, please don’t get estranged if at the beginning of them the
tone will sound like tone in a commix, I wish I had as serious knowledge of world’s issues as our dear
writer of the book “The call of the desert” that we recently admired and learned from or like the various
writers of the articles you send me so regularly, e.g. from “information clearing house” , so please
consider that whatever is serious and true in my commix-like fantasies derives from there and whatever is
at most merely plausible and merely has the looks of seriousness , or is even outright crazy, is due to me
and not to that book or those articles. Step 1: Suppose that global warming is just catastrophology
propagated by interest groups wanting to sell systems using alternative energy sources , and thus that the
well known bad scenarios won’t materialize in the next few decades (e.g. Mediterranan sea won’t be rising,
Middle East won’t become Sahara, there won’t be a wave of climate refugees bound for Siberia coming
from Arabia, Israel, Turkey, Greece, whether reconciled or gouging out each other’s eyes in Sibera, while
oil companies don’t pay any royalties to ex owners of counties that are now either submerged or made
desert (or were aready lost to their previous owners through overindebtedness etc) Step 2: Suppose that the
following bad scenario too (that presupposes we escaped the one above) and is propagated by Western
articles (English and American mostly) and by European youtube links (French and German mostly) won’t
happen either : Muslims of places destroyed by, mainly, USA-led NATO decisions, flood Europe, not
considering relatively bad to be financially victimized by European cut-throats who don’t consider bad at
all to victimize them so as to make short run profits by leaving unemployed the European workers used to
the so far wages of welfare state, or leaving them to just compete the refugees, and thus Europe, in the long
run (or in even shorter run if the Germanic gollums and Strangloves, orcs and apprentice sorcerers devise
even worse and even stupider patents) is destroyed and thus leaves USA and Russia as the only survivors
to face, more promisingly than Europe, the well known problem of how much is lowered the standard of
living of a smaller population interacting with much bigger populations , like China’s and India’s that
raise their standards of living even by very little (and also leaves, hopefully, South America (recently
recuperating from long, well known problems) undisrturbed), OK, suppose that this won’t have as a side
effect the (youtube-link propagated) scenario of Muslims becoming so many as to use parliamemtary
means like voting to seize power and impose not parliament-friendly practices like Sharia etc etc), in short
let’s suppose that some of Europe’s features won’t have a follow-up sounding like the path of (some, not
all) ancient Greece’s features with Ottoman rule where they had to be re-imported from Europe and US,
be it in the form that philhellenes had assimilated them after importing them (with the the help of those
Arabs who were saving Plato’s and Aristotle’s works rather than burning libraries where they had been
functioning for centuries), i.e. suppose that the European values and goals of Europe’s Golden Age, or
Golden Break of barbarity, will not just survive by being maintained by Russian and Chinese
“philEuropenes” (whether state-friendly or dissident) or analogous NorthAmericans (whether state-friendly
or dissident, if , of course, USA has survived its own contradictions, e.g the ones outlined by its Michael
Moores) or by South Americans (if South America manages to go on not returning to the state that USA
had reduced it to) , so suppose that if Europe, if managing to relocate and re-institute itself at all, won’t just
do it by reimporing its version maintained by external helpers and then procceding somewhat wiser and
less dependent on external lenders (in the financial sense) than Greece when liberated from Ottoman rule
through its own expenses in blood, through the philhellenes’ help in Spirit and through the military help of
financial lenders who had their own reasons to help the Ottoman Empore collapse)…Zeph:-…Yianni,
when I hear of futurologies about Islam or China what I am reminded of is “Soylent Green”, a 1973 film
about New York 2020 , in which some people live in guarded areas in human conditions and some live in a
half crazed state on the streets and surviving on friskies served to them by bulldozers. There are also
some buildings writing “HOME” at the entrance. They can enter there, choose some favorite music and
scenes of their favourite life-as-it-used-to- be-period, while they’re having euthanasia done on them.
Gradually the viewer realizes that the friskies are made of their flesh. This film had come to my mind in the
times when on the news we were hearing about the “crazy cows disease”. Yiannis:-Zeph, when I hear
scenarios with e.g. foresight like this, and especially of scenarios that sound like even “forehindsight” , like
the commix I was telling you about, then I am reminded of a story in a pocket book collection of sci-fi
stories where some travel agencies of a future that could travel to the past, organized Easter excursions to
the Jerusalem of the the Easter when Christ was crucified, gave their tourists clothes of that time and told
them to imitate everybody else in shouting “Crucify! Crucify!” without knowing that on that day there was
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an order prohibiting going out of home, thus the ones who crucified Christ were actually not his
contemporaries but visitors from the future who thought they were imitating his contemporaries while
they were really imitating only themselves and the, unknown to them, clients of the other travel agencies.
Also, concerning the criteria of Darwinian optimization for who survives in the decent guarded towers,
the futurologists making such films shoud always include some black comedy scenes about the end, as
black analogues of the fourth short episode that used to be appended at the end of tragic trilogies by the
great tragedists, to help their viewers leave the theater without feeling devastated either by the themes’
content or by the bigger than life sizes of their protagonists (for example at the end of the trilogy of
“Prometheus Firebearer”, “Prometheus bound”, and “Prometheus unbound” Aeschylus had appended the
short funny appendix “Prometheus inadevertent arsonist”) Scenarios with Darwinian selection issues in
particular should include somethings parallel to the well known Bushisms and Rumsfeldisms evoking in
their their listeners the expected question “You a survivor in a Darwinian contest? What optimal about
yourself do you see in the mirror?” or “What was an orang-outang like you doing in a place like this?”
(Bush in Yale, Rumsfeld in Princeton etc)…Step 3: Suppose the commix-like scenarios we saw are all
wrong. Then there are reasons more relevant than reasons of purely academic interests (but, admittedly ,
even they themselves are very very interesting even at times when they are alo irrelevant) OK, there are
reasons to compare , regarding their role in the future developments, both the character and the
corruption/perversion etc contributed to those developments by the imaginary element* of each the
following: Protestantism/Calvinism, Catholicism, Greek or Russian Orthodoxy, Jewish religion, Islam and
other religions. Also the role in the future developments of both the character and the
corruption/perversion etc contributed to them by the imaginary element of the atheist who derives from
each of the above traditions (the role of the homo psychedelicus can be analyzed through both categories
and traditions, religious or atheist, if we remember the brief comment Lewis Mumford had made on those
insights of the psychelelic revolution that did reach wider attention: “they inverted the Marxist s slogan to:
opium is the religion of the people”). Of course all this discourse would be like collective psychoanalysis ,
or even like collective psychedelic trips, on groups as wide as countries or spiritual traditions but by a
collective type of analyst too since no individual analyst (and no “sensory deprivation tank” and the like)
yet has the mental, let alone psychological, breadth to help orient somewhat even a single individual of his
own country or tradition, with all those parameters taken into account. And regarding mental/psychological
subjects more collective than nationan character or religions , anyone speaking of the soul of some homo
globalus in the fractalized map that globalization has created out of nationalities and cultural traditions is
much more naïve (he is a raving idiot actually) than those tourists that thought all bearded Indians on
postcards were gurus and swamis, all moustached Greeks or all gigolo dancers were Zorbas, all Japanese
looking were Samurais or Miyakis, and more naïve than those Californian dreamers who thought that all
immigrant parties of mixed music were solutions to the “fall of frontiers” problem etc etc. But
admitteldly, even a ET-like global soul emerging from a psychedelic trip with LSD or ketamine, from fast
breathing or oxygen inhaling, from primal screaming or JackLilly tank, will have difficulty becoming as
stupid as Kaku in whose futurology the bridging of East and West would come about by sending to India
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s films **. OK Zeph, after that much unreality let’s cut the crap, turn page and
(*that first began to be analyzed thoroughly by Cornelius Castoriadis in his “The imaginary institution of society”)
**More fully the context was that since sun will have burned its fuel in some billion years and we must migrate to
another galaxy and we need unil then to have clean energy by fusion and not dirty energy by fission and since nuclear
energy has the potential to make us extinct through nuclear war and since this calls for political unification of the globe,
therefore we must send Arnie’s films to India because they have action and are easy to grasp. To see another, more
recent, brilliant idea of his of how to survive not just sun’s freezing but also the Big Crunch of the universe down to
sizes of 10-33 cm (and that will also sure remind Zeph of Soylent Green again***) and that either tests his
interviewer’s gullibility****or humor, or addresses not readers but buyers (and mainly the ones who buy a book based
on the question“why not?”after hearing either talk or noise from its direction)google with “Kaku Spiegel”) or click on:
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/interview-with-the-american-futurologist-michio-kaku-a-857860.html
***Kaku rids earth of overpopulation through replacing births of new people by medicine’s preserving some to eternity
****The irrelevance and unreality I personally find in all this, is not the one relating to whether it will become possible
for living beings to escape into the other dimensions along which we already are10-33 tall anyway (by mutating to
beings who are only that tall even in the directions that can expand to bigger sizes) but the one relating to whether the
Kaku-inoes of that era will be as unreal and irrelevant to their contemporaries as our Kakus are to their own days.
To the non-physicist reader of this footnote we add that to have an opinion on whether Kakus are thinkers irrelevant
to humanity, a reader doesn’t have to be able to examine the state of art in the cosmological evidence of whether
quantization of general relativity in lines advocated by Ashtekar (not needing extra dimensions of tiny size) is more
promising than the way of string theorists like Kaku.
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start anew, keeping as our only upshot of the above the following detail that I remember we have already
discussed at some point: “individual persons” cannot play, as we said, the role of a “collective type of
analyst”, but anthologies , i.e. “collective persons”, can hopefully play it, if their leafers are helped a little
in “creative leafing” by a live “study guide” like tourists are promenaded by live tour-guides who love
what they see and show, radio listeners are shown around by DJs who love what they hear and play etc.
(and, pupils of elementary and secondary education, are shown around their textbooks by teachers who
love what they read and explain (or would love it if the textbooks still were at the height of such a mission
for them*); this last example was more familiar to all, since it refers to ages of education mandatory to all).
Step 3: (cont’d)Another issue, whose possible role and function in future developments we must wonder
about, as much as we must wonder about the role of the “schools of thought/feeling/living/etc etc” we
mentioned a while ago before mentioning some schools of irrelevant unrealities, is the issue of whether
any analyses by Plato’s Socrates himself and his own interlocutors, or any successor of those analyses, or
any contemporary analogues of those analyses adapted to our own age’s data at some place in the world,
can help that place of our age as much as the initial ones helped the Hellenism of their age (impeding and
enhancing adaptations like, also, e.g.: the parameters playing role even in local decision-making during an
age of globalization are impedingly many compared to the ones in an age of city-states, on the other hand
the generally believable information now is increased compared to the recent times of welfare state where
whistle-blowers were considered as mere unrealistic pessimists and false alarmers; also elucidations and
insights that have been added to human knowledge since antiquity can help some thinkers to at least form ,
if not to affect, the picture of what is happening, if they base their analyses neither on beliefs like religion’s
(self)closure away from science nor of science’s usual lockout of the insights of both religion and
psychoanalysis, psychedelic research, ethology, etc. Step 4: Now, in case the first two commix-like
scenarios don’t push the delete button on everything (letting civilization sink like an Atlantis, and be
rediscovered from scratch or from wheel level, if at all) let’s also ask if some current process that saves
Hellenism (because of Hellenism’s potential to save something present somewhere now) also saves present
Greece as a country. On top of the question of what is the meaning of “present Greece” in the age of
fractalized maps through regions based either on common traditions/cultures or on common interests, and
not just on first or second language, let’s keep in mind that not even Platos or Socrateses (and not even in
an age of infinitely more coherent and cohesive culture and of infinitely fewer parameters than in
globalization, and with decision makers not even close to the nonentity status that the present leaders have
compared to the “ghost in the machine” on the wheel today) OK, not even Platos or Socrateses could save
their own times’ Greece. The only thing they could save was that ideal copy/archetype of the world that is
oversimplifiedly perfected for purposes of analyzability, that can be made sense of by human brain and
that, with the help of material copies of it (saved in libraries etc) can also give a chance to later generations
to save something theirs in their own time if some of the later data inspire some applicable adaptation.
This kind of Hellenism, yes , the collaboration of Socrateses and Platos did save, to reach Heisenbergs and
others of other periods who, like Heisenberg as a teenager, wanted to imitate the way in which, in the days
of decadence and demoralization of Athens right after their defeat in the Peloponnesian war, Socrates and
Plato did not fight decadence by practicing, like sophists, in ways to win courtroom or political debates,
but by pursuing questions about things that were really meaningful (Heisenberg said that it was some
youths in Germany after first world war who, thinking like that, created quantum mechanics And as we saw
in Frayn’s “Copengahen” he finally did act with political conscience and judgment much more mature than
his colleagues’) Continued on page after next…
*or if they improvised them by copy-pasting-adding and by removing material from previous such anthologies (that
also were study guides even if not live ones, since anthologies are always study guides, it’s their natural function. Their
natural motto is “The world is not real until I have rearranged it”**, and the natural, if not explicit, answer of tourguides*** to tourists who would ask them about their own ideas would be “Wouldn’t master Suzuki tell us “When the
finger was pointing to the moon the fool was looking at the finger” if he heard us going into such things?****. Each
tour-guide should be pointing to a next who would point to a next….all the way to the ultimate tour-guide, Beatrice
showing you-remember-what* to Dante, standing next to her at the bottom of Doré’s famous gravure…
**a process as live and natural as rearrangement of constituents of proteins etc of food eaten to make proteins etc
similar to the ones of the eater)
***who don’t display the tour-guides’ disease mentioned (“thinking that the tour-guide is part of the sight shown to
sightseers”).If Virgil and Beatrice didn’t display that symptom why should any other, less archetypical, tour-guides do?
****by some coincidence it was the same, tour-guide, friend who showed me to both Suzuki’s line and the expression
“tour-guides’ disease”.
*If you don’t remember what, or just haven’t heard what, then just go the next page…
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Concerning a Hellenism that was more recent and not yet registered in the philhellenic libraries that
influenced young Heisenberg, or let’s call it “Greekness” as is a more usual name for HellenoChristianism,
we must refer the reader to the story of the composer/activist Mikis Theodoarakis (“utopic communist
deeply influenced by Christ’s message” as he describes himself*; and Heisenberg’s fellow-prodigy (in
music instead of science). So Zeph, let’s keep in mind that this is the character and nature of what is
preserved by the format of Platonic dialogues. Sketchily said, it helps keep live the arguments of Einstein’s
relativity, not keep live Einstein himself if Hitler sends him to an extermination camp. Nor can it save a
society from its degeneration through human nature’s defects at the two ends of the pendulum’s swing, i.e.
at its either being governed by minorities whose defects are greediness, power-lust etc. or being governed
by majorities that are easily lured into consumerism, idleness, ignorance (and thus non-alertness, thinking
that at well being all alarm is redundant as being unnecessary and at crisis all alarm is redundant as
being too late) In the real, and not just geometry-like mindscape world, they only save some elements of
some, future, other, societies at some moments that something makes them able to want to think,
understand, and apply some ways of analysis and action like the ones that the Platonic dialogues distilled.
Step 5: If we have proved that it is not irrelevant to make such dialogues even if, finally, they don’t help
directly, then what proposals do they inspire regarding the foremost things we should do to save ourselves
and each there as animate beings with flesh and blood too? They simply prompt a definite attitude of
choices of behavior and action based on dignity and on support of efforts of transcendence in the direction
of goals helping life visions that, be it hypothetically and only as wishful thinking, are preferable to us.
And, depending on our capabilities for offering solutions to the impasses of the choices we’ve made, we
work hard for them, e.g. we do take into account seriously the promptings to self-criticism that I.M
Panagiotopoulos has made since very very long, but we also take equally seriously into account the
following objection towards him and especially towards his more recent mere imitators saying: “OK, I will
do self critique, in real deed too. But I am more interested in finding or hearing from you or from any peer
of you that you recommend, something about where I can offer something more useful than my selfcriticism”
Upshot: In short, before anything else, if dialogues help in anything it’s in saving, even if on paper only,
the whole globe from its own self, something easier (in one sense!) than saving any existing country from
being digested in globalization’s stomach, and also much more difficult in today’s globalized society than
in e.g. immediatey before or after the 1st or 2nd world wars. Dialogues can help make the abortively born
globalization become ecumenization, if not by making rulers out of philosophers or philosophers out of
rulers, at least educating activists to also make them thinkers and educating thinkers to also make them
activists etc , in the example of e.g. Mumford and Chomsky, Solzhenitsyn** and Theodorakis, …(all of
them people who show what Plato meant that immeasurably more are offered to the city’s affairs by
people who do this out of obligation and as second best choice (ad as their first best choice they consider
science or art or the spirit in general) than the professionals and technocrats of ruling that seek it as their
first best and only choice, also having some of the defects that orientation to power goes together with, and
without having any of the virtues going together with the occupation of the former with the spirit…

*His adolescent visions, corresponding to Heisenberg’s, and how he acted to save that kind of Greekness, we describe
along with other things, in the next pdf or, more focusedly, in • Excerpts from correspondence about Mikis
Theodorakis as Composer-for-all-seasons for our season.pdf
**In http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/summariesetc.pdf there are also links on Mumford, Chomsky,
Solzhenitsyn,…
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…the above plus, step 6 and half of step 7 step* was completed in Greek a few days before our pupil Christina sent us
the link “Gracias Grecia”that we saw at the beginning of this site; we started translating the present note( to Zeph)
when the rest of the site had reached the address to Zeph of the present pdf , interrupting to follow the news on
Cyprus; let’s postpone again the few missing paragraphs (totaling one page) just repeating its last paragraph as the
opening one of the next note, because yesterday Hernán returned to New Mexico (this morning he already sent his
advice on how to make the pdf titles more precise) and tomorrow morning Aristides will be passing from Athens, and
the collaboration of the three southerners may become more systematic, the pages having intervened being a kind of,
of course non redundant, background (at least for Aristides; Hernán has read most of them). Let’s not postpone
however some pages on Cyprus , here and now but in a separate pdf. Click on:
http://mediterraneanbalconynews.info/files/Cyprus.pdf (PS: Don’t click, we later included them here, a few pages ahead)
Aristides would leave with his friends at 9 from his hotel, I had written him through the robot translator that I would
be there at 8:45 to say welcome and shake hands and leave him an envelope with a CD of songs by Mikroutsikos on
poems by Cavafy that he might need for the event that his school was preparing for this “Cavafy year”, I had printed
the robot’s translation of whatever additional directions about it were needed , orally I would only say “Felices
Pasqua”(I hope it did mean “Happy Easter”, it was Catholic Easter Sunday), we met , we embraced, I said “Felices
Pasqua” and gave him the CD with the robot’s page, he said “I hate the robot” (possibly he had asked the robot for
that too) and gave me a bottle of red wine from Spain, he added something about Marién and the telephone, that most
probably meant that if Marién was at home at that moment we would not need the robot because he would call her and
they would speak in Spanish and I with Marién would speak in Greek, three friends of his entered the hotel, they
embraced him welcome , I embraced him goodbye, I said “Diez Avril”, he said “April ten” and we parted.**

*PS: A summary of the steps 6, 7 of the above letter to Zeph we later retrieved from a separate pdf and
included it here, but on a separate page (the page right after the present page):

**For a later PS click on: Grecia

en el alma
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Our late friend Nick of the first pdf had once once told the present writer that under some trees ,
e.g. pine trees, in the forests, there are some very small bushes that remain small as long as the
pine trees absorb most of the nutrients from the soil under both of them, but when after wildfires
the pine trees die, the nutrients go to the bushes so they become much bigger than usual and also
protect under them the seeds that have fallen from the pinetrees to their ashes, and from them the
pinetrees are reborn and, growing to their usual height, they absorb again the nutrients from the
earth and the bushes grow back down to their usual height ……From a book already mentioned,
“The call of the desert” written by another Nick (google with ange-ta The call of the desert N. Biniaris ) we
learn that Hegel had written that the wisdom of the owl comes only after darkness has fallen…
The analogy with the bushes near pine trees in forests burned by wildfires is a much more
transparent way to see how a movement like the the early Christians could save life’s deeper
values in “an era of death of soul”*. To express it in terms even more familiar to our days we
used the plot of the “sitting ducks” in “Mount Bushmore” whose summary** we saw earlier in
the present pdf. But let’s not yet ask ourselves if things are really so out of hand that battles like
the ones firemen give with wildfires won’t be enough.
PS: Let us add, in the context of the the position of some historians that Christians persecuted
gentiles and men of Greek culture, at least as savagely and extensively as Romans had persecuted
the early Christians***: The fact that many of these “seeds of the tenacious plant” (as Gibran
would call the objectors we saw) simulated themselves to the early Christians does not render
their struggle obsolete and futile through such hindsight of historians! Whether they call
themselves “early Christian” or “last gentiles” Christ is the symbol of their struggles, not the
symbol of their guards’ “divine right” and power . Similarly Bruno and not the inquisitors who
burned him is the follower of Christ, and the freedom fighters of South America and not the
Christian conquistadores who “brought them Christian religion” are the followers of Christ. In
literature this point was made, among many other deep points too (about man’s fear of freedom),
by Dostoyevsky in the “myth of the Grand Inquisitor” in his “Brothers Karamazov” where
Inquisition burns Christ himself on the stake, and of course by Kazantzakis in “The Last
Temptation of Christ” where Christ is seen as the archetype of man struggling for freedom. In
cinema we can also see Bunuel’s version of this point in his “The Milky Way”****; and also
Scorcese made Kazantzakis’ book into a film*****. Same point goes with respect to the
persecutions of dissidents by Stalin which were at least as savage and extensive as the
persecutions of communists by some governments in the West, e.g. Spain, Greece, Turkey, South
America.
*(or “era of eclipse of God” as Martin Buber would call the analogous period of the 20 th century. Let us
also remember the title “Saviors of God” of one of the most central and influential books by Kazantzakis)
**That summary is self contained except in one issue, in which not even the complete “Mount Bushmore”
is self contained: the issue of why and how exactly Amada and her friends are not some fanatic, death
oriented and not life-oriented persons when they sacrifice themselves for the world to have a chance. To
see that answered one would have to know their past, i.e. to also read the two first two parts of a trilogy by
entering the links:
•
Overground, tragicomix in space-movie format.pdf (+ • (Overground’s links).pdf), • Onground, tragicomix in road-movie format.pdf

***And doing on earth to non-repenting non-Christians in torture/extermination camps what during the
Roman persecutions Christians both suffered and pictured as their favorite show and pastime in their
paradise from where they would watch the torturing of their persecutors in hell, not at all unlike the way de
Sade conceived his ridiculous liberating vision in Bastilli in the ambience of torture chambers etc.
****See pages 30-32 of • Excerpts from correspondence about Mikis Theodorakis as Composer-for-all-seasons
for our season.pdf

*****Kazantzakis, by the way, was considered as an atheist (and was excommunicated) by the Church for
this book and was considered as a religiously conditioned obscurantist by the communists and by all
atheists. In the case of Bunuel, a American like Henry Miller (but rather years before “The Milky Way” )
had written that he deserved the highest honor assigned to a man: “being burned on the stake”
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…In the late ’40s the persons to emulate in lethal catastrophes were condensed into archetypes by the
medical doctors like Rieu in Camus’ “The plague”. After 9/11/2001 such persons were the firemen
immortalized in Springsteen’s “Into the fire” who, to the last minute before even the second Tower’s
collapse, kept entering to save people trapped inside. In our years of financial cholera planned/performed/
capitalized by orcs/cheats/ strangeloves and other such scum dressed as casino card dealers, let’s hope that
the checkmate we see ahead as time ticks is not irreversible and that our pupils soon graduating into
adulthood and into either college or work or unemployment or army service will find or create a chance to
emulate other characters they loved as kids.In“For your eyes only”Roger Moore as James Bond is climbing
on a vertical rock in Meteora while his opponent at the top is unhinging the rope from its supports. What
can Bond do? Let himself relax to at least enjoy his death trip that is so soon ahead? But then, you never
know. If e.g. his opponent suffered a heart attack right after Bond left the rope, and Bond saw it, was he
going to feel a good death trip or just feel like the greatest sucker who ever lived? OK, nothing like this can
prove that in a few minutes (in the film) he will have overcome his opponent, nothing like that is sure, but
what is sure is that only by moving to that direction and not in the opposite he may survive.
Parting* with an open ended epilogue:
“Open epilogue” usually means an unpreplanned epilogue left unfinished to have new, waited for, data
added or, even better, when possible, refers to an epilogue that was completed but then completely
unexpected data extended it to new directions not contradicting it or, even better, new directions partly
based on it. Such “interactive” finales are also called “open ended epilogues” (like the blown musical
instruments have at least one end open…). Returning to what we were saying just a few lines above, what
unforeseen data, helpful unforeseen data hopefully, could three southerners , all of the three parent-or-older
generations, consider as helpful developments (possibly helpful, not for sure; and depending on viewer’s
participation, not ready-made for use)? What JamesBond-like thing could such old-timers ever do, or at
least what heartattack-like thing could ever happen to the all powerful assholes seesawing the life-ropes of
all southerners (except the corrupt puppets used as govermments) and of all northerners not wishing to play
real-life monopoly with each other? Wasn’t Hernán very very concerned about how, possibly irrevovably
already, our generations had allowed fools and criminals to perpetrate a mortal sin against the growing
generation? Wasn’t Aristides aware of the fact that classes of appreciation of Greek and Roman wisdom
were now effective only on teenage kids? Wasn’t I too aware, like everyone now is, that even the adults
who were effective in assimilating and in further deepening that wisdom were now as effective on decision
makers as small kids, even if they were educators and researchers of status as high as academicians or even
were Nobel laureates in economics? OK, the new Colombus-egg-aha!-reflex idea worth of the trial-anderror -before-defenestration treatment was the following: Just like in some other decade some people
recognized each other and waved by putting on their cars a “Honk if you love Jesus” sticker, now some
people (whether overlapping those honkers or not, whether they are southerners or northerners, religious or
atheists, divergent or convergent thinkers, rockers or waltzers, hipsters or library nerds, whizkids or
dropouts, …) OK, now some people who would enjoy living in a society sharing values like the ones
exemplified by excerpts like e.g. the ones anthologized here, could notify each other of such sites’
existence, copy-paste and add-delete stuff to create more and similar sites to educate each other, translate
parts they liked of the initial sites and send them to the initial sites** to help them become multilingual
…little by little, or faster than that if many people hear of such things and participate, some education
free of charge and based on anthologies of top-top quality stimuli (stimuli like Mumford- ChomskySolzhenitsyn-Neruda-Elytis-Theodorakis-… as we said) would be online. Concerning the failure and
defenestration type of unhappy end, first step of it is non-participation, second step of it is participation
but with subsequent realization that even high percentages of educated people don’t make a bit of
difference to the issue of what candidates people vote for if they make themselves available, just like
education for the small percentages doesn’ make a difference, at least not anymore***. Two wild hopes,
*OK, we still have not exchanged self-introductions in the format of non-dispersed CVs too, and of book-reviews etc
etc, …but this should better wait for the readers finishing rather than starting the present site…
**For example if kids from Aristides’ school do like some songs or dialogues or even just some gags in “Lysistrata in
Glossa” and want to translate them better than the robot they might send me what they did and thus help me attract
some other reader to translate the whole of it (or I might show their efforts to Nuria, their English teacher, and ask her
if she would consider that effort as homework for credit, so that we prevent such practice of the kids from becoming a
sidetracking or distraction from more urgent exam related duties) Send such translations to ioannisalev@gmail.com
***According to R.Jacoby’s “The last intellectuals” they stopped mattering when instead or writing for more general
audiences they started addressing their jargon-peers to help their tenure, and politicians knew they influenced no one.
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one wilder than the other, is that the one or both of the following types of “collateral de-damage” occur:
1)The “common values language” thus communicated (even without common language and just through
robot translation*) unifies something genuine and essential in many countries and de-damages the
fractalized cohesion-group maps sculpted by globalization’s ways of cultural and populational exchanges
between civilizations (ways that so often divide the leftists into the ones remembering Marx’s “proletarians
of all the world unite” and the ones remembering his insistence that proletarians imported from other
countries to undo the effects of strikes should be sent by the strikers back home on the boat they came on
already before disembarking) or at least unifies the various types of South in the way that the
establishment of a common Italian language (in the literal sense of “language”), the language of Dante’s
“Divine Comedy”, helped the formation of the Italian nation when nations were beginning to be born.
2) Maybe some born, or self-made, tycoon (with or without some nut loosened a bit by acid trips like Steve
Jobs’) who needs wide strides to get big kicks from his job, realizes that his strides’ width and their
associated kicks ain’t worth a shit compared to the ones induced in e.g. Theodorakis’ creative mind and
live heart (through life, not through acid) and takes the steps Jobses didn’t take and Assanges have started
practicing with; and to atone in an essential (and not just self flagellant) way for the way he already
acquired some of his weapons he uses their barrels turned around, using them self -destructively in
creative ways, i.e. having his aggression-induced fun not through eliminating rivals to become even more
asshole than them and to then imagine their mug when eliminated , but to equally eliminate them and to
imagine their mug, etc but helping to bring down the system that bred both him and his rivals. “Mount
Bushmore” when united with its sequel (the next pdf) is one such scenario. Ralph Nader’s “Only the super
rich can save us” is another.
Since Hernán, our elder here, may think this whole page , excepting its first paragraph, has started to suffer
from level deterioration, let me respect his ears by bringing up its level somewhat by entering the best
shoes of such a character speaking to an ecomomic orc/gollum/Strangelove. OK, imagine an ex-hip/ nowtycoon having passed from Esalen talking to a spooky Gothic banknerd who has passed from Cyprus:
“OK, there are many well known interpretations of the Adam and Eve versus snake myth, mythical and
historical, religious and atheist, Jungian and Freudian, psychedelic and Zen-like, individual and collective,
personally I prefer the one by the logician/magician/pianist/humorist Smullyan which you can google with
“Planet without laughter Raymond Smullyan” , lately, I mean year-wise not month-wise, I ran into the one
considering that all Eden myths about Paradises (and original sin inherited to all generations) refer to
countries considered virgin but only after invasion and genocide like the one of the American Indians or
the previous populations of the Promise land. In our shared or non shared youth I would probably only refer
you to Smullyan’s snake counterpart Nemod to help you cure yourself by laughing yourself to almost
“death by looking in the mirror”, e.g. by telling you that out of all roles and all their versions in the Adam
and Eve story you chose the epitome of flatness and triviality that no even half-inspired prankster would
take on, the role of trapping them into biting the poisoned apple by tempting them through their
consumerism genes to later hold them as co-accomplices in their self-murder by debt. But now, that
genocide has already started to materialize, I just do not want to have any other relation with you except
contempt for you because if I relent I may be tempted to relent in my self-contemp too, whereas I want to
just try to see what I can do to return to whichever place remains, if any, from which, dealing with bullshit
like your own goal in life is not second of best but not even last of worst. Any leaders whose fighting you
would be just duty and second best***, would hate you for wasting their time too along with your life.”
*Just for fun, let me mention a funny side effect of robot translation that recently happened between Aristides and
myself. He was asking me if I had heard that a kind of ouzo makes flames from coals less dangerous for burning
oneself if thrown on hot coals(he needed that for playing a sorcerer’s role) and I went looking for both homeopathy
and plain stores to ask about an alcohol based antisolar ointment . Well, with Americans who shouldn’t have as much
problem with my own English as I and Aristides have with each other’s robots, I ran into a much harder problem. In a
English speaking site that I have kept since Xmas 2007 (and still have** , it’s www.johnalevizos.net ) I had to cancel a
comment section on its homepage because among other things it became a joint for a 24-hours constant flow of
exchanges of compliments, thanks and ingratiations between some (very very polite and discreet ) porno-bloggers and
porno-models (I had to spend more and more time per day to delete and wait for some comment on the issues of the
site). The only non-conspiracy explanation I can imagine is that the expression “Mount Bushmore”that I was using a
lot in the site also meant something different from the usual paraphrase of “Mount Rushmore” that I had run into up
to then (maybe something along the lines of the name of Sean Connery’s aviator/opponent/lover in “Goldfinger”
whose name was “Pussy Galore”; for the ones who don’t know it “galore” means “plenty”)
**(maybe until Xmas 2013, then I’ll transfer it somewhere here)
***A suggestion by Plato for how to select leaders, as we had seen 3 or 4 pages ago with more details.
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Seattle 1855: Chief Seattle to big chief in Washington
THE GREAT CHIEF in Washington …[President Pierce]… sends word that he wishes to buy our land.
The Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and good will. This is kind of him, since we know he has
little need of our friendship in return. But we will consider your offer, for we know if we do not so the white
man may come with guns and take our land. What Chief Seattle says you can count on as truly as our white
brothers can count on the return of the seasons. My words are like the stars - they do not set.
How can you buy or sell the sky - the warmth of the land? The idea is strange to us. Yet we do not own the
freshness of the air or the sparkle of the water. How can you buy them from us? We will decide in our time.
Every part of this earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in
the dark woods, every clearing, and every humming insect is holy in the memory and experience of my
people.
We know that the white man does not understand our ways. One portion of land is the same to him as the
next, for he is a stranger who comes in the night and takes from the land whatever he needs. The earth is
not his brother, but his enemy, and when he has conquered it, he moves on. He leaves his father's graves
and his children's birthright is forgotten. The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the redman. But perhaps
it is because the redman is a savage and does not understand.
There is no quiet place in the white man's cities. No place to listen to the leaves of spring or the rustle of
insect wings. But perhaps because I am a savage and do not understand - the clatter only seems to insult
the ears. And what is there to life if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of the whippoorwill or the arguments
of the frogs around a pond at night? The Indian prefers the soft sound of the wind itself cleansed by a midday rain, or scented by a pinõn pine: The air is precious to the redman. For all things share the same
breath - the beasts, the trees, and the man. The white man does not seem to notice the air he breathes. Like
a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench.
If I decide to accept, I will make one condition. The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his
brothers. I am a savage and I do not understand any other way. I have seen thousands of rotting buffaloes
on the prairie left by the white man who shot them from a passing train. I am a savage and do not
understand how the smoking iron horse can be more important than the buffalo that we kill only to stay
alive. What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, men would die from great loneliness of
spirit, for whatever happens to the beast also happens to the man.
All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth.
Our children have seen their fathers humbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt shame. And after defeat they
turn their days in idleness and contaminate their bodies with sweet food and strong drink. It matters little
where we pass the rest of our days - they are not many. A few more hours, a few more winters, and none of
the children of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that roamed in small bands in the woods
will remain to mourn the graves of the people once as powerful and hopeful as yours.
One thing we know that the white man may one day discover. Our God is the same God. You may think that
you own him as you wish to own our land, but you cannot. He is the Body of man, and his compassion is
equal for the redman and the white. This earth is precious to him, and to harm the earth is to heap
contempt on its Creator. The whites, too, shall pass - perhaps sooner than other tribes. Continue to
contaminate your bed, and you will one night suffocate in your own waste. When the buffalo are all
slaughtered, the wild horses all tamed, the secret corners of the forest heavy with the scent of many men,
and the view of the ripe hills blotted by the talking wires, where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle?
Gone. And what is it to say goodbye to the swift and the hunt? The end of living and the beginning of
survival.
We might understand if we knew what it was the white man dreams, what hopes he describes to his children
on long winter nights, what visions he burns into their minds, so they will wish for tomorrow. But we are
savages. The white man's dreams are hidden from us. And because they are hidden, we will go our own
way. If we agree, it will be to secure your reservation you have promised.
There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish. When the last redman has vanished from the
earth, and the memory is only the shadow of a cloud passing over the prairie, these shores and forests will
still hold the spirits of my people, for they love this earth as the newborn loves its mother's heartbeat. If we
sell you our land, love it as we have loved it. Care for it as we have cared for it. Hold in your memory the
way the land is as you take it. And with all your strength, with all your might, and with all your heart preserve it for your children, and love it as God loves us all. One thing we know - our God is the same.
This earth is precious to him. Even the white man cannot escape the common destiny.
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Seattle 1999
Why we are here
By anonymous activist poet who circulated it in the streets
(The following can be sung in the melody of Theodorakis&Elytis’ “Sun of Justice” whose melody can be heard at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrjP1VDeY

Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter
because the sky now has too many planes
because the kids are starving in the shadows
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings
we’re here to tell you that we want something else
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you
we want something else to buy.
What we want is not by your money even recognized
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized
we don’t want some cheaper trees
we want trees that are alive
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food
to live and grow in our neighborhood.
This is not a mere political protest
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test
we’re here to change ourselves and you
change you and ourselves from inside to outside
thus this is an awakening and an uprising
of spirit and of mind.
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind
if you doubt the authority of nature
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just
the strength of our desire.
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside
you’re not just a fund or a bank
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source
and now mounts in greed and lies.
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor
what’s natural and what’s real.
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for
what’s human and must be freed.
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Admittedly, it may sound a little farfetched to even imagine that anything of real relevance might result through the use
of imaginary dialogues between a deceased business genius and ex hippie like Steve Jobs and a current German
minister of economics, and the subsequent use of a letter of an Indian chief to the big chief in Washigton more than 150
years ago, coupled to a poem circulated as xerox by an anonymous poet, in some big antiglobalization demonstrations
14 years ago, in an American town with the name of the Indian chief. Our excuse for that should be better than the
mirror symmetric farfetchedness of the claim of any, even the least, relevance in the, implausible yet factual, scene of
minister Schäuble publicly raving or day-tripping with a delirium about how Cypriots inverted reality saying they were
used a Europe’s scapegoat while what was the case was that Germany became Europe’s scapegoat for Cyprus’ end,
and accounting for that with a logic like the one in Bush’s answer to his own question “Why do they hate us?”, in
2001, here spelled out, effectively, as “they hate us for the same reason the worst students in a class hate the best
student, which is us, Germany”. To land back on ground (in the, by now unusual, “usual sense of the word “ground”” )
OK, to land back on ground all of us here involved in this unreality of both writing and reading (and whether peripheral
or full attention TV hearing) let’s read a posting by a young Cypriot songwriter (but in article format) on self mirroring
of Cyprus on the critical day, March 25, already mentioned*, the frank analog of Seattle’s speech that our era deserves.

Free conquered
I won’t speak about others.Their quality and stance is of little interest to me at moments like this. Nor did I
expect a better attitude. No matter how much I would charge them with, it would be a caress to our ears
changing nothing, so I wouldn’t do it.
I’ll speak about us and forgive me. There comes the day when the mask is pulled violently. The day when
our true face is revealed, whether we want it or not, without make-up and frighteningly true. We must look
at it, it’s a life and death matter. We have to ask it to tell us who we are. Because only that knows.
We turn suddenly to face a hole in the mirror. Where is our absent face? We forgot it in small, humble,
abandoned houses, in the dust of low, soil-made remnants , in graves of illiterate, unculturedly wise
grandpas. That’s where we left the true goodmornings, the feelings sung in verses, the solidarity of humans
and whatever has value not measured as price. Since that time we progressed into the “contemporary
world”, being impersonal, naked, and struggling to keep the thread of our existence unbroken, through
difficult days, in a lansdscape unlike us. We became peasant noblemen, investing in the worst features of
both words. “I have a wedding” we would say and stood in hotel lawns with checks in envelopes in hands,
without any true, hearfelt, wish. “And our weddings, the dew of wreaths and fingers, become
undecipherable riddles for our soul” as the poet had said. No riddles , no nothing. All answered and prosaic.
Big and empty. We were left feelingless in front of the sacred, living a present that was shining,
antiaesthetic, graceless, loveless, unholy, spent out. Without memory, without dream, divorced from our
being.
We sold our best children. We left them wasting their lives in accountant’s books in offices of corporations,
in soul-less calculations. We made them slaves with corporate looks and corporate-sounding job names.
We fed them money, we schooled them to learn money, think money, serve money, dream money, marry
money, giving birth to money, be money. They speak fluently the worst English (the one related to those
jobs) and speak miserably the best Greek (the one spoken in Cyprus). When money start to be missing what
will they have to hold on to?....
*Isn’t the translation of a self critique in such a period a naïve and irresponsible act? Would Schäubles and Merkels
use it for anything else than “proving” they were right after all in accusing Cypriots of being prodigal spendthrifts?
Answer: the present site does not address itself to the above and their believers for argumentation “until the most
“convincing” talker wins and the system changes”! It addresses itself to the generation of pupils who will be
whether-employed-or-unemployed indignados in a few years , and to their current high school teachers, so as to
shrink the percentages of young people growing in only the ambience of the values of Schäubles and Merkels and to
thus make, in the long run, all such gnomes irrelevant through merely passing away without sufficient numbers of
similars of them renewing their stock** For example what percentage of young people exposed to the theoretical
physicist Heisenberg as restituted by Michael Frayn’s famous play (that we here saw summarized many pages ago
and even replayed by highschol kids) would take seriously Merkel (a theoretical physicist too I think?!) when her
background led her into rails with rationales not even a bit sounding like the parallel ones we saw Heisenberg and
Theodoarakis having as teenage whizkids and finally led her, a descendant of Beethovens and…and…and…,!!!!!,
spying to count bites of souvlaki on Cypriot pita bread in the next table of taverns for tourists, to serve as arguments
and food for political thought and economic analysis to her voters before her next elections?
**(as well known, to value shifts the famous remark (by Kuhn) is even more applicable than to “shifts of scientific
paradigm”. Let’s insert it here for those who come from walks of life other than physics etc “Scientific paradigms
change not because the previous generation is convinced but becase it passes away and the young generation hears of
their arguments less and less”)
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….We became what the ads specialist, the TV or the magazine convinced us to become. We’ve been
reduced to fanatic groupies of soccer teams armed with knives and hate. As a teenager , before the time of
getting equally sick and tired of all teams, I was once in the soccer field and the drummer of the opponent
team felt ill and I was asked to go to their tier and be the drummer, and I gladly did. Time passed, we
changed. We forgot. We were separated into parties, we blindly voted for them, we were divided in a way
not befitting our history and our tradition. In such a small place we would say “the others”. We took the
worst features of Greece and made axioms of them. Let such a kind of self go kiss off and never return,
never be wept for, never be missed; let it go stay in the place from which no one returns.
……………………
What was not self critique but self defense and self encouragement was left untranslated,
it sure was no cry to Greece for help and thus to non-Greeks either*…
….whichever piece of ourselves was left unprotected will be torn apart both with the “Yes-es ” and the
“No-es” .
Unhappily, it was not possible for a “plan B” to exist. It would not be possible for one to have been worked
out by people of my generation and of the prievious one, people submerged in consumption, in the
fleeting, in self-interest, in newlyrich-ness, and in nothingness, a nstinct of no depth and seriousness. Yet
these people, without a safety net, without logic, did say, nstinctively, “No”. Even for a single moment. A
“No” both destructive and liberating, which you, dear memorandum-friendly people of Greek origin and
dwelling, politician and journalists, using our own good as a pretext, will never be able to say. You would
prefer us to be equally destroyed sayng :Yes”.
We Cypriots become refugees again within our own country. We again lose life as we built it,as we think
we chose it, as we thought it belonged to us. And we are afraid. It’s human. But, what are we really afraid
of? Of going hungry? We’ve gone hungry before. Of cold? We have known cold for years. Of being left
alone? We always were. Of feeling pain? Pain was never missing…That we will be conquered? We have
always been conquered.
We’ll make it, that we know well! Because, finally, we’re afraid of nothing. Because, finally, the only thing
we’re afraid of, is being obliged to look in the mirror. The only thing we’re afraid of is the only thing we
really have: our true face. Let’s unbury it, let’s remember it, let’s look at it. While all, friend and foes, are
looking at us angrily, while our mask is falling, dropping dead, that face will smile to us.

*In the following poem the non-mention of which country the poem meant was not a device of the translation. The
original too, by Elytis, did not name Greece, just emerging from world war II at the time, this was not an omission but
a move of solidarty to all and a prophecy of world common aspects of coming future…
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Sun of Justice
(Elytis, Theodorakis)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUVEqh83rjI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asnxIGDsMfM&feature=related

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my,
my country
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine,
when her sky is blue and bright.
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals,
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my,
my country
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Cyprus’ Mediterranean
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnDvx7lpDJo *

Elytis’ Aegean
http://edutv.gr/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=354&Itemid=172

*The title of the song of the link is “Goldengreen leaf” and its refrain is the verse “Goldengreen leaf thrown at open
sea” (referring to Cyprus of course). The lyrics are exactly what the video shows (e.g “Land of lemon tree and of
joy…”
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Sun of Justice
(Elytis, Theodorakis)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrjP1VDeY

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine
when her sky is blue and bright.
Though it touches Europe and America on one side
and though it touches Asia and Africa alike
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether
all by herself.
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her
and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
and relentless light.
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair
and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow is only
is only other winds like them.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
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Seattle 1999
Why we are here
By anonymous activist poet who circulated it in the streets
(The following can be sung in the melody of Theodorakis&Elytis’ “Sun of Justice” whose melody can be heard at

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrjP1VDeY

Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter
because the sky now has too many planes
because the kids are starving in the shadows
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings
we’re here to tell you that we want something else
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you
we want something else to buy.
What we want is not by your money even recognized
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized
we don’t want some cheaper trees
we want trees that are alive
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food
to live and grow in our neighborhood.
This is not a mere political protest
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test
we’re here to change ourselves and you
change you and ourselves from inside to outside
thus this is an awakening and an uprising
of spirit and of mind.
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind
if you doubt the authority of nature
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just
the strength of our desire.
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside
you’re not just a fund or a bank
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source
and now mounts in greed and lies.
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor
what’s natural and what’s real.
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for
what’s human and must be freed.
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Seattle 1855: Chief Seattle to big chief in Washington
THE GREAT CHIEF in Washington …[President Pierce]… sends word that he wishes to buy our land.
The Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and good will. This is kind of him, since we know he has
little need of our friendship in return. But we will consider your offer, for we know if we do not so the white
man may come with guns and take our land. What Chief Seattle says you can count on as truly as our white
brothers can count on the return of the seasons. My words are like the stars - they do not set.
How can you buy or sell the sky - the warmth of the land? The idea is strange to us. Yet we do not own the
freshness of the air or the sparkle of the water. How can you buy them from us? We will decide in our time.
Every part of this earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in
the dark woods, every clearing, and every humming insect is holy in the memory and experience of my
people.
We know that the white man does not understand our ways. One portion of land is the same to him as the
next, for he is a stranger who comes in the night and takes from the land whatever he needs. The earth is
not his brother, but his enemy, and when he has conquered it, he moves on. He leaves his father's graves
and his children's birthright is forgotten. The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the redman. But perhaps
it is because the redman is a savage and does not understand.
There is no quiet place in the white man's cities. No place to listen to the leaves of spring or the rustle of
insect wings. But perhaps because I am a savage and do not understand - the clatter only seems to insult
the ears. And what is there to life if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of the whippoorwill or the arguments
of the frogs around a pond at night? The Indian prefers the soft sound of the wind itself cleansed by a midday rain, or scented by a pinõn pine: The air is precious to the redman. For all things share the same
breath - the beasts, the trees, and the man. The white man does not seem to notice the air he breathes. Like
a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench.
If I decide to accept, I will make one condition. The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his
brothers. I am a savage and I do not understand any other way. I have seen thousands of rotting buffaloes
on the prairie left by the white man who shot them from a passing train. I am a savage and do not
understand how the smoking iron horse can be more important than the buffalo that we kill only to stay
alive. What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, men would die from great loneliness of
spirit, for whatever happens to the beast also happens to the man.
All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth.
Our children have seen their fathers humbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt shame. And after defeat they
turn their days in idleness and contaminate their bodies with sweet food and strong drink. It matters little
where we pass the rest of our days - they are not many. A few more hours, a few more winters, and none of
the children of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that roamed in small bands in the woods
will remain to mourn the graves of the people once as powerful and hopeful as yours.
One thing we know that the white man may one day discover. Our God is the same God. You may think that
you own him as you wish to own our land, but you cannot. He is the Body of man, and his compassion is
equal for the redman and the white. This earth is precious to him, and to harm the earth is to heap
contempt on its Creator. The whites, too, shall pass - perhaps sooner than other tribes. Continue to
contaminate your bed, and you will one night suffocate in your own waste. When the buffalo are all
slaughtered, the wild horses all tamed, the secret corners of the forest heavy with the scent of many men,
and the view of the ripe hills blotted by the talking wires, where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle?
Gone. And what is it to say goodbye to the swift and the hunt? The end of living and the beginning of
survival.
We might understand if we knew what it was the white man dreams, what hopes he describes to his children
on long winter nights, what visions he burns into their minds, so they will wish for tomorrow. But we are
savages. The white man's dreams are hidden from us. And because they are hidden, we will go our own
way. If we agree, it will be to secure your reservation you have promised.
There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish. When the last redman has vanished from the
earth, and the memory is only the shadow of a cloud passing over the prairie, these shores and forests will
still hold the spirits of my people, for they love this earth as the newborn loves its mother's heartbeat. If we
sell you our land, love it as we have loved it. Care for it as we have cared for it. Hold in your memory the
way the land is as you take it. And with all your strength, with all your might, and with all your heart preserve it for your children, and love it as God loves us all. One thing we know - our God is the same.
This earth is precious to him. Even the white man cannot escape the common destiny.
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What this site is about:
A few years ago many of us read or heard about a point made by Ralph Nader going like “only the super
rich can save us” (in a book that is not a prerequisite for the reader of this site which, on the contrary, is a
dialogue with many types of readers who could improvise similar or different meanings of that point); also
he said something sounding like “the young volunteers who could help me are busy updating their
facebooks” (a phrase maybe remembered inexactly since google doesn’t give any results; well, let’s then
be talking to those readers who consider as factual not the origin of the phrase but its content, whether it
concerns Ralph Nader himself or some name-mate of his in any other parallel universe, factual or fictional,
actual or potential).
Eleven days ago James Petras wrote an obituary article on Chavez in which, among praise he gave him for
other things, he also praised his role in popular education and spelled out the pivotal point of Chavez’s
relation to that. Many people from countries with a tradition in popular education* have been asking
themselves for some time if and how education could possibly help reverse the, by now well known
internationally, outcomes of counter-revolution*** if the still not know-it-all youngsters, massively and not
after the competitive selection in highest education (or the infiltration by party-focused, and other, biases
in unions etc) come to some creative interaction with the two generations they still overlap (parents and
grandpaparents). Thus we are speaking about ages of high scool (where all go****) briefing the grown ups
with web media not controlled by the usual disorienting mechanisms, and about grownups conveying
information that is more first hand and less suspect than ministries of education. Can one have “textbooks”
free of charge and free of infiltration (and free of the usual bullshit that drowns or cripples web-surfers? )
Can one outline, not as just as stream-of -consciouness-level proposals but as elaborations of implications
and of both the enhancements and obstructions, passes and impasses that such a project would meet?
That’s what we hope this site does through the electronic interaction of its three Southerners (all factual ,
none fictional. One Nicaraguan, retired medical doctor sharing his time between New Mexico and his home
country, one still working, as high school teacher in Greece, and one still younger, father of still small kids,
working as a high school teacher in Spain)/Yiannis Alevizos March 25 2013
*(e.g. Greece where, to speak schematically, the “Cultural revolution” founded by the artist/activist Mikis Theodorakis
had as its symbol the letter Z, like in the film Z, from which ZNet** derives its name, and Z, besides the graffiti Zei (=
he lives) for the murdered politician Lambrakis (after whom the organization of Theodorakis was named) it was an
allusion to the the bolt that the cultural revolution, like a “Prometheus of education” would throw back to Zeus, i.e to a
state that would keep masses uneducated and would save higher education only for the elite (and would aso regulate the
education syllabi for all)
**The reader is asked to also google for the role of truthout.org. , reader supported news ,…
***For a very detailed analysis of such processes over the three last generations in Greece’s case, see Petras’ website
for his article of March 3 (last before his obituary article on Chavez on March 14)
****Also, this is not a kind of influence “slower than other kinds”, all 16 and 17 years olds in just two years, each
time, will be either working, or unemployed or college students or something combined…
Why Chicago Kids Are Rebelling Against Rahm (March 25 2013)
A battle is being fought over how to teach America’s children. In Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Seattle and beyond,
corporate education “reformers” are pushing to privatize schools, strip teachers of their rights at work and make
high-stakes testing the focus of education.
In my city of Chicago, over 50 schools have just been scheduled for closure – mostly in underprivileged
neighborhoods – while officials have tried to censor what books are taught in class.
But here’s some good news: Parents, teachers and – most excitingly of all – students are coming together to fight
back. Across the country, more and more people have realized that this kind of education “reform” is
incompatible with progressive values, doesn’t teach children how to think – and just plain doesn’t work.
Attitudes are changing because of the work done to counter corporate propaganda…
Joe Macaré, Director of Donor Development and Outreach The reader is kindly asked to google with some of the

words right above, and read the follow up when (s)he gets a chance within the day

Well, when last July or June we started this site, its first pdf, was, with a different title, the pdf that here is
the one next (only one page, its last one, has now been added). Let me make a note to remember to send
the present version too to Marion Brady, coauthor of the article googlable with Outing ACT: Test-andPunish Doesn't Educate, but It's Profitable for Testing Companies with whom we communicated last
Summer or Fall about the Chicago events of those days around...
Upshot about this briefing : With or without in-class censorship the present site can serve anyone, whether
teenage kid or grownup, pupil or student or parent or grandparent or teacher,as one of the possible
examples of how to make study guides for relevant material, or even itself serve as an initial study guide,
or, for some time, itself serve as an object that study guides can guide to.
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Finishing the leafing of an educational site means more than going back for reading, and not just leafing,
some parts that each leafer/reader may have marked for further visits. It means finishing with mainly
living in the “parallel universe” that most education is about, and should be, until a certain age; it means
this both for the site’s leafers/readers and for the anthologists responsible for putting it together.
Hopefully, anthologists and readers/leafers will meet again at some other, future, site on more groundbound news…
Yiannis Alevizos/April 2013
PS: Translations in Spanish and other languages will continue to be gratefully welcome for an indefinite
period of time at the e-address we have already seen again in this pdf, ioannisalev@gmail.com …
PPS: But, unless it is only an unreal fantasy and a false impression of a non-speaker of Spanish after a more
protracted use of the robot translation, the errors of such a translation are not grave and insulting to anyone,
nor are they conducive to misleading and disorienting misunderstanding of most points; and since its use
was part of the plot unfolding here the reader is kindly asked to only send translation suggestions and
corrections for parts violating the above rules, or translations of parts of the next two pdfs, that had been
written before the bilingual site started; in short the robot feels to the writer, and, as the writer hopes, to the
reader too, like a live presence , a baby , or at least a beloved pet, that can make cute speech errors or even
damage some good furniture, but without much ado needing to be made about it…

Let’s also write a shorter abstract to insert at the beginning of the site:
One retired medical doctor of Nicaraguan origin who is mainly living in New Mexico, and frequently
reads and comments blogs, one high school teacher of Latin in Spain in crisis who is passionately interested
and blog-posting in Cultural Politics and has also made a link in the service of solidarity to Greeks under
crisis and in the service of gratitude to Greece’s offer to civilization, and one Greek high school teacher of
physics who has received his training in USA of the ’70s, exchange e-mails that, after some initial stages
of “slow motion”, turn out to show, through example, that it IS possible to have sites for free-of-charge
education in humanities through anthologies focused on people of the order of “men-for-all-seasons for our
season” and it IS possible to present this material in ways understandable even to teenagers, and to do it in
the traditional, but lost, way of mutual passing of live relevant information, i.e. in the way of discusions
between the three overlapping generations that each epoch has (i.e. kids, parents/teachers, grandparents);
one of the things discussed is also the relevance of such general education in our days and its possible
effect on the impasses we all live under the crisis….
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